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Abstract 
An investigation has been performed on the scattering properties of cow's milk. The 
main aim of the study has been to determine the usefulness of photon migration 
techniques in the measurement of milk components, and the extent to which they can 
be applied. Online applications are also investigated. 
The milk components that influence the optical scattering properties the most are the 
fat content and the protein content. Fat in milk exists in the form of small globules in 
a range of diameters from under 1 µrn to as large as 20 µrn. These globules are the 
major contributor to the light scattering properties of the milk. Milk protein is also a 
contributor to the scattering, but to a much lesser extent. 
Another component of milk that is of interest is the somatic cell concentration. These 
cells are usually present in milk at a low level, ranging from about 5 x 104 cells mL- 1 
up to 2 x 105 cells mL-1• Their numbers in milk dramatically increase with the onset of 
a mastitis infection. The somatic cell count is one of the primary measurements used 
in the dairy industry to monitor udder health and mastitis. 
Since milk is a highly scattering medium, one needs to choose a suitable mathematical 
model to characterise it so that quantitative measurements can be made. The diffusion 
approximation, a simplified version of transport theory, was selected. The derivation 
and the limitations of the diffusion approximation were discussed and noted in order 
to ensure that any subsequent measurements made with milk fell within the limits of 
the theory. 
A photon migration instrument (PMI) was built using the principles from the diffusion 
approximation theory. The instrument was configured to work with multiple-distance 
measurements. It was tested with a suspension of uniform microspheres and was 
shown to return results that agreed with Mie theory. 
Experiments were performed using the photon migration instrument with 
homogenised and raw milk. A good correlation was found between the fat content and 
the reduced-scattering coefficient. Homogenised milk samples of varying fat content 
were made by mixing trim milk with homogenised cream while raw milk of varying 
fat content was obtained from a robotic milking system. Both milks were tested with 
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the photon migration instrument - the homogenised milk was tested off-line, while 
the raw milk was tested with the instrument beside the robotic milking system. 
It was found that the instrument could determine the fat content in homogenised and 
raw milk with a precision of ±1.0 % and ±2.0 % milk fat content respectively. Protein 
and somatic cell count had a poor correlation with either the absorption coefficient or 
the reduced-scattering coefficient at a 670 nm wavelength. 
The precision of the raw milk fat content measurements can be increased by 
separating the milk samples by breed. Grouping milk samples from Friesian cows 
separately from milk samples from Jersey cows yielded precisions of± 1.6 % and ± 1.4 
% respectively. Further increases in precision could be obtained by separating out the 
results per cow, resulting in fat percentage measurements with a precision as high as 
±0.8 %. One of the more significant conclusions is that the fat globule particle size 
distribution is similar within the breed of cow and certainly similar from day-to-day 
with a single cow. 
Fluorescence photon diffusion techniques using the DNA stain ethidium bromide 
were used to determine somatic cell count. The results of this work showed that high 
cell-count samples could be quantified, with a lower detection limit of 4 x 105 cells 
mL-1• The lower detection limit was too high, and during attempts to reduce it, 
evidence for an ethidium bromide inhibitor was found. This inhibitor appeared to use 
up free ethidium bromide without changing its fluorescence lifetime. This was shown 
by experiments where the milk was diluted with IntraLipid to remove the contribution 
that differences in the absorption and reduced-scattering coefficient would make. The 
discovery of the ethidium bromide inhibitor was another significant conclusion of this 
work, but further investigation of the inhibitor was beyond the scope of this 
dissertation .. 
The primary conclusion of this thesis is that photon migration techniques can measure 
some milk components online directly, notably fat content and somatic cell count. 
Improvements to the instrument are required however, in order to improve the 
precision of the measurements to the level required by the dairy industry. 
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1 Introduction 
Milk is a major income earner for the Waikato and New Zealand (Work and Income 
New Zealand, 2000). Because of that, there is a constant search to improve the quality 
of milk products and to produce them more efficiently and economically. 
A large amount of past and present research has been focused on the search for new 
sensor techniques. However, most of these sensor techniques are focused towards 
implementations that cannot be used in a live milking situation - that is, in line with 
the milk flow on a milking machine. The ability to put a sensor in line with the milk 
flow has become more important now, especially with the introduction of automated 
milking systems. 
Optical techniques are well established in the fields of process and quality control. In 
particular, near infrared (NIR) spectroscopy is heavily used in the food industry, 
especially for the production of milk products. The main advantages of optical 
techniques are they are non-destructive to the sample, and fast. Optical sensors can be 
easily incorporated into most production systems and can be made to be very robust. 
The major problem with milk with regard to optical sensing is the large amount of 
light scattering, which is the root of most of the problems with the application of 
standard optical techniques to milk measurement. In addition to the optical scattering, 
the typical dairy parlour is a wet and electrically noisy environment, which presents 
additional difficulties with the design of an on-farm, on-line instrument. 
Light scattering and fluorescence techniques (as well as spectroscopy) have been used 
as methods for providing feedback in process control situations that involve highly 
scattering materials. It is only fairly recently that frequency-domain photon migration 
and fluorescence methods have been proposed and used to characterise these 
materials. The main application for frequency-domain photon migration and 
fluorescence methods to date has been in biomedical applications such as the blood 
oxygenation monitor. These methods have already been used with milk, but not in an 
online situation. However, there is a strong possibility that these methods can be 
adapted to work online and therefore might be useful in that situation. This is based 
on the hypothesis that photon migration methods will work equally well on a moving 
milk sample as they do on a static one, since the behaviour of the light scattering will 
be very similar in both situations. 
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The advantages mentioned previously for online optical sensors apply to the dairy 
parlour as well. It is very useful for the farm owner or manager to have quick access 
to milk component analysis results without having to spend time obtaining milk 
samples from the main milk lines. Additionally, the concern that an added reagent 
may make its way back into the milk line is removed. The results of these advantages 
come in the form of reduced labour and consulting costs due to the lesser amount of 
manual work required, and also in the form of useful data for which animal 
management decisions can be made. 
With those points in mind, it was the aim of this thesis to investigate: 
1. the extent with which photon migration measurement techniques can yield 
useful information about milk composition, 
2. whether photon migration measurement methods can be applied to an online 
situation (as in a dairy parlour). 
The outcome of these objectives has depended on the successful design and 
implementation of an instrument that can measure the optical properties of cow's milk 
and return values that can be related to milk component concentrations. Achievement 
of the first goal has allowed the determination of which milk components are 
realistically measurable with photon migration methods. Achievement of the second 
goal is the successful implementation of an online photon migration sensor that can 
measure to a known accuracy, the milk components from the first goal. 
Table 1-1 shows a few parameters of interest that are used to describe the optical 
characteristics of highly scattering media. 
Parameter Symbol Description 
Absorption coefficient µa (cm-1) Inverse of the mean free path before an 
absorption event 
Scattering coefficient /.ls ( cm-1) Inverse of the mean free path before a 
scattering event 
Scattering anisotropy g Average cosine of the scattering angle 
Refractive index n Ratio of speed of light in vacuum to the 
speed of light in the medium. 
Table 1-1: Parameters of interest in highly scattering media. 
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These parameters are related to the physical characteristics of the medium. They 
indirectly describe the chemical and structural properties of the medium. Having 
knowledge of these parameters as well as the details of the structural properties can 
allow the discovery of other information about the medium such as its composition. 
Note that the units of the absorption and scattering coefficients are reciprocal 
centimetres. These coefficients represent the average distance a photon travels in the 
medium before either a scattering or absorption event occurs. These coefficients give 
an indication of the opacity and the perceived colour of the medium. 
Since it is important to understand the medium that will be analysed in this thesis, 
next section constructs the case for the use of photon migration methods for milk 
component analysis with a review of the properties of cow's milk. This is followed by 
an investigation into one of the major problems facing the dairy industry - mastitis. 
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2 The Dairy Cow and the Nature of Milk 
2. 1 The Dairy Cow 
The dairy cow (Bos Taurus) is a large ruminant mammal of the family Bovidae. It has 
been domesticated in many countries around the world where it is used as a milk 
producer and also as a source of meat. Cows are herbivorous, eating grasses and other 
low-lying vegetation. In many countries, cows are kept in barns and other similar 
enclosures while being fed pre-prepared grain mixes and other supplements. The 
alternative is pastoral-based farming, which is predominant in New Zealand. 
In New Zealand, the agricultural industry has a large focus on dairying. On a 
traditional New Zealand dairy farm, the cows are milked twice a day using manned 
mechanical milking systems. Cows on such a dairy are fed mostly on pasture with few 
additional feed supplements. 
Figure 2-1: Jersey Cows 
The most commonly encountered breeds of dairy cow in New Zealand are the Jersey 
and the Holstein-Friesian. The Jersey (shown in Figure 2-1) is a smaller cow usually 
with a light tan colouring. As a breed, it originates from the Channel Islands off the 
coast of Great Britain. Jersey cows are renowned for the relatively high milk fat 
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percentages, which was recognised as a large bonus in the cheese and butter industry. 
Holstein-Friesian cows (commonly called by the last part of their name "Friesian", 
shown in Figure 2-2) are a cross between the Holstein breed from continental Europe 
and the Friesian breed from Great Britain. These cows are slightly larger than the 
Jersey and have a mixture of black and white markings. The Holstein-Friesian was 
bred for its milk capacity - it delivers more milk volume than a Jersey but its milk fat 
percentages are lower, the average being 3.7% versus 4.6% for the Jersey. 
Figure 2-2: Holstein-Friesian cows. 
2.2 Milk 
The term "milk" is a generic term used to describe the fluid produced by female 
mammals for the nutrition of their offspring. They contain, with some exceptions, the 
nutrients required for the development of the juvenile mammal. Generally, if the 
development time is short then the milk is dense in nutrients. All milks contain 
specific components and are designed to be digested easily by the juvenile mammal. 
In general, milks are opaque and white in colour. They consist mainly of water, with 
the other components (usually fats , proteins, enzymes, vitamins and sugars) either in 
solution or in the form of either emulsified globules coated with a membrane or as a 
colloidal dispersion of micelles (Jensen, 1995). 
2.3 Cows' Milk 
Cows' milk is typical of mammalian milk. It is a white liquid that is produced in the 
mammary gland which is located in the udder. The udder is a relatively large external 
feature of the cow, situated towards the rear, in between the hind legs. It has four 
teats, each of which has a milk reservoir (referred to as the teat cistern) that is 
completely isolated from the others. Above the teat cistern, separated by a teat 
sphincter is the udder cistern. The structure of the udder is not unlike that of the 
human lung in that there is a tree-like structure leading from the cistern and 
terminating in small alveoli. It is in these alveoli that the milk-producing cells produce 
the milk. 
Cow's milk is approximately 85% water. The remaining 15% contain fat, protein, 
lactose, vitamins, minerals, enzymes, hormones, cells and immunoglobulins. These 
components are either suspended as an emulsion or dissolved in the milk itself. The 
exact composition of the milk varies depending on cow and breed, as well as 
environmental factors such as stage of lactation and feed quality or quantity. Table 
2-1 shows average percentages of the various cow-milk components. All components 
are given as a percentage by weight in the milk. The minor components are also 
known as ash and make up about 0. 7% of the milk by weight. 





Minor Components (Ash) 0.7% 
Table 2-1: Total milk components (Jensen, 1995). 
The various solid components in milk exist in one of three different basic states -
dissolved in solution, as a colloidal suspension, or as an emulsion. The milk 
carbohydrates and much of the minor components are in solution; the casein and whey 
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proteins exist as a colloidal suspension. Milk fat exists as an emulsion, with fat 
globules in suspension. 
2.3.1 Milk Components 
Milk Fat 
Fat in milk is largely composed of triglycerides. Much of the milk lipids are derived 
from lipids circulating in the cow's blood. The remainder of the milk lipid is directly 
synthesized inside the lactating mammary cell. A breakdown of the different types of 
milk lipids is shown in Table 2-2. 





Free fatty acids 0.10-0.44 
Monoacylglycerol 0.16-0.38 
Table 2-2: Lipids in milk (Jensen & Newberg, 1995). 
The milk fat globules are spherical lipid particles coated with a plasma membrane 
(Patton, 1973 ). They originate as fat droplets inside the lactating mammary cells, 
formed in the rough endoplasmic reticulum. The new droplet is gradually added to by 
the cell and is eventually secreted. At the point of its secretion, the droplet is 
enveloped by a plasma membrane. The progressive envelopment effectively separates 
the droplet from the cell. Secretion is complete when the membrane is pinched off, 
and the droplet is released. The mechanism for the origin of the fat globule is not 
precisely known (Keenan & Patton, 1995). 
The size distribution of milk fat globules falls into three overlapping size 
distributions: small globules below 1 µm, medium-sized globules from 3-5 µm, and 
large globules at around 8-10 µm. Some of the large globules approach 20 µm in 
diameter. However, these large globules are formed by post-secretion aggregation. 
Thus, the typical milk fat globule falls in the two smaller-diameter groups (Keenan & 
Patton, 1995). 
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A surprising number of globules (70 to 90%) fall in the below 1 µm category. 
However, they only account for less than 5% of the total milk fat. The large-diameter 
globules account for a further 0.01 % of the total globule population while 
representing 1 to 4% of the total milk fat. That leaves the remainder of the particles in 
the middle size distribution to make up the remaining 90% or so of the total milk fat 
while only containing roughly 10-30% of the total globule number. 
The Milk Lipid Globule Membrane (MLGM) 
Milk fat globules are surrounded by a two-layer plasma membrane. The plasma 
membrane is composed primarily of proteins, with a small amount of lipids and other 
compounds. Of particular note are the phospholipids, which aid with the structural 
integrity of the MLGM. 
Some MLGMs have a crescent-shaped bulge attached to them on the side of the fat 
globule. These are actually a part of the secreting cell, and are thus filled with 
cytoplasm. They are formed when the closure of the plasma membrane around the 
pre-secreted fat globule occurs through the cytoplasm instead of around the globule 
surface. Cytoplasmic crescents add their own distinctive contribution to the 
composition and properties of milk (Keenan & Patton, 1995). 
The MLGM is important in keeping the majority of the lipid content in emulsion. 
Without the membrane, the lipids would float to the top much like oil in water. 
Proteins 
Milk proteins are divided up into two main groups - caseins and whey proteins. The 
caseins make up the majority (82%) of the milk proteins, with the whey proteins 
making up the remainder. Caseins exist in milk in the form of protein and salt 
complexes called micelles ranging in size from 30 to 600 nm in diameter. 
According to Slattery ( 1976), there are four different types of caseins that make up the 
micelles. They are known as alpha-s (as), beta (B), gamma (y) and kappa (K) caseins. 
They are all present in milk as the calcium salt ( calcium caseinate ). All the caseins are 
classed as glycophosphoproteins due to the presence of carbohydrates and phosphorus 
in their structures. The formation of the casein micelles is complex involving binding 





Figure 2-3: Casein micelle structure. 
The structure of the casein micelle has been described as that of a "hairy" sphere. 
Each micelle is made up of many submicelles, which are held together by colloidal 
calcium phosphate. The submicelles are made of the individual casein protein 
molecules and can be considered to be truly spherical. The micelle carries a strong 
negative charge, making them self-repelling in milk. 
a s-casein is the dominant of the fractions in milk. The structure of the a s-casem 
molecule is that of a random coil with short isolated helical regions. P-casein is 
thought to be found in the form of long rod-like strands that can be attached to a s-
casein. K-casein is a glycoprotein that is vital to the stability of the casein micelle 
system. Casein micelles require the presence of the calcium ion to form, but in overly 
high calcium ion concentrations, the casein will precipitate out. The K-casein is 
responsible for stopping the other fractions from precipitating when the calcium ion 
concentration is too high. 
Whey proteins make up the remaining 18% of the total milk proteins. The major whey 
proteins are P-lactoglobulin and a-lactalbumin. These proteins exist in milk in a 
colloidal form, and form about 88% of the total whey proteins. The remaining minor 
whey proteins include serum albumin (identical to blood serum albumin) and the 
immunoglobulins IgM, IgA, IgG 1 and IgG2. The immunoglobulins are also 
significant components of the MLGM, and contribute to the natural bacterial 
inhibitory properties of milk. Swaisgood (1995) compiled a table containing a 
complete breakdown of milk proteins. 
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Other Components 
The remaining components in cow's milk are mainly carbohydrates and enzymes. Of 
the carbohydrates, more than 99% is in the form of lactose (Osborne, 1994). The 
remaining carbohydrates are found only in trace amounts, and consist of: 
• Cerebrosides 
• Sugars (glucose, galactose and sucrose) 
• Amino sugars 
• Oligosaccharides 
Lactose comes in two forms that are enantiomers of each other. Their physical 
properties are slightly different to each other. In solution, a and ~ lactose undergo 
mutarotation (where the a and~ forms are able to change from one to the other), with 
the process reaching equilibrium in 24 hours. At that stage, the lactose solution will 
consist of about 62.25 % ~-lactose and 37.75 % a-lactose. It is expected that this will 
also happen in milk. 
Other notable components of milk are enzymes, trace minerals, somatic cells and 
bacteria. The enzymes are of particular interest as they alter the properties of the milk 
by changing its chemistry. Milk enzymes fall into four main classifications: 
I. Proteases (protein splitting) - responsible for the slow decomposition of 
proteins in milk. 
2. Carbohydrases ( carbohydrate splitting) - includes lactase (breaks down 
lactose) and amylase (breaks down starch). 
3. Esterases (split esters) - the most notable of this group is lipase, which splits 
fat. 
4. Oxidases and Reductases - enzymes that catalyse oxidation and reduction 
reactions respectively, such as peroxidase, which aids the splitting of hydrogen 
peroxide into water and active oxygen. 
Minerals and salts tend to exist in small quantities in milk. Most notably present is 
calcium and phosphorus, which play an important role in the structure of casein 
micelles, along with citric acid and magnesium. 
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2.3.2 Physical Properties of Cows' Milk 
At a glance, cows' milk appears to be a thin, and rather unremarkable off-white liquid. 
As described previously however, that is far from the truth. Cows' milk is a highly 
complex biological fluid with many interacting components. The bulk physical 
properties of the milk will be dictated by the nature of the individual components 
themselves, along with any possible interactions that may occur between those 
components. Table 2-3 shows some of the measured physical properties of cows' 
milk. 
Physical Property Value 
Viscosity ( centipoise) 1.6314 
Surface Tension (dynes/cm2) 52.8 
Specific Gravity 1.030 
Electrical Conductivity (Siemens) 0.00465 
pH 6.62 
Refractive Index 1.34a 
• Measured with surface plasmon resonance instrument. All other values from (Neville & 
Jensen, 1995). 
Table 2-3: Physical and Chemical properties of milk. 
Optical Properties of Milk 
The off-white colour of cows' milk is primarily due to the light scattering from the fat 
globules. There are on average, about 3 x 109 fat globules and about 7 x 1015 casein 
micelles per millilitre of milk. The high numbers of fat globules and casein micelles 
indicates that milk has a high attenuation coefficient, and the nearly white colour of 
milk indicates that it does not have a particularly high absorption of light at any 
visible wavelength. Due to the highly scattering properties of milk, it is not easy to 
obtain an accurate spectrometer reading in large volumes of cows' milk. A set of raw 
spectrometer readings with different depths of milk, and therefore different optical 
path lengths (sample thicknesses) is shown in Figure 2-4 and 2-5. 
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Figure 2-5: Raw milk visible/NIR spectra with path lengths of I 0-20mm (Whyte, 1998). 
Figure 2-4 and Figure 2-5 show a measurement of the transmission spectrum of milk 
with different thicknesses of milk between the light source and the detector. Both 
figures show that the transmission percentage and relative heights of the spectral 
peaks change as the optical path length through the sample changes. It can be 
concluded therefore that the use of visible / NIR spectra has limited application in 
bulk milk since with raw spectrometer readings, it is not possible to determine 
whether spectra are due to actual absorption or from extinction due to scattering. 
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2.4 Homogenised Cow's Milk 
Homogenised milk is milk that has been processed so that the fat globules are very 
uniform in size. The development of homogenisation as a method of milk processing 
dates back to the early 1900s. The earliest and most complete and authoritative review 
was by Sidersky ( 1909). 
Paul Marix of France was granted two patents in 1892 for the purpose of 
manufacturing margarine. Both of them were for different applications of the same 
invention. In order to make margarine, Marix made an emulsion by forcing the liquid 
mixture of margarine ingredients through a very small orifice. At this stage, nobody 
had thought of applying it to natural liquids, such as milk. This was patented by 
Gaulin in 1899, in a procedure designed to stabilise natural emulsions. 
The official definition of homogenised milk, according to Trout (1950a), is "milk 
which has been rendered homogenous by mechanical means." A more practical 
definition is found in the Illinois State definition of homogenised milk, discussed by 
Tracy ( 1941) who defines it as milk which: 
a) Shall not show any visible cream after 48 hours storage. 
b) Shall not differ by more than 0.2% in fat tests from the top and the bottom of 
the bottle. 
The most notable characteristics of homogenised cow's milk in comparison with raw 
cow's milk is its consistency and colour. Homogenised milk is whiter than raw milk, 
and it also appears much less watery. Analyses with a colour analyser have shown that 
homogenised milk has less colour than raw milk (Trout, 1950c ). This colour change is 
a result of the increased number of fat globules in the milk due to the homogenisation 
process. 
The modem homogeniser pumps milk at high pressures through a valve with a very 
small clearance. The purpose of this is to break up the fat globules in order to stabilise 
the emulsion. Several theories have been offered as to what actually happens to the fat 
globules during homogenisation. These processes are: 
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1. Shearing or grinding. Fat globules are pulled apart by high shear forces due to 
the high velocities encountered during homogenisation. 
2. Exploding. The release of pressure when the milk exits the homogenisation 
orifice causes the fat globule to come apart due to its own high internal 
pressure. 
3. Splashing, impinging or shattering. When milk reaches a certain pressure 
during homogenisation, a valve in the homogeniser opens and allows the 
pressurised milk to strike a retaining wall with high velocity. 
4. Acceleration and deceleration. The great acceleration that milk must go 
through during homogenisation causes the globules to come apart. 
5. Cavitation. The formation of vapour bubbles in a liquid due to the lowering of 
pressure. 
The most important part about the homogenisation of milk is that the larger fat 
globules of raw milk are broken up into many small ones. Table 2-4 shows a 
comparison between raw cow's milk and homogenised milk fat globule populations (a 
pictorial comparison is shown in Figures 2-6 and 2-7). 
Parameter Raw Milk Homogenised 
Milk 
Average fat globule diameter 2.9 µm 0.3 µm 
Number of fat globules per 100 mL of 2.9 X 1011 3.4 X 1014 
milk 
Table 2-4: Milk Fat Globule parameters before and after homogenisation (Trout, 1950b). 
2.4.1 Changes in physical and chemical properties of milk due to 
homogenisation 
Very little change is generally found in the physical properties of milk when it is 
homogenised. The most notable change is the colour and the loss of the apparent 
watery appearance of raw milk as described previously. Other minor changes are a 
slight decrease in conductivity and a slight decrease in pH. 
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Figure 2-6: Raw milk viewed under a microscope (400x magnification). 
Figure 2-7: Homogenised milk viewed under a microscope (400x magnification). 
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2.4.2 Changes in fats and proteins of milk due to homogenisation 
The main changes in milk due to homogenisation appear to affect the milk fat. The 
homogenisation process is designed to break up the large fat globules so that there are 
more of them, but of a smaller average diameter and a smaller size distribution. This 
is not the only change, however. Creaming in milk occurs when fat globules aggregate 
and consequently float to the surface. A lack of creaming cannot be attributed to the 
changes in the size distribution of milk alone. 
The lack of the clustering of fat globules in homogenised milk has been linked to 
three main factors. Firstly, there is the destruction of the natural agglutinin (a protein 
in milk that causes fat globules to clump) by the homogenisation process. Secondly, 
there is the resurfacing of the fat globules. This happens primarily from the 
destruction of the MLGM, which causes the homogenised fat globules form a new 
membrane by adsorbing suitable milk proteins, usually whey proteins but caseins can 
also participate in this process. Thirdly, due to the greatly increased percentage of 
small fat globules, there is much more bulk Brownian movement. All three of these 
factors appear to be interrelated, as no single one seems to wholly account for the 
marked lack of interglobule attraction in homogenised milk. However, it has been 
noted that homogenised milk with a fat percentage greater than the usual 3.3 % still 
tends to have some degree of fat globule clustering evident. 
It has been found that the homogenisation process affects the proteins in milk. For 
instance, it is known that some of the casein micelles in milk do adsorb onto the fat 
globules. In raw milk, Wiegner (1914) calculated that the percentage adsorbed is 
about 2 %. For homogenised milk, that figure rises to 25% (Trout, 1950b). The other 
proteins in milk are affected differently, in that the homogenisation process appears to 
destabilise them. Consumer complaints have been recorded regarding the curdling of 
homogenised milk during cooking, indicating that some adverse effect has occurred. 
For the most part, the homogenisation process has changed milk from a highly 
unpredictable substance to one that is much more stable. This has important 
consequences regarding its optical properties, which will be discussed in a later 
chapter. 
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2.5 Milk Component Measurement 
2.5.1 Why measure milk components? 
There are many reasons why we should want to measure the different components of 
cows' milk. The reasons are primarily economic and can be split into two areas -
farmer remuneration and food processing costs. 
Cow's milk is a product that is widely used in the food industry. The food industry 
requires a high level of quality control on its products to ensure that they are suitable 
for human consumption. The fat and protein content of milk affect the yields of 
products such as cheese and butter, while high somatic cell count will adversely affect 
the quality (smell, test or texture) of those products. 
High somatic cell counts is symptomatic of another problem - how mastitis affects 
cows. During lactation (milking season) if a cow contracts mastitis, her milk 
production will decrease. If mastitis is contracted in the first ten weeks of lactation, 
the average drop in production is 11 %; otherwise it is about 6% (Taponen & Myllys, 
1995). As a cow can produce up to 9,000 litres of milk or more per lactation, the 
amount of milk lost can be quite considerable. The lost milk volume manifests as 
money lost to the farmer. A more in-depth assessment of losses incurred by mastitis 
infections will be given later. 
Thus, there are good reasons for measuring milk component levels, as a dairy farmer 
or a milk processor. The information in knowing the milk composition is important 
for making the correct decisions to optimise processes as a milk processor, or for the 
best possible management of the herd as a dairy farmer. The next section examines 
the milk components and measurement methods that have been developed previously. 
2.5.2 What components of milk can we measure? 
The components of milk that are most important to the dairy industry are fat, protein, 
lactose ( and other carbohydrates) and somatic cell count. The other lesser components 
such as enzymes and low-concentration proteins are important in specific cases, but 
will not be considered in this investigation. 
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Fat 
As milk fat is the predominant non-water component, it is the easiest to measure. Fat 
in raw milk is in the form of an emulsion, with globules from 0.5 to 10 µm diameter 
suspended in the water. The large number of globules in milk has given rise to three 
distinct types of fat measurement - particle counting and sizing, spectroscopic 
measurements and laboratory wet tests. 
The standard laboratory method for quantitative fat measurement in milk products as 
defined in the List of IDF Standards (International Dairy Federation, 2003) is the 
Rose-Gottlieb method (although a faster version of it, the Mojonnier method is often 
used). This is a chemical method that works by dissolving the fat in the milk, 
separating out the dissolved fat and evaporating the solvent, then weighing the 
remaining fat (Kim et al., 1984; Matheson & Otten, 1999). 
In 1890, Babcock introduced the first convenient method for the estimation of fat in 
milk (Atherton & Newlander, 1977). It involved the addition of sulphuric acid and 
then centrifugation to separate out the fat. The fat percentage could then be easily read 
at a glance off a properly marked centrifuge tube. Haugaard & Pettinati (1959) 
developed a method for the use of turbidity of milk to measure fat percentage. Their 
research culminated in the development of a method to predict fat content by 
determining the globule size distribution from multi-wavelength scattering 
measurements using a spectrophotometer. Walstra (1965) also managed to predict fat 
content in milk using a scattering model. 
The particle-counting methods for milk fat measurement usually used a Coulter 
counter to measure the globule size distribution. Obviously, the sum of the population 
of all globules of all sizes gives the fat content. Cornell & Pallansch (1966) used a 
Coulter counter to determine the fat globule size distribution change caused by 
homogenization. Kernohan & Lepherd ( 1968) used the Coulter counter to determine 
the average fat globule distribution over the period of a single milking, while 
Whittlestone ( 1962) did the same thing several times in one milking. Overall, fat 
globule size distribution measurement did not seem to be very useful as it did not 
easily provide a number that corresponded to the fat content of the milk. 
The area of spectrophotometry for fat measurement seemed to be the most promising 
for speed and simplicity of results. In particular, near-infrared analyses yielded very 
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good correlations as far back as 1964 (Goulden, 1964). Within the next few years, it 
became the dominant method of milk fat content measurement. However, the 
Babcock method still is in use today and some argue that the near infra-red 
spectroscopic analyses under-read compared to the Babcock method (which usually 
means less pay for the farmer)(Ng-Kwai-Hang. & Moxley, 1987). However, optical 
scattering methods are once again being used for milk fat content measurement with 
the arrival of fibre-optic technology (Crofcheck et al., 2000), and of the renewed 
interest in free fatty acid content as a monitor of rancidity (Fung et al., 1998). 
Protein 
The milk proteins are relatively constant in percentage over a single milking and do 
not vary much from cow to cow compared to fat. As the dominant protein in milk is 
casein, most of the research has focused on that. 
The usual laboratory method for the determination of protein is the Kjeldahl method 
for the estimation of total nitrogen (Jenness & Patton, 1959). This involves digesting 
the sample with sulphuric acid over a series of catalysts to convert the nitrogen to 
ammonia, then measuring the amount of the ammonia either directly (in the sample) 
by Nessler's reagent or by titration. 
The importance of protein content is a rather recent development compared to fat. It is 
interesting to note, that most of the research into protein determination has been 
optical - that is, using either fluorescence methods or near infra-red 
spectrophotometric methods. Most research into the optical determination of protein 
content has been hampered by the fact that the caseins are in suspension in a 
micellular form, and the fat is also in suspension in a similar form. The major 
difficulty there has been separating out the effects of the two. However, since 
spectroscopic methods use the difference in absorption due to the different types of 
chemical bonds between atoms, they have been used successfully to determine the 
amount of protein in a sample. 
Konev & Kozunin ( 1959) used a fluorescence technique to measure the amount of 
protein in a dilute milk sample. A path length of 1 mm was chosen to alleviate the 
effects of scattering due to fat. They found that the 340-350 nm wavelength 
fluorescence signals were strongly related to proteins when using an ultraviolet 
excitation source as milk proteins have an absorption peak at 280 nm. 
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Haugaard & Damm (1961) used absorption at 180-230 nm and also at 280 nm as a 
method of protein measurement. Fat compensation was achieved by taking another 
absorption measurement at a wavelength where proteins did not absorb. Prior to these 
optical methods of protein determination, nitrogen measurements were the main 
method of determining the protein content of milk. 
Further research in this area focused on spectrophotometric methods. This work 
increased in intensity in the 1980s. As late as 1990 however, direct nitrogen methods 
for determining protein were still generally used for the determination of protein in 
milk (Kamishikiryo-Yamashita et al., 1994 ). Direct nitrogen methods were not able to 
differentiate between casein and whey proteins so Sjaunja & Schaar (1984) used a 
spectrophotometric method and developed a model that allowed the determination of 
casein only using infra-red absorption measurements. 
At present, spectrophotometric methods are the chief industry standard for the 
determination of proteins (and protein fractions) in milk. Tests on a milk-specific 
instrument (the Foss Milko-Scan 605) were conducted by Sjaunja & Andersson 
( 1985) and it was shown to be acceptable for use as the measurement standard in the 
dairy industry. 
Multiple Component Analyses 
Both fat and protein can be measured simultaneously by a spectrophotometric method 
as well as by the direct chemistry methods described previously. Most of the milk-
related research over the years has concentrated on the determination of the 
concentrations of fat, protein and lactose. 
The predominant spectrophotometric methods used in multicomponent analyses are 
near infra-red absorption and infra-red absorption measurements. Goulden (1964) 
discovered that quantitative fat, protein and lactose measurements could be obtained 
using measurements at 5.73, 6.46 and 9.60 µm wavelengths. Goulden also studied the 
effects of temperature and pH on the absorption readings and concluded that they had 
little effect on the fat, protein and lactose results. 
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Since the proof of the basic technique, near 
infra-red and infra-red spectroscopy of milk 
have become increasingly common as the 
industry standard for measurement of fat, 
protein and lactose in milk (Grappin & 
Ribadeau-Dumas, 1992), mostly due to their 
convenience and ease of automation. 
Research on milk spectroscopy was limited at 
first, but since the development of reliable 
commercial instruments, the amount of work Figure 2-8: Foss Milko-Scan FT6000 
in this area has increased. More recent Fourier Transform Infra-Red Spectrometer 
research has been focusing on the verification (Foss Electric AS, 2003a). 
of the accuracy of the measurements (Sjaunja 
& Andersson, 1985) and also towards finding out whether the infra-red and near infra-
red techniques can be used to measure any other quantities. Tsenkova et al. (1994) 
used near infra-red spectroscopy as a means of determining udder health and total 
milk composition. The near infra-red measurements made in this work were compared 
to the results from the Foss Milko-Scan (Figure 2-8) milk component analyser and the 
Fossomatic somatic cell counter. The results of these experiments showed that there 
was a visible correlation between near infra-red spectroscopic measurements and any 
of the commonly measured milk components, including somatic cells (Tsenkova et 
al. , 1994; Tsenkova et al., 2000). 
Somatic Cell Count 
This quantity is strongly linked to the incidence of mastitis in a cow. Generally, 
techniques to measure somatic cell count depend on measuring quantities related to 
the cells as opposed to measuring the cells themselves. That is due to the fact that 
there are very few somatic cells in a milk sample, compared to the number of fat 
globules (which are of a similar size to somatic cells). A detailed review of somatic 
cell count will be presented in the next chapter. 
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3 The Somatic Cell Count 
A serious problem in today's dairy industry is mastitis. While this is not directly 
related to the optical properties of milk, it is related to a particular milk component -
the somatic cell count. 
3. 1 Mastitis 
3.1.1 What is Mastitis? 
Mastitis is the term used to describe the inflammation of mammary tissue. The 
particular type of mastitis that will be investigated here is mastitis of the bovine 
udder. Bovine mastitis is a condition that costs the dairy industries around the world 
billions of dollars every year. The cost of mastitis in the dairy industry in various 
countries for the year 1998 was studied by Clements (1998) and is shown in 
Table 5-1. 






New Zealand 200.0 
Table 3-1: Losses caused by mastitis in selected countries (Clements, 1998) 
Mastitis impacts the dairy industry at the farm level. Each case of mastitis on a farm 
requires treatment in order to either bring the affected cow back from lost productivity 
or prevent the rest of the herd from being affected. This involves many stages. Firstly, 
the milk from the affected cow must be discarded during the treatment period in order 
to avoid contamination. Secondly, the cause of the mastitis must be appropriately 
dealt with. This is usually bacterially related, so antibiotics are administered. It is at 
this stage that a decision must be made as to whether to nurse the cow back to a 
healthy and productive state, or to cull her. All these options cost money. As well as 
the direct costs due to discarded milk and also due to drugs and veterinary treatment, 
there are many indirect costs as well. These include: 
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• Decreased milk yield during the remainder of the lactation period due to udder 
damage and/or subclinical infection. 
• Penalties for high bulk milk somatic cell count results. 
• Extra labour for treatment and nursing 
• Higher culling and replacement costs, leading to loss of genetic potential. 
• Extra cow deaths. 
The changes in milk components affect the quality of milk further along the 
processing chain as well. This obviously affects the profit margins for the processing 
and milk product manufacturing plants, which in turn further reduces the farmer's 
mcome. 
Bovine mastitis is divided into two types - clinical and subclinical mastitis. The 
subclinical form of mastitis is far more prevalent than the clinical form and can be 
considered a precursor to clinical mastitis. 
Subclinical Mastitis 
This form of mastitis is not obviously visible on the cow nor in the milk. With a 
cursory visual inspection, one would not conclude that the cow had an infection - the 
udder looks normal and the cow is still producing milk. There are signs that can be 
detected which can indicate the presence of subclinical mastitis, which will be 
discussed shortly. 
Clinical Mastitis 
Clinical mastitis is immediately noticeable in companson to subclinical mastitis. 
Often, the cow will be visibly uncomfortable and her teats and udder will have visible 
signs of inflammation. If left untreated, clinical mastitis is capable of destroying most 
or all of the cow's milk-producing ability, and in many cases, killing the cow. One of 
the goals of the dairy farmer is to have no cases of clinical mastitis on the farm. 
Therefore, it is much better to detect mastitis while it is at the subclinical stage. 
3.1.2 Causes and Effects of Mastitis 
The direct cause of mastitis is usually bacterial. The organisms that cause mastitis are 
classed into two categories, contagious and environmental. The categories are 
indicative of how the infection originates. 
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Contagious Mastitis Organisms Environmental Mastitis Organisms 
• staphylococcus aureus • Escherichia coli 
• streptococcus uberis • Citrobacter 
• streptococcus agalactiae • Enterobacter 
• streptococcus dysgalactiae • Pseudomonas eruginosa 
• corynebacterium bovis • Bacillus cereus 
• mycoplasma • Bacillus lichenformis 
• coagulase negative staphylococci • Pasteurella 
• Streptococcus faecalis 
• fungi 
• yeasts 
Table 3-2: Examples of mastitis-causing micro-organisms (Blowey & Edmondson, 1995). 
These organisms usually enter the udder via the teat canal. They are transferred to the 
teat by the teats coming in contact with an object that has the organisms on its surface. 
This can be the ground, a part of the milking machine that comes in contact with the 
teats, or some other contaminant such as water or infected milk. 
The interior of the bovine udder is an ideal incubation area for most of the organisms 
listed in Table 3-2 as it is warm and rich with nutrients. Upon their arrival in the 
udder, these organisms increase greatly in number, metabolising the nutrients present 
and producing damaging toxins. It is these toxins that damage the tissue inside the 
udder and cause the inflammation. However, before anything visible is noticed, there 
are changes in milk composition and yield that can be detected. These changes are 
indicative of a subclinical infection. 
Changes in Milk Properties due to Subclinical Mastitis 
During a bout of subclinical mastitis, the quality of milk from the cow drops 
measurably. Many of the useful components of milk decrease or change in character 
whereas other undesirable components increase. Table 3-3 summarises the changes in 













Stablllty and keeping quality 
Taste 
Yoghurt starter cultures 
Plasmln (degrades casein) 
Lipase (breaks down fat) 
lmmunoglobullns 
Sodium 
Effect of subcllnlcal mastflls 
Decreased slightly 
Decreased between 6 and 18% 
Decreased between 5 and 20% 
Decreased by up to 8% 










Increased - hence the 'bitter' taste 
Table 3-3: Changes in milk components during subclinical mastitis (Blowey & Edmondson, I 995) 
It is evident that many of the desirable components of milk are reduced in quantity 
while at the same time, some of the more undesirable components such as plasmin 
and lipase are increased. The decrease in casein affects cheese yield, and the increase 
in lipase and plasmin shorten the shelf life of the milk. 
There are other components in milk that change as well, but they are only present in 
very small amounts compared to the others. These components are the somatic cell 
count, the serum protein levels (bovine serum albumin, antitrypsin) and certain 
enzyme concentrations (N-acetyl-~-D-glucosaminidase or NAGase). 
With all these different component changes, one would suppose that the detection of 
subclinical mastitis would be rather straightforward. Many of the component changes 
in Table 3-3 are individually detectable, but the only widespread method for the non-
laboratory detection of subclinical mastitis is the measurement of milk conductivity, 
and the indirect measurement of somatic cell count. 
Measurement of milk components related to mastitis 
The reason for the difficulty in the detection of subclinical mastitis is that most of the 
changes in milk composition are also within the scope of expected changes in the milk 
components from a cow, over any single milking season. Also, most of these 
component changes require laboratory tests and therefore are inconvenient for the 
timely detection of mastitis. Laboratory tests require the transport of a milk sample to 
a testing site and the results communicated back to the farmer. 
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The two changes in milk composition that are most frequently used in the detection of 
mastitis are milk conductivity and milk somatic cell count. It has been shown that 
milk conductivity, while being a convenient test for use while beside the cow, does 
not predict mastitis particularly well (Nielen et al., 1991) unless it is kept as a running 
record, with readings taken for each quarter every milking so that the trends 
corresponding to mastitis (increased conductivity over the norm) are more easily 
viewable. Somatic cell count however, enjoys a much better correlation with 
incidences of mastitis. Currently somatic cell count is the gold standard method of 
mastitis detection, although technologies to measure other components are under 
development (Sensortec Ltd., 2003). 
3.1.3 The Process and Detection of Mastitis - Somatic Cell Count 
Somatic cells are cells from the body of the cow. The name comes from the Latin 
soma, meaning "of the body". These cells are released into the milk either because of 
damage to the cow's udder due to pathogenic activity, or by the cow's immune 
response to such pathogenic activity. However, there are always some somatic cells in 
milk. A healthy cow can have up to 2 x 105 cells mL-1 of milk whereas a clinically 
mastitic cow will have over 106 cells mL-1• That number is dependent on many 
factors, such as the age of the cow, the time of year and of course, the presence of 
mastitis-causing pathogens. Table 3-4 shows a breakdown of the somatic cell 
population. 
Percentage of cell types in milk and colostrum 
Mid-lactation Colostrum 
Polymorphonuclear leukocytes 3 61 
Vacuolated macrophages 65 8 
Non-vacuolated macrophages 14 25 
Lymphocytes 16 3 
Epithelial cells 2 3 
Table 3-4: Percentage of somatic cell types in healthy milk at different times during lactation (Slowey 
& Edmondson, 1995). 
The bulk of the somatic cell count in mastitic milk is made up of polymorphonuc/ear 
leukocytes (PMNs), a major part of the immune response against mastitis. Their main 
purpose is the destruction of the invading organisms by their envelopment and 
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digestion by enzymes, a process known as phagocytosis. Figures 3-1 to 3-3 show how 
the somatic cell count increases over the onset of an infection. 
Under normal circumstances (Figure 3-1 ), the epithelial lining of the interior of the 
udder is in good condition, and the PMNs tend to stay inside the blood vessels. A few 
of them enter into the milk through the gaps between the cells making up the 
capillaries and epithelium (PMNs are amorphous and are easily able to flatten 
themselves sufficiently to fit through the narrow gaps between the cells). At this 
stage, the PMNs still make up the bulk of the somatic cell count. The normal count in 
milk is referred to as the baseline somatic cell count. 
When mastitis-causing organisms manage to invade the interior of the udder and have 
LONGITUDINAL VIEW 
A Epithelial lining of 
teat cistern 








cell, also called 
a neutrophill 
Red blood cell 
In the normal teat macrophages are present in milk in the teat cistern (Al and PMNs in blood flowing through the 
capillary (Bl 
Figure 3-1: Normal circumstances in the bovine udder. (Slowey and Edmondson, 1995). 
increased in number to such a level where the toxins they generate are starting to 
cause damage, PMNs and other white blood cells start to respond to the messages 
given off by the damaged cells. They start entering the udder cavities in great numbers 








INITIAL BACTERIAL INVASION 
By-products from macrophages and toxins from live and dead bacteria trigger the alarm system (C). The capillary dilates 
and blood flow increases bringing greater numbers of PMNs. PMNs move towards the capillary wall (margination) and 
start to squeeze out between the capillary wall cells (diapedesis) (D). 
Figure 3-2: At the start of the mastitis infection in the bovine udder (Slowey and Edmondson, 1995). 
At this stage, the cow is not yet at subclinical mastitis. The somatic cell count in the 
milk has only just begun to rise, and it may indeed be that the cow is able to fight off 
the infection. Should that occur, the somatic cell count would decline back to the 
baseline level. However, if this does not occur, the somatic cell count will continue to 
rise as more PMNs travel from the blood vessels to the udder cavities. 
Figure 3-3 shows the scenario in the cow' s udder once subclinical mastitis is under 
way. At this point, the somatic cell count is much higher than the baseline, and there 
may be changes in the quality of milk. If the infection is left unchecked clinical 
mastitis may develop. 
It is clear that if the somatic cell count increase can be detected early enough to 
administer treatment to the cow (in the form of antibiotics), the adverse effects of 
E 




RESPONSE TO THE Al.AflM 
(E) and (F) Huge numbers of PMNs pass into the milk in the teat and udder cistern to produce a massive increase in cell 
count. They start engulfing and killing bacteria, releasing more by-products which further emphasises the alarm system. 
Fie:ure 3-3: Later stages of the mastitis infection in the bovine udder (Blowev and Edmondson. 1995). 
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mastitis can be greatly minimised. The most valuable improvement is that the 
downtime of the cow would be reduced as a result of this. 
Methods of somatic cell count measurement 
Since somatic cells have been shown to be a reliable indicator of the presence of a 
subclinical mastitis infection, many different ways have been found to measure the 
somatic cell count (referred to as SCC from now on). Methods are available to 
measure SCC at the individual cow level, the individual udder quarter level and of 
course, at the bulk tank level. We will now introduce some of the most commonly 
used ways of measuring SCC on and off the farm. 
Whiteside Test 
The Whiteside test is a laboratory-based test in which somatic cells react with sodium 
hydroxide. The milk / sodium hydroxide mixture coagulates when the SCC is above 
5 x 105 cells mL-1• The mechanism behind this test involves lysing the cells and 
causing the fat globules to aggregate and form shreds and clumps (Schalm & 
Noorlander, 1957). The action of the sodium hydroxide also has the effect of creating 
a gel using the DNA from the lysed cells - an action which led to the California 
Mastitis Test. 
California Mastitis Test 
The California Mastitis Test ( or CMT - also known as the Rapid Mastitis Test or 
RMT) is a simple test that can be performed beside the cow during milking. All four 
quarters can be tested relatively quickly and easily. The CMT is a crude estimation of 
SCC - it does not give a quantitative value for the actual count but more an indication 
as to whether the cell count is high or low. 
This test was developed in the 1950s as a means to bring the Whiteside test to the cow 
at the farm (Schalm & Noorlander, 1957). Its mode of operation is dependent on the 
action of detergent on somatic cells. The detergent lyses the cells and depending on 
the .number of cells in the milk, a gel is formed. The more cells there are in the milk, 
the thicker the gel is. It has been concluded that the gel is formed from at least a part 
of the DNA-protein complex that is present in the nuclei of somatic cells (Nageswarao 
& Derbyshire, 1969). DNA from other sources such as bacteria do not appreciably 
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Figure 3-4: The four steps of the CMT (Livestock Improvement Corporation, 2001). 
From top left heading clockwise: 
I . Before milking, obtain about 2mL of milk from each quarter into each of the 
different trays. Discard first squirts from each quarter. 
2. Add an equal volume of reagent (detergent). 
3. Swirl the mixture vigorously. 
4. Assess the gelling in each sample. Tilting the tray may make it more visible. 
affect the gel formation as there is simply not enough of it, compared to the amount of 
DNA from somatic cells. Figure 3-4 shows the four steps in the CMT. 
There is a quantitative version of this test known as the Wisconsin Mastitis Test or 
WMT. The WMT assigns a number to the viscosity of the gel depending on the time 
it takes to flow out of an orifice of known dimensions (Thompson & Postle, 1964). 
Coulter Counters 
The Coulter Counter is a general laboratory bench-top particle sizing and counting 
device that was the first accepted automated method for measuring SCC. Samples 
require treatment before measurement to remove the fat (which has a particle size 
distribution all of its own). The samples are usually centrifuged, with cells being 
resuspended before counting. 
The basic principle of the Coulter Counter is shown in Figure 3-5. The sample is 
placed in the centre tube, with the outside beaker filled with an electrolyte. A 
measured amount of the sample is pumped through a small aperture of known size. 




Figure 3-5: Operational principle of the Coulter Counter (Cornell 
& Pallansch, 1966) 
resistance through the aperture. A particle moving through the aperture will change 
the resistance through the aperture while it is travelling through it. The number of 
changes in the sample's resistance is counted, giving the total number of particles of 
the aperture's size. It is possible to use many different aperture sizes concurrently to 
obtain a particle size distribution. 
Foss Somatic Cell counter 
The Foss Somatic Cell Counter (Fossomatic 5000) 
has completely replaced the Coulter Counter as the 
instrument of choice worldwide for sec 
measurement. Foss of Denmark makes these 
laboratory-based instruments, which are high volume 
fully automated flow cytometers. They operate by 
Figure 3-6: The Fossomatic 5000 
staining the somatic cells with ethidium bromide and 
(Foss Electric AS, 2003 b). 
then passing the stained cells through a very narrow 
passage containing a laser light source and then 
measuring the fluorescence from the ethidium bromide. The Fossomatic 5000 is 
capable of analysing up to 500 samples per hour with a repeatability as good as 4% 
(Foss Electric AS, 2003c). Most herd testing stations in countries around the world, 
including New Zealand use these machines or earlier versions of them. It is in these 
machines that bulk tank somatic cell count tests (BTSCC) are performed. 
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What can be improved? 
Currently, SCC is measured at the bulk tank. Very few opportunities have been taken 
to measure SCC at any stage before the tank, apart from using the CMT. The ease 
with which conductivity can be implemented means that most of the mastitis sensing 
systems built into milking machines are based on the relative milk conductivity 
between quarters. However, this does require daily logging and viewing of the 
conductivity data to determine the presence of a mastitis infection. There are ways of 
automating this, most notably with automatic milking systems. 
The CMT is obviously still the most convenient cow-side SCC test to this date. 
Attempts have been made to automate it for use as a commercial laboratory 
instrument (Whittlestone & Allen, 1966) but this was abandoned in favour of newer 
and faster technologies such as the Fossomatic flow cytometers. However, the 
Fossomatic is not a cow-side SCC measurement device, and there is some interest 
again in using the CMT as an automated cow-side test (Whyte et al., 2002). 
When SCC can be conveniently and reliably measured on-line at the farm with a 
device that could be attached to a milking system, the detection of subclinical mastitis 
would be much faster. This could reduce costs for the farmer and for the milking 
industry as a whole. 
Having now reviewed the properties of milk and one of the major problems affecting 
the dairy industry (mastitis), the current optical and mathematical models available 
that can be used to characterise milk will be presented, with the aim of creating a set 
of measurable parameters that relate to milk component concentrations. 
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4 Optical Theory 
Photon migration is a term used to describe the way that photons travel through a 
highly scattering medium. It has been thoroughly studied in recent years and many 
theoretical models have been developed. 
4. 1 The effects of medium composition on light transmission 
As photons travel through a medium, there are two possible events that can alter their 
final destination. The first is an absorption event and the second is a scattering event. 
Both these events alter the linear trajectory of the photon in different ways. 
Absorption is the process where a photon encounters an object in the medium of 
interest and thereafter does not exist any longer. The presence or absence of 
absorption is strongly dependent on the wavelength (and hence the energy) of the 
photon. The energy in the photon is transferred to the object (atom, molecule or 
solid), whose energy is temporarily increased from its current state. Absorption has 
the effect of reducing the total number of photons reaching an observer. 
Scattering is the process where a photon encounters an object in the medium of 
interest and is deflected from its original direction by that object. The direction of the 
deflection is difficult to determine but in many cases, the angular distribution is 
broadly in the original direction of the photon. The scattering direction is also highly 
dependent on the nature of the medium. Scattering does not reduce the number of 
photons, and usually does not alter the wavelength of the scattered photon. However, 
the exception in this case is Raman scattering, where the interaction of the photon 
with the scatterer can cause the transfer of energy to or from the scattered photon, 
causing a change in wavelength. This often occurs via the photon exciting the 
vibrational modes of scattering molecules. 
An important side effect of scattering is that the length of the path that is travelled 
through the medium may be greatly increased, leading to a greater chance of 




Figure 4-1: Difference between absorption and scattering. 
Collectively, absorption and scattering can be referred to as extinction. Note that there 
is no requirement for the presence of any detectable objects separate to the medium to 
observe photon absorption - the medium itself may be capable of absorbing photons 
at the wavelength of interest. An example of this is a food colouring and water 
mixture - any absorption is simply caused by the photons being absorbed by the 
mixture itself, which in this case is the medium, which contains no discernable 
objects. 
4.2 Measuring the behaviour of photons in scattering media 
Given these three definitions (absorption, scattering and extinction), all may yield 
useful information about a participating medium. The nature of the information is 
reliant on exactly which of these three quantities are measured. Absorption 
measurements can yield chemical composition and molecular structure of a medium 
( or any constituents). Scattering measurements can yield information about the 
particles in the medium. A highly scattering medium can be defined as a non-
scattering (transparent) matrix with multiple objects suspended in it causing the 
scattering, or it could be defined as a matrix that by its very nature is turbid and does 
not allow light to proceed through it without being scattered. From this point on, the 
second definition for highly scattering media will be used - that is, it is a matrix that 
is inherently scattering by nature. 
The easiest one of the three quantities to measure is absorption. Given a purely 
absorbing medium, one only has to inject photons into one side and assuming that the 
medium is linear, homogeneous and isotropic, a simple photon detector at the other 
side will yield a result. Given that the number of photons injected into the medium is 
known, ( or a relative measurement to a known standard is taken) the number of 
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emitted photons will correlate with the amount of absorption in that medium. The 
most obvious application of this technique is the estimation of the concentration of an 
absorbing substance in a solution. The Beer-Lambert Law is an equation relating the 
concentration of an absorber in solution to the amount of light attenuation. It was 
discovered (in its various forms) by Johann Lambert in 1760 and August Beer in 
1852, and it is written: 
I 
- = exp(-alc) 
Io 
where: 
I is the detected light intensity 
Io is the incident light intensity 
a is the absorption coefficient (cm-1) 
l is the optical path length (cm) 
c is the concentration of the absorber in solution (molar) 
[4-1] 
The absorption coefficient is a number that is inherent to the absorber and is defined 
as the reciprocal of the distance a photon travels in that medium before it is absorbed. 
The absorption coefficient will be further explored later on. 
If we take a closer look at the Beer-Lambert Law, we notice that there are terms to 
account for the properties of the absorber, the concentration of the absorber, and also 
the length that photons have to travel through the medium. It is well known that this 
law is not applicable with highly scattering media, due to a lack of provision for 
scattering in the equation. In highly scattering media, the extinction is greater than the 
absorption. Including wavelength dependence in our analysis, and investigating the 
medium with multiple wavelengths is the basis of spectroscopy. However, that does 
not solve the problem of the extinction outweighing the absorption. Still, one cannot 
tell whether the extinction (in particular, the scattering component) has wavelength 
dependence. 
Thus, the use of the Beer-Lambert law at different wavelengths is adequate for 
describing the absorption properties of a medium, as long as the medium does not 
scatter appreciably. There are many highly scattering media of great interest that need 
a superior model. In order to achieve this, the scattering needs to characterised in the 
media of interest so that the problem of scattering can be eliminated. Another option 
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is to characterise scattering, which could yield information about the medium in 
question. In both cases, a model accounting for optical scattering in a turbid medium 
must be found. A review of suitable models for the description of photon migration in 
a highly scattering medium follows. 
4.3 The behaviour of bulk photons in scattering media 
In order to simulate any bulk photon propagation through a medium, or quantify any 
measurements of bulk photon propagation in a highly scattering medium, a 
mathematical description of the photon propagation must be found. 
Of all the photons entering the medium, some of them will do one of the following 
(Mobley & Vo-Dinh, 2003): 
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I. travel through the medium and not be scattered (ballistic photons) 
2. be scattered once in the medium and then not be affected by scattering 
subsequently ( singly-scattered photons) 
3. be scattered through the medium in such a way that their incident direction is 
not lost (snake photons) 
4. be scattered through the medium in such a way that their incident direction is 
completely lost (multiply-scattered photons) 
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Figure 4-2: Paths taken by photons undergoing different processes in a medium (Mobley & 
Vo-Dinh. 2003). 
Figure 4-2 shows the different types of paths that photons can follow once they enter 
a turbid medium. Whether photons tend to be more diffusive or ballistic depends 
entirely on the concentration of the scatterers in the medium. The greater the 
concentration, the more diffusive the photons will become. With highly scattering 
media, the bulk of the photons within will be diffusive. 
Most of the research regarding photon migration applications has concentrated on the 
use of the more abundant diffusive photons. These photons have been scattered 
multiple times, and therefore will arrive at the detector long after the much smaller 
number of ballistic, single-scattered and snake photons. Unfortunately, these photons 
contain little information about their journey through the medium. These photons 
therefore, have little imaging ability. However, recent research has shown that with 
the correct models and processing, useful imaging and non-imaging data can be 
obtained. The next sections discuss the history and the theory of the non-imaging 
models to date. 
4.3.1 Simple Models 
In general, the simpler models of light propagation in highly scattering media tend to 
be used for ballistic, single-scattered or snake photons. The paths that these photons 
take are easily understood and a simple model can account for their behaviour. 
Ballistic photons contain information about the spatial characteristics of the medium 
that they have just passed through. However, it was found that for successful imaging, 
a sample had to be sufficiently thin so that a useful proportion of the photons arriving 
at the detector would be ballistic photons. Ballistic photon imaging is not commonly 
used in the study of highly scattering media, due to the very small number of ballistic 
photons that pass through the sample. 
Singly scattered and snake photons are treated differently. The Beer-Lambert Law has 
been modified on many occasions to account for scattering media. One such 
modification is given by Tuchin (2000), and deals with continuous-wave 
spectrophotometry in tissue samples. It is stated as: 





E ab is the absorption coefficient of the medium 
cab is the absorber concentration 
rsd is the source-detector separation 
DPF is the differential path length factor, and 
Gs is the attenuation factor 
DPF accounts for the increase in photon migration paths due to scattering, and Gs 
accounts for attenuation due to scattering and the geometry of the medium. 
However, the main problem with using any relationships derived from the Beer-
Lambert law is that only photons scattered out of the light path are accounted for 
(Sevick-Muraca et al., 2003). Photons scattered into the light path, and consequently 
into the light detector are ignored and can be a source of error. However, this has not 
stopped variants of the Beer-Lambert law from being used in more recent research 
though. Tsuchiya & Urakami (1996) use a microscopic Beer-Lambert law (a variant 
of the Beer-Lambert law that works on the scale of a single photon absorption path 
length) to determine the concentration of an absorber in a tissue-like medium, with the 
assumption that the medium is homogeneous. 
Zhang et al. (1999) also use a modified Beer-Lambert law in their work as it does not 
require a large volume of sample material which other theories require, such as those 
based on the diffusion equation. 
All versions of the Beer-Lambert law do not discriminate between the ballistic, snake 
and diffusive photons. Studies using snake photons alone have been done in the field 
of tissue optics. Das et al. (1993) managed to use snake photons to resolve the 
location of the fat layer in a 4 cm thick piece of chicken breast. However the relative 
lack of snake photons compared to diffusive photons has much reduced the use of 
snake photons in general photon migration applications. 
4.3.2 Kubeika-Munk Theory 
The Kubeika-Munk model of light transport is one of the earlier quantitative models 
of light transport in scattering media. It relates the propagation of opposing light 
fluxes to the scattering and absorption properties of a medium via a set of coupled 
differential equations. 
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The simplest form of this theory is the two-flux version. This assumes two opposing 
diffuse light fluxes. A number of other conditions must also be fulfilled for this theory 
to be valid. They are (Mobley & Vo-Dinh, 2003): 
• both fluxes contain only diffuse light, 
• the sample is infinitely thick and 
• the sample is planar and homogeneous. 
Another condition sometimes stipulated especially with the measurement of 
transmittance rather than reflectance is that the sample be divisible into slices of 
identical thickness (lshimaru, 1978). 
The Kubelka-Munk model is derived from a model of light propagation originated by 
Schuster (Mobley & Vo-Dinh, 2003), which was used to describe photon propagation 
in stellar atmospheres. This was further developed by Kubelka and Munk, with the 
full statement of the differential equations by Kubelka ( 1948). Their equations were 
one of many similar sets of coupled differential equations developed to describe the 
same problem. The Kubelka-Munk equations however, were a more general solution 
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Figure 4-3: The geometry for the Kubeika-Munk two-flux model (Cerussi, 1999). 
The geometry of the Kubelka-Munk model is shown in Figure 4-3. The actual 
equations that describe the light fluxes are: 
- di= -(S + K)idx + Sjdx [4-3] 
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dj = -(S + K)jdx + Sidx [4-4] 
with -di being the flux in the positive x direction and dj being the flux in the negative 
x direction. 
The two coefficients K and S are related to the absorption and scattering in the 
medium. They are similar in concept to the absorption and scattering coefficients 
discussed in the radiative transfer theory section. However, they are not directly 
related to any of the physical properties of the medium and their values must be 
determined by experiment (lshimaru, 1978). 
The two-flux model shown in Figure 4-3 is insufficient for describing a collimated 
beam of light passing through a turbid medium. The four-flux model gets around this 
limitation by introducing a set of collimated forward and backward fluxes in addition 
to the contributions from the diffuse fluxes (Tonon et al., 2001; Tuchin, 2000). Light 
from the collimated fluxes can attenuate due to absorption and scattering only. 
Similarly, light from the diffuse fluxes can attenuate from scattering and absorption, 
but it can also increase due to light scattering from the collimated flux into the diffuse 
flux. 
Patterson et al. (1991b) studied the application of the two flux Kubeika-Munk model 
as a way to describe the propagation of optical radiation through tissue. It was found 
that the expressions derived for the diffuse reflectance and transmittance were 
relatively simple and in theory could be used to calculate the absorption and scattering 
coefficients of the medium. However, the underlying assumptions used had a strong 
possibility of being incorrect. Patterson also describes other researchers modifying the 
Kubeika-Munk theory to include more fluxes (up to seven) but there has been no real 
agreement on how the coefficients, K and S, match up to real-world measurable 
quantities such as the absorption coefficient. The seven-flux model represents a three-
dimensional space with six opposing diffuse fluxes and a single collimated flux 
(Tuchin, 2000). The Kubeika-Munk theory is not obsolete and is quite capable of 
modelling the propagation of light in tissue if a direct correlation to real-life 
parameters such as absorption and scattering coefficients is not required. 
Durkin et al. (1994) used a Kubeika-Munk model to help characterize the absorption 
and scattering on human aorta samples. This, in conjunction with an extended rank-
annihilation-factor analysis (a method used in fluorescence spectroscopy but modified 
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so that it could be used in turbid media), allowed them to obtain absolute intensity 
data as opposed to simply the line shape information of the fluorescence spectrum of 
the sample. Most of the available literature on fluorescence work rely on the 
normalised fluorescence intensity without scattering correction to distinguish changes 
between healthy and abnormal tissue (Alfano et al., 1989). 
Vargas ( 1998) builds a generalised one-dimensional four-flux model that is similar to 
Kubeika-Munk theory using a collimated and diffuse flux. Their model took into 
account the average photon path length and the forward scattering ratio. They assume 
a symmetry condition, where the forward diffuse flux is equal in magnitude to the 
backwards-diffuse flux. This led to a new set of differential equations and a new 
solution. 
In summary, Kubeika-Munk models were widely used in the early stages of tissue 
optics research. They have proven to be valuable for the qualitative understanding of 
scattering in tissue, but the coefficients, K and S, have not yielded quantitative results 
for the optical coefficients of tissues, possibly due to the one-dimensional nature of 
the theory (Cerussi, 1999). Ishimaru (1989) considers Kubeika-Munk theory only 
useful for an approximate estimate of the optical properties of a sample. From this, it 
can be concluded that Kubeika-Munk theory is not suitable for the accurate 
characterisation of scattering and absorption in a scattering medium due to the lack of 
a well-defined relationship between its coefficients, K and S, and measurable 
parameters such as the absorption and scattering coefficients. 
4.3.3 Monte Carlo Modelling 
Monte Carlo modelling is a stochastic method based on modelling the path that 
individual photons take in a highly scattering medium. Monte Carlo methods allow 
one to visualise what happens to light in a scattering medium. Photon trajectories are 
simulated individually in a characterised medium. Once a sufficient number of 
photons have been simulated, an overall picture of how light behaves in the medium 
is gained. Alexandrakis et al. (2000) in their hybrid diffusion model noted that they 
had to increase the number of photons from 20,000 to 800,000 to bring the accuracy 
of their results for skin-on-muscle simulations to acceptable levels. Thus, Monte 
Carlo simulations are limited by their inherent need for large amounts of computing 
power. 
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Monte Carlo simulations are used mostly in the generation of alternative data that is 
used to confirm calculated or experimental results. Several researchers have done this, 
especially in the tissue optics field. Hasegawa et al. ( 1991) used it to model the effects 
of light through different types of scattering media to obtain results that would help 
describe the fundamental characteristics of light travelling through tissues. Zijp & 
ten Bosch ( 1997) used it to determine the characteristics of the light recovered by the 
small-numerical aperture fibre-optic probes typically used for photon migration 
studies on tissue samples. However, some researchers have used Monte Carlo 
simulations in different ways. Spott & Svaasand (2000) used it to supplement photon 
diffusion theory at small source-detector, distances and Alexandrakis et al. (2001) 
apply the theory in a similar way, supplementing photon diffusion theory in a two-
layer medium where the first layer is very thin. 
It should be noted that Monte Carlo simulations are not applicable in general for the 
inverse problem in photon migration (the recovery of optical coefficients from 
calculated or measured data) due to the way in which it works. Since the basis of 
Monte Carlo modelling is to simulate the trajectory of individual photons in the 
medium it is easy to see that if you already have a set of recorded trajectories, 
reconstructing the exact nature of the medium is impractical at the least. There has 
been at least one success at using Monte Carlo in this way (Nilsson et al., 1995) 
which shows that it is possible. Nevertheless, the difficulty involved with this in 
comparison to the use of other techniques limits the usefulness of Monte Carlo 
simulations for the analysis of experimental results. 
4.3.4 Mie Theory 
Mie theory is an exact solution to the general problem of light scattering by an 
isotropic sphere in a homogeneous medium. It is based on the solution to Maxwell's 
equations when applied to the intersection of a plane electromagnetic wave with a 
spherical particle. An incident wave, with wave vector k strikes a sphere of radius a. 
The sphere has a refractive index of n' and the medium has an index of n. Once the 
incident wave strikes the particle, an internal wave is set up, with wave vector k', 
along with a scattered wave that radiates away from the particle. Figure 4-4 shows a 
simplified geometry of the Mie problem. 
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Figure 4-4: Simplified geometry ofMie scattering problem (Mobley & Vo-Dinh, 2003). 
This problem has been extensively studied since its original solution by Mie in 1949 
and the solutions are well known. The solution of the internal and the scattered waves 
are an infinite series of spherical harmonics that are weighted by a set of coefficients 
(Bohren & Huffman, 1983). Two key parameters in Mie theory that affect the 
weighting coefficients are the size parameter, which is written as: 
x = lkla = 2,r n'a 
J 






Given these two parameters, it is a straightforward exercise to retrieve useful 





where Qext is the extinction efficiency, Qsca is the scattering efficiency and g is the 
scattering anisotropy. The values an and bn are complex Mie coefficients from the 
solution of the scattered wave. 
Since Mie theory is a complete and general theory for optical scattering from 
spherical particles, it is common for the expressions for other types of scattering (such 
as Rayleigh scattering) to be a special case of Mie scattering. In this case, Im Ix is 
much less than 1. This occurs when the size of the particles is much smaller than the 
incident wavelength, or a << 11.. 
Another well-known case is when the relative refractive indices of the medium and 
the particle are similar to the refractive index of free space. Cerussi ( 1999) describes it 
as the situation where Jm-11 << 1, lkl.a.Jm-11 << 1, and that the internal wave inside 
the particle is approximately the same as the external, scattered wave. This situation is 
known as Rayleigh-Gans scattering. It has been used in the study of tissue optics. 
Maier et al., ( 1994) developed a method using Rayleigh-Gans scattering of measuring 
glucose concentration in tissues by measuring their scattering coefficient. The change 
in glucose concentration (and therefore refractive index) in the extracellular fluid 
influences the value of the reduced-scattering coefficients of the tissue by a small, but 
detectable amount. 
If interparticle interactions are considered to be negligible, and the volume fraction of 
the spherical particles is known, the reduced-scattering coefficient of a collection of 
particles in a suspension may be found using the following expression (Richter et al., 
1998): 
'c.-1.) = I Qsca,Cn,x,.-1.)(1- g(n,x,.-1.))r/J 
µ, 2 X [4-7] 
Here, x is the particle diameter and r/J is the volume fraction. From this, one can see 
that Mie theory could be useful in multiple-scattering cases and in the area of particle 
, 
sizing, due to the strong dependence of µ, on x and r/J. (Jiang et al., 1997). 
Mie scattering theory is still often used to verify the values of the optical properties of 
samples that have been tested using other methods. Coquoz et al. (2001) verified their 
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measurements of the optical properties of small volume samples with predictions 
made using Mie theory. Ghosh et al. (2001) also used Mie theory to help estimate the 
size of scatterers in human breast tissue. The usefulness of Mie scattering lies in the 
verification of other models since extending it to include the general multiple-
scattering case increases the complexity of the mathematics to the point where finding 
an accurate solution is an impractical exercise. 
4.3.5 Exact Electric and Magnetic Field Simulations 
One way to solve the scattering problem in general for all particles and scattering 
conditions is to model Maxwell's equations for the propagation of electromagnetic 
radiation directly, along with the proper boundary conditions. This was not a 
possibility before the existence of computers with sufficient memory capacity. A 
common approach is to use a numerical approximation to the equations in question. 
There are several different ways of modelling the relevant differential equations in a 
quantised form. Examples of this are the forward-time centered-space schemes and 
Crank-Nicolson algorithms (Garcia, 1994). They have far fewer restrictions on model 
parameters such as the choice of wavelength or geometry, because the simulation 
accounts for them itself (Cerussi, 1999). However, one must consider the amount of 
memory required for a reasonably good simulation of a multiple-scattering medium. If 
the model has a resolution of one micrometer and used two bytes per unit volume 
( one for the electric field and one for the magnetic field), it would require 2000 
gigabytes of storage capacity to model a single cubic centimetre of space. Clearly, 
memory space is the limiting factor with this approach. 
Yee ( 1966) developed a finite difference numerical model for Maxwell's equations. 
He showed that if one chooses the field points appropriately, this model would work 
for perfectly conducting boundary conditions. His example was the scattering of an 
electromagnetic pulse by a perfectly conducting cylinder. 
Taflove & Brodwin (1975) later extended Yee's method to arbitrary dielectric 
scatterers and outlined a way to further extend the finite-difference model to three 
dimensions. They were able to predict the location of the field maxima and minima 
within a scatterer with less than 10% error after a one-minute program execution time. 
Work on finite-difference time-domain models continued with Mur ( 1981) developing 
two- and three-dimensional models for absorbing boundary conditions. Umashankar 
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& Taflove (1982) subsequently devised a general finite-difference time-domain model 
in three dimensions that could simulate arbitrarily shaped dielectric and conducting 
objects. Their results of near and far field magnitudes were within 2.5% of those 
methods predicted by the method of moments. 
As powerful as they may be, direct electric and magnetic field models are still not 
suitable for general multiple-scattering problems as it is still difficult to solve the 
inverse problem - the recovery of the optical properties of a medium. Another 
difficulty is the large amount of computing time and power required. This does not 
preclude their use altogether, as a finite-difference model was used by Drezek et al., 
(1999) to predict light scattering from cells. More recently, Pogue et al. (2001) 
developed a numerical image reconstruction algorithm based on diffusion theory. 
They found that while testing data from human breast tissue, a model made up of a 3-
D mesh in the shape of a cylinder had very similar results to a more detailed model 
that accurately resembled a human breast shape. However, this algorithm does require 
some experimental measurements before the image reconstruction can be started. 
4.3.6 Transport Theory 
With multiple-scattering media, the evolution of mathematical models that can deal 
with real-world quantities has tended towards two distinct branches - analytical 
theory and transport theory. Mie theory is an example of an analytical theory. 
Unlike direct electric and magnetic field simulations and Mie theory, radiative 
transport theory is not an exact model. It is not derived from the electromagnetic wave 
equations and thus is not directly attributable to the electric or magnetic fields of the 
incident, internal or scattered waves. The multiple-scattering effects of a turbid 
medium (and the consequent decoherence effects) effectively suppress the wave 
nature of light (Mobley & Vo-Dinh, 2003). Instead, transport theory tracks the 
passage of energy through the medium in the form of photon density. As it is assumed 
that there is no correlation between any of the fields, the addition of powers at any 
point rather than the addition of fields is valid (Ishimaru, 1978). Transport theory, 
therefore, is a heuristic model of photon propagation. 
The basic equation in transport theory is called the Boltzmann transport equation, 
which is functionally identical to the equation used by Boltzmann in the kinetic theory 
of gases. A major similarity to the kinetic theory of gases is that like the atoms ( or 
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molecules) of a gas, the photons are regarded as identical, distinguishable and non-
interacting. 
Transport theory can be likened to a book-keeping scheme (Haskell et al., 1994), 
where the number of photons in any particular area in the medium is tracked. Thus, 
with such a scheme, terms are needed that add to the photon count and that subtract 
from the photon count. One important feature is that all photons in this scheme must 
be accounted for. This is required so that the law of conservation of energy is upheld. 
Before assembling the Boltzmann equation before one must understand the physical 
processes that each part of the equation represents. There have been numerous 
publications explaining the use of transport theory in photon migration. Cerussi 
( 1999), provides a good description of transport theory, as well as a derivation of the 
diffusion equation that is clear and easy to understand. The following derivations will 
be based upon that work. 
What follows are definitions of the principal quantities of interest in the transport 
equation They are: 
1. u(r,0,t) is the angular photon density, whose units are measured in 
photonsxcm-3xsf 1• Centimetres are used here instead of metres, as it is a 
convention in tissue optics. It is defined such that u(r,0,t)d 3rdQ is the 
expected number of photons inside the volume element a3r at r whose velocity 
directions are located within the solid angle element dQ in the direction 6 at 
time t. The volume element d3r in conjunction with the solid angle dQ is what 
is rederred to as the region of interest. 
2. j(r,0,t) is the angular photon current, a vector quantity related to the angular 
photon density by the photon speed v; that is, j(r,O,t) = vQu(r,0,t). Its units 
are photonsxcm-2xs-1xsf1• It describes the flow of the photon density in the 
direction Q. j(r,0,t) · dA is therefore the expected number of photons per 
unit time that pass through the area element dA. 
3. q(r,O,t) is the angular source density, which is the number of photons per 
unit time that is injected into the medium at r. It has units of 
h -3 -1 -1 p otonsxcm xs xsr . 
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Four assumptions that are used in this assembly of the transport equation. They are: 
1. The medium is macroscopically homogeneous. This implies that the scattering 
phase function f(O.' ~ 0.) depends only on the cosine of the scattering angle 
(Kaltenbach & Kaschke, 1993) and that the optical properties are invariant 
throughout the medium. In the case of a volume of milk approximating an 
infinite medium, this is a reasonable assumption. 
2. Photon scattering by the medium is elastic and homogeneous. With the 
assumption that n is constant, all photons in the medium will propagate at the 
same speed. As milk is predominantly water, it is assumed that the background 
refractive index is that of water, i.e. n = 1.33. Inelastic scattering processes 
such as Raman scattering can occur in strongly scattering media, but the 
problems caused by this can be avoided by reducing the source intensity. 
3. Photon-photon interactions are negligible. However, the collective properties 
of the photon density do show interference effects. 
4. The boundary of the medium is non re-entrant. Once a photon has exited the 
medium, it no longer contributes. 
Taking the assumptions into account, the Boltzmann transport equation can now be 
assembled. As Figure 4-5 shows, a photon can undergo five different processes inside 
the medium. This is described by Cerussi (1999) and Mobley & Vo-Dinh (2003). The 
five processes are: 
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Physical Process Mathematical Description 
Source emits photon into volume +q(r,O,t)tl3r dO. 
Photon absorbed within volume 
Photon scatters out of solid angle l 
dO' 
Photon scatters into solid angle 
V 
Photon leaves volume 
Figure 4-5: Physical Processes included in the Boltzmann Transport Equation (Cerussi, 1999). 
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1. Photons are injected into the medium from the source. The angular source 
density should be a known quantity as the source is usually controlled. 
2. Photons may be absorbed by the medium. The absorption probability per unit 
time is given by vµ 0 so that the product (vµ 0 ) • u(r,O.,t)d 3rd0. describes the 
probability per unit time that the angular photon density will decrease due to 
absorption in the medium. 
3. Photons may be scattered out of the region of interest. A scattering event may 
push a photon out of dO. or out of d3r. Similar to absorption, VA is the 
scattering probability per unit time and can be used in the same way. 
4. Photons may be scattered into the region of interest. A photon may be within 
the same volume element as the region of interest but have its velocity vector 
in the wrong direction - it does not contribute to u(r,O.,t)d 3rd0.. A scattering 
event may push this photon from dO.' into dO.. The probability that this may 
happen is given by the scattering-phase function, /(0.' ~ 0.). After 
integrating over dO.', all possible contributions from all possible solid angles 
are accounted for. 
5. Photons may simply leak in and out of the reg10n of interest. Since 
j(r,O.,t)·dAdO. is the number of photons per unit time that cross the surface 
element dA, the total number of photons that enter or exit the volume V (the 
medium) can be calculated by integrating over the surface area A. This can be 
expressed as: 
photonsxs-1(0UT-IN) = dO. f dA · j(r,O.,t) [4-8a] 
A 
The divergence theorem can be used to convert the surface integral to a 
volume integral, giving: 
photonsxs-1(0UT-IN) = dO. f d 3rV · j(r,O.,t) [4-8b] 
V 
A conservation-of-energy equation combining all these terms into a single equation 
gives: 
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au(r,0,t) A A 
at -q(r,O,t) + v(µ 0 + µJu(r,0,t) 
-vµs fdn'u(r,n,t)J(n' ~ n) + v. j(r,n,t) 
=0 [4-9] 
4,r 
This equation must be satisfied in order to make sure that energy conservation is not 
violated. Thus, the integrand of equation 4-9 gives the Boltzmann transport equation. 
The equation can be written in several different ways (Yoon et al., 1989; Spott & 
Svaasand, 2000; Pogue et al., 2001). However, despite their differing notation, they 
all function identically to the Cerussi-derived equation shown (equation 4-10). 
au(r,O,t) A A 
---= q(r,Q,t)-v(µ0 + µs)u(r,0,t) 
at 
+ vµ, f dn'u(r, n, t)f en' ~ n)- v. j(r, n, t) [4-10] 
4,r 
4.4 Solving the Boltzmann Transport Equation 
A solution for the Boltzmann transport equation in terms of u(r,O,t) is required for 
use in the analysis of highly scattering media. One major problem, however, is that 
general solutions to the transport equation do not exist (Kaltenbach & Kaschke, 
1993). 
According to Patterson et al. ( 1991 b) and Spott & Svaasand (2000), formal solutions 
of the transport equation for certain situations exist. They are analytical solutions, but 
they are not 'exact' solutions in that the expression for the radiance (alternative 
expression for angular photon density) requires the evaluation of complex integrals. In 
many cases, the evaluation of these integrals requires the use of numerical methods, 
which means that often they are no more accurate than the use of an approximation to 
the transport equation. 
In this case, using an approximation is more efficient because it can provide a 
sufficiently accurate expression of the transport equation, as well as potentially 
simplify the mathematics. 
There are three different ways of approximating the Boltzmann transport equation 
(Patterson et al., 1991b): 
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1. Invariance method 
The basic idea is to consider the changes in radiance when an infinitesimally 
thin layer is added to one of the surfaces of the medium. With a thin layer, the 
scattering contribution by that layer is minimised. However, the emphasis is 
placed on calculating the radiance outside the medium. 
2. Discrete Ordinates Methods 
This scheme converts the radiative transfer equation to a set of linear algebraic 
equations, which can then be solved. One example of this method is the 
Kubeika-Munk model. This approach is used by Vargas (1998) to develop a 
generalized four-flux model. 
3. Functional Expansion Methods 
This is similar in style to the discrete ordinates methods except that instead of 
developing a set of linear algebraic equations, a set of coupled differential 
equations are developed. This method is the one most commonly used in 
tissue optics studies and is the method used in this derivation of the diffusion 
equation. 
4.5 The Diffusion Approximation 
The diffusion approximation to the Boltzmann transport equation is the simplest 
model of photon migration available (Boas et al., 1995). It is the standard model for 
photon migration in recent work (Alexandrakis et al., 2000), especially in the field of 
tissue optics. It has been extensively studied, and there are several papers validating it 
as a viable theory for the study of turbid media. Kim & lshimaru ( 1998) determined 
the validity of the diffusion equation for imaging biological media. Arridge et al. 
( 1992) justified the use of the diffusion equation in tissue optics by studying the 
behaviour and accuracy of the diffusion equation in describing various parameters of 
photon propagation such as mean time, differential path length and phase shift. 
There are several publications that include the derivation of the diffusion equation 
from the Boltzmann Transport equation. All of them follow the same basic principles 
in their derivation of the diffusion equation (lshimaru, 1978; Haskell et al., 1994). 
Cerussi ( 1999) has a similar derivation but from a different point of view. Please note 
that it is intentional that some of the resulting equations presented in this derivation 
are identical to Cerussi' s. 
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The diffusion equation will now be derived from the Boltzmann transport equation, 
using the functional expansion method. Equation 4-1 O is restated for ease of 
reference. 
ou(r,O.,t) A A 
ot = q(r,O,t)-v(µ 0 + µ. )u(r,0,t) 
+ vµ. f dO.'u(r,O.,t)f(Q' ~ 0.)-V · j(r,0.,t) [4-10] 
4,r 
Before going any further, three new quantities need to be defined that will be used for 
the photon "book-keeping" (Haskell et al., 1994): 
U(r,t) = <1><0> = f u(r,O.,t)d 20. [4-1 la] 
41t 
J(r,t) = <1><1> = f u(r,O.,t)O.d 20. [4-1 lb] 
41t 
Q(r,t) = f q(r,O.,t)d 20. [4-1 lc] 
41t 
Equation 4-11 a is the photon density or photon jluence rate, and has units of 
photonsxcm-3• Equation 4-11 b is the photon current and has units of 
photonsxcm-3xs-1• The last term in equation 4-llc is the source photon density, and 
has the same units as the photon density. 
Integrating equation 4-10 over all angles and taking the zeroth moment results in the 
photon continuity equation (Pogue et al., 2001 ): 
_au_(_r,_t) = Q(r,t)-vµQU(r,t)- V. J(r,t) 
at 
[4-12] 
One point to take note of is that since all angles have been integrated over, none of the 
components of the equation have any angular dependence. Instead of the angular 
photon density being the quantity of interest, there is now the photon density, often 
referred to as the jluence rate. This substitution is valid, as long as the magnitude of 
the angular photon density is not strongly dependent on its direction (Patterson et al., 
1991a). 
The photon continuity equation, while appearing simpler than the transport equation, 
is not any easier to solve. This is due to the V · J(r,t) term. While taking the zeroth 
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moment of the transport equation has removed the scattering term, it has introduced 
the photon current as a new unknown. 
Cerussi ( 1999) goes on further to take the first order moment of the photon continuity 
equation to derive the photon-current continuity equation. This does not solve 
anything as yet another unknown has been introduced. Cerussi concludes with the 
statement "it is not possible to obtain a set of closed equations since m moments of 
the Boltzmann transport equation will always introduce m+ 1 unknowns." It should be 
noted that this extra unknown has an angular dependence, and to effectively deal with 
it, this dependence requires removal. 
The way this is generally done for the transport equation is to firstly assume that the 
angular photon density is isotropic, with a small directional (linearly anisotropic) 
component (Pogue et al., 2001 ). This usually occurs in scattering media where 
scattering strongly dominates absorption(µ; >>µa). With that, one can now re-write 
the angular photon density, the source angular photon density and the scattering phase 
function in terms of an infinite series of spherical harmonics (Star, 1989): 
A I ~ A 
u(r,n,t) = -~(2i + l)u;(r,n,t).P;(cos8) 
41t i=O 
[4-13] 
where P; are Legendre polynomials (the spherical harmonic terms) and cos 8 is the 
scattering angle. The approximation improves with the addition of more terms. 
However with each additional term, the possible anisotropy of the angular photon 
density increases. Since isotropic scattering has been assumed, and also that 
expansions with even N do not contribute anything meaningful, N shall be restricted 
to low values, the most common ones being N=l and N=3. These are referred to as 
the P1 and P3 approximations. 
The P3 approximation is more accurate than the P1 approximation. Its strengths are 
that it can handle collimated light sources and absorbing media (Spott & Svaasand, 
2000). It has been studied and has been found to be a useful model for tissue optics 
where a laser beam is incident directly on tissue (Star, 1989). 
The P1 approximation for the angular photon density, and the source angular photon 
density, is as follows: 
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A 1 3 A 
u(r,n,t)::::: -U(r,t) +-J(r,n,t) 
41t 41tv 
[4-14a] 
A 1 3 A 
q(r,Q,t)::::; -Q(r,t) +-Q 1 (r,Q,t) 
47t 47t 
[4-14b] 
The scattering phase function needs to be approximated in the same way in order to 
complete the approximation. This is difficult mainly due to a lack of knowledge of the 
exact form of the function. However, even if exact functions do not exist, approximate 
ones certainly do. One commonly used scattering phase function is the Henyey-
Greenstein scattering phase function. It was first used by Henyey & Greenstein (1940) 
in their studies of diffuse radiation in space. 
The Henyey-Greenstein scattering phase function has been shown to approximate 
biological scattering (Van de Hulst, 1957). Madsen et al. (1991) assumed its 
suitability as a scattering phase function in their study of the use of India ink as an 
absorber in tissue-simulating phantoms. Star (1989) used this in his models for the 
human dermis, and also extended this further by adding a delta function to the 
scattering phase function (known as the delta-Eddington approximation), which 
helped to simulate the highly forward scattering nature of tissues. 
The expansion of the Henyey-Greenstein function in terms of Legendre polynomials 
(similar to the angular photon density) was given by Spott & Svaasand (2000) as: 
A I A 1 1- g2 
PHG(Q ,n) = [ A A r/2 
41Z' 1 + g2 -2g(Q',Q) 
= "" 2k + 1 * P. (Q' Q) 
LJ 4 g k ' 
k 1Z' 
[4-15] 
where g = t p(Q', Q)QdQ is the average cosine of the scattering angle, commonly 
referred to as the scattering anisotropy. 
Substituting all these approximations back into equation 4-10 gives: 
1 8J(r t) v - A 
- ' +(µ +(1-g)µJJ(r,t)+-V·U(r,t)=Q 1(r,n,t) 
V 8t a 3 
[4-16] 
The term (1- g)µs is from this point replaced with a new quantity, µ;. This is known 
as the reduced-scattering coefficient and represents the order of length in which 
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scattering is isotropic. The effect of the isotropic scattering over the scale of µ; 1s 
effectively the same as that of anisotropic scattering over µ 5• 
Equation 4-12 and 4-16 make up our coupled pair of differential equations that one 
can use to approximate the Boltzmann transport equation. There are two ways to 
continue on this particular course of approximation. The first is to notice that there 
aew two equations and two unknowns, and then solve the pair in terms of the photon 
density. The equation obtained is referred to as the telegrapher's equation (Aronson 
& Corngold, 1999), or the P1 equation (Kaltenbach & Kaschke, 1993) and is written: 
[ 3 8U(r t) 2 J 8U(r t) vD - 2 ' -V U(r,t) +(1+3µ 0 D) ' +vµ0 U(r,t)= 
V & & 
Q(r,t) + )D aQ(r,t) -3DV · Q1 (r,0,t) 
V 8t 
[4-17] 
Note that D in equation 4-17 is the diffusion coefficient, which will be defined 
subsequently. The second approach is to consider equation 4-16 a little more closely, 
and apply two more assumptions: 
1. Time variations in the photon current are negligible compared to changes in 
the photon density (Aronson & Corngold, 1999). 
2. The source photon density has little or no angular dependence, and can be 
treated as a point source (Fantini et al., 1997). 
Mathematically, that means that the first term can be dropped and equation 4-16 set 
equal to zero, so that: 
v-
(µa + (1- g)µ,)J(r,t) +-V · U(r,t) = 0 
3 
[4-18] 
Re-arranging and solving for the photon current gives (bearing in mind that this is an 
approximation): 
V - -
J(r,t);::: - , VU(r,t) = -vDVU(r,t) [4-19] 
3(µa + µs ) 
This is the statement of Fick's Law. It is generally valid for steady-state situations and 
time-varying fluxes where the frequency is less than about 1 GHz (Pogue et al., 
2001). 
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In essence, these last two approximations have allowed the expression of the photon 
current simply in terms of the gradient of the photon density. We can substitute 
equation 4-19 into equation 4-12, noting that D = ( 1 ) to obtain the diffusion 
3 A·+ µa 
equation: 
8U(r,t) 2 
- 8-t --vDV U(r,t) + vµaU(r,t) = Q(r,t) [4-20] 
Having now derived the diffusion equation and being aware of the assumptions in its 
derivation and therefore its limitations, a solution for it can now be found. However 
before that is done, it would be prudent to examine its limitations. 
4. 6 Limitations of the Diffusion Approximation 
There are two limitations that must be adhered to before the diffusion approximation 
can be used successfully (Boas et al., 1995; Pogue et al., 2001). They are: 
1. Scattering must dominate absorption ( µa << µ; ). 
2. If frequency domain methods are used, the source modulation frequency must 
be less than the scattering rate. 
Limitation ( 1) comes from the assumption in the derivation of equation 4-19 that the 
source is isotropic and has little angular contribution. Given that, and also that the 
medium is macroscopically homogeneous, it follows that the photon densities in the 
medium should also be isotropic. However, this only occurs when scattering greatly 
dominates absorption. The large amount of scattering is required to sufficiently 
randomise the individual photon vectors so that at any point in the medium, photons 
may be converging on it from all directions in equal numbers. If scattering does not 
greatly dominate absorption, the photon density will be attenuated before isotropic 
conditions are reached. 
Haskell et al. ( 1994) justified limitation (2) from a the point of view that the ratio of 
the fluence rate to the photon current term must be much greater than unity, as a result 
ofFick's Law. Cerussi (1999) also verified this. 
In equation 4-19, there is no frequency dependent term as these equations have been 
derived in the time domain. If one works in the frequency domain, one can re-write 
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J(r,t) as J(r,co)exp(-icot). The time derivative in equation 4-llb then becomes 
(-i m )J ( r, m) . If D = , 1 is substituted into equation 4-11 b the result is: 
3(A +µa) 
J(r,co) = -vD l+i(3coDv-') VU(r,co) 
1 + (3coDv-1 )2 
[4-21] 
To transform this into the Fick's Law, 3mDv-' must be much less than 1. What this 
means in practical terms is that because 3mDv-' has units of time, the modulation 
period 27t must not approach the photon collision period Dv-' in order to keep this 
co 
approximation valid. Setting 27t ::::: O.OlDv-1 should prove to be sufficient. Since the 
co 
reduced-scattering coefficient for cow's milk is in the range of 15 to 60 cm-1, the 
source modulation frequency should be kept below about 3.4 GHz to ensure that the 
modulation period does not approach the photon collision period. This is a different 
limitation to the 1 GHz restriction mentioned previously. 
4. 7 Solution of the Diffusion Equation 
The diffusion equation can be solved using a Green's function. The solution in the 
time domain for a source pulse of unit energy at time t = t' is given by (Haskell et al., 
1994): 
Ua(r,t-t')= [ c ]3' 2 xexp[- r 2 -µac(t-t')] 
47dJc(t - t') 4Dc(t - t') 
[4-22] 
Equation 4-22 simplifies to a form of the Beer-Lambert law in the presence of 
negligible scattering. However, this expression does not allow the separation of the 
effects of absorption from scattering (Cerussi & Tromberg, 2003). The remaining 
option open at this stage is to work in the frequency domain, if the diffusion equation 
is still to be used. 
Haskell et al. ( 1994) also provided a solution in the frequency domain. They started 
by placing a harmonic source at the origin emitting power P x exp(imt) and solving: 
U(r,t) = L, Ua(r,t-t')Pxexp(imt')dt' 
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3 [ ]1/2 
kimag = 2 µ)µ; + µJ ~1 + (mr-)2 -1 [4-25b] 
Equation 4-23 is a form of the Fourier transform of equation 4-22 (Fishkin & Gratton, 
1993 ). It is identical to the frequency-domain solution derived by Cerussi ( 1999), 
which is shown in equation 4-26. 





Equation 4-26 represents a spherical photon density wave propagating from the source 
(Fishkin & Gratton, 1993). Photon density waves are coherent scalar fields 
representing the local photon density at a certain point in time. The wave attenuates 
(even in the case of no absorption) exponentially with r. The phase velocity of the 
wave front is proportional to the source modulation frequency, and the wavelength is 
dependent on the modulation frequency and the scattering properties of the medium. 
Increasing the scattering of the medium will actually decrease the wavelength of the 
photon density wave (Fishkin et al., 1991 ). This is useful for using photon density 
waves to perform imaging in scattering media. The more highly scattering the 
medium, the greater the spatial resolution of the photon density wave. There has been 
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a lot of work recently on the use of photon density waves for imaging in scattering 
media (Boas et al., 1997; Wabnitz & Rinneberg, 1997; Sevick-Muraca et al., 1997). 
4.8 Boundary conditions 
The exact solution of the diffusion equation depends on the form of the boundary 
conditions applied to it. The solution shown previously assumed the infinite medium 
boundary condition. This is a situation where the scattering medium extends in all 
directions indefinitely. The proper choice of boundary condition is important with the 
use of the diffusion equation in photon migration studies, especially as one starts 
modelling scattering media with multiple layers (Martelli et al., 2002). 
The infinite-medium boundary condition is the simplest and easiest to work with. 
However as with all simple cases, its usefulness is limited as there are few real-world 
situations where a scattering medium extends indefinitely. Note that since the photon 
density wave attenuates exponentially with the distance from the source, a medium 
that extends at least several tens of mean free paths from the source in all directions 
should be adequate. Most researchers using the infinite medium geometry tend to use 
large volumes of medium to ensure the validity of the diffusion equation in this 
regime. 
The infinite-medium boundary condition has been successfully used in this way to 
measure the optical properties of liquids such as raw milk (Cerussi, 1999), skim milk 
and India ink mixtures (Fishkin et al., 1991 ), Liposyn intravenous fat emulsion 
(Fantini et al., 1994) and a mixture of acrylic-styrene hollow spheres and water 
(Gerken & Faris, 1999). 
A more useful geometry is the semi-infinite medium. Like the infinite-medium 
geometry, it also has a general solution. The semi-infinite medium geometry differs to 
the infinite medium only in that it has a single boundary - that is, it is a scattering 
medium that extends in all dimensions except one. 
There are three recognised boundary conditions that have been used for the semi-
infinite medium (Patterson et al., 1991a). They are the partial-current boundary 
condition, the zero-fluence boundary condition and the extrapolated boundary 
condition. These will be only briefly covered along with some of the newer multi-
layer geometries, since the infinite medium will be our geometry of choice due to the 
ease of obtaining large volumes of milk. 
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4.8.1 Partial Current Boundary Condition 
According to Keijzer et al. ( 1988), the most correct way to model an interface is to 
use the partial current boundary condition. 
The partial-current boundary condition takes into account the reflection at an index-
mismatched boundary. This adds an extra condition to the treatment of boundaries 
that was discussed when constructing the Boltzmann transport equation. Once 
photons have left the volume of interest, they are lost forever. In this case, not all 
photons are lost. 
Since the angular photon density at all points in the medium is deemed to be isotropic, 
it is valid to state that the flux exiting the medium at the boundary is simply equal to 
the photon density at the boundary. The Fresnel reflection coefficient determines the 
amount of energy reflected back into the medium. 
(Haskell et al., 1994) show that the reflected photon density is: 
fl A A A (u iz) U,eflected = ReffUemi11ed = Reff .• u(Q)Q-ndn = Reff ---
·n>o 4 2 
[ 4-28] 
where ii is the outward-bound normal vector to the boundary in the -z direction and}z 
is the outward-going flux. They went on further to evaluate the ratio of photon density 
to the magnitude of the photon current, and found that for perfectly transmitting 
boundaries, the ratio is 0.7, indicating that the diffusion equation may be inaccurate at 
modelling photon migration. However, an air-tissue interface showed a ratio of 
approximately 2.0, which they referred to as marginal. Compared to the infinite 
medium, where the ratio is close to 7, using the partial-current boundary condition 
with a small difference in refractive index can lead to problems. Conversely, 
boundary conditions that have a high index mismatch ( or Reff> 0.95) appear to mimic 
infinite-medium conditions. In fact, if the partial-current boundary condition is solved 
using the method of images, the solution returned for a perfectly reflecting boundary 




Physical boundary z = Zb 
dU(z) 
U(O) = 0, dz = 0 at z = Zb 
for the extrapolated boundary 
condition 
U(zb) = 0 : zero fluence 
boundary condition 
Figure 4-6: Zero fluence and extrapolated boundary conditions 
4.8.2 Zero Fluence Boundary Condition 
The zero-fluence boundary condition shown in Figure 4-6 is analogous to having a 
strongly absorbing container for the medium. Haskell et al. (1994) have shown that 
this can cause errors of up to 15% in the recovery of the optical coefficients. Most 
importantly in terms of practical application is that if the photon density is zero at the 
boundary (which for biological tissues could be skin), a detector placed there will not 
measure anything. 
This boundary condition is unphysical, and violates the diffusion approximation in 
that the photon density is highly anisotropic at the boundary. However, this condition 
allows for the solution of the diffusion equation via the method of images (Patterson 
et al., 1991a). 
4.8.3 Extrapolated Boundary Condition 
The extrapolated-boundary condition (also shown in Figure 4-6) is a compromise 
between accuracy and correctness. It is a physically possible situation, which can also 
be solved by the method of images (Patterson et al., 1991a). 
In this case, the photon density becomes zero at a point z = 0 outside the physical 
boundary z = Zb. Haskell et al. (1994) found this model to be almost indistinguishable 
from the partial current model, so due to its relative simplicity, it is the semi-infinite 
geometry model of choice. 
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4.8.4 Other boundary conditions 
Various extensions of the basic semi-infinite geometry have been presented in the 
literature. The first is the slab geometry, which is a simlar to the semi-infinite medium 
but with a finite thickness. Star (1989) compared a higher (P3) transport 
approximation against the diffusion approximation using this geometry. Kaltenbach 
and Kaschke (1993) have also studied the slab geometry and shown that it has good 
agreement for a detector placed on the surface. 
Later studies have extended the boundary conditions with the introduction of two-
layer semi-infinite models. Franceschini et al. (1998) found that for a semi-infinite 
medium when the top layer was less than 0.4 cm thick, the measured optical 
coefficients were representative of the underlying layer. If the layer was more than 1.3 
cm thick however, the optical coefficients were more representative of the top 
"superficial" layer. Alexandrakis et al. (2001) further studied two-layer diffusion 
boundary conditions. One of the key principles behind their work was that these 
superficial layers may be thin enough so that diffusion theory may not apply. Their 
solution was a hybrid model, diffusion theory combined with Monte Carlo 
simulations. The Monte Carlo technique successfully modelled the thin top section 
accurately with the diffusion theory model accounting for the underlying layer. 
4.9 Problems with the use of the diffusion approximation 
There have been studies in the literature that point to the diffusion approximation as 
an unsuitable model for highly scattering media under certain circumstances. Apart 
from the limitations presented in the previous section, studies have shown that the 
theory itself may have fundamental problems. These problems will now be reviewed 
and whether or not they could pose any significant issues for the work in this thesis 
examined. 
The first question is general - when does the diffusion approximation no longer 
accurately describe photon migration in a highly scattering medium? A study by Yoo 
et al. (1990) showed that diffusion theory is only accurate when the thickness (z) of 
the medium divided by the transport mean free path length (/,) is much greater than 
unity (zll, >> 1) for a transmission measurement where the source and detector are 
facing each other through the sample. When z/1, decreased below 10, diffusion theory 
predicted photon arrival times that were slower than what was observed, leading to 
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the conclusion that there may be ballistic transport involved. However in an infinite 
medium situation, z/11 is much greater than 10 in all cases. 
Fantini et al. (1997) showed that the Green's function solution of the diffusion 
equation did not describe accurately the phase and steady-state ( w = 0) amplitudes at 
small source-detector distances. The reason for this was partially due to the non-ideal 
nature of a real photon source. Changing the model of the source did not help much. 
However, they state that the effective photon source dimension in this case was of the 
order of the diffusion length, or the distance after which photon migration becomes 
diffusive. This is important because the Green's function solution to the diffusion 
equation is accurate at distances greater than the effective photon source dimension. 
In an infinite medium geometry, setting up the detector so that this condition is met is 
trivial. 
Another question raised in the literature is whether the diffusion coefficient D has any 
dependence on absorption or whether they are truly independent. The formal 
definition of D from diffusion theory is D = ( , 1 ) , so it would appear that there 
3 µs + µa 
is a dependence on absorption. However, recalling that one of the conditions for the 
use of the diffusion equation is that scattering must dominate absorption, orµ; >>µa. 
Durduran et al. ( 1997) concluded that removing the dependence on the absorption 
coefficient from D could increase the accuracy of the diffusion equation from 
approximately 10% to better than 1 %. However, several other researchers (Chen et 
al., 2001) have since shown that Durduran' s approach was flawed, and that the 
diffusion coefficient does have some dependence on absorption. Since the absorption 
coefficient of milk (in the visible red and near infra-red parts of the spectrum) is at 
least two orders of magnitude lower than the scattering coefficient, it is not a relevant 
question. 
The final question is whether diffusion theory can satisfactorily cope with all the 
situations that are presented to it. Hielscher et al. ( 1998) concluded that diffusion 
theory is insufficient in highly absorbing regions and also in regions where there are 
both low scattering and low absorption coefficients. That research involved a 
comparison between finite-difference simulations of pure transport theory versus 
diffusion. A similar study by Chen et al. (2001) added the condition that the refractive 
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indices at the boundaries of the medium and the source and detector must be matched 
for accurate and predictable results. The refractive index condition is not an issue with 
cow' s milk as the infinite-medium conditions can be used, and thus refractive index 
mismatches will not affect the results. However, the case of low scattering and low 
absorption could possibly cause problems with photon migration measurements in 
milk. 
4.10 Diffusion Theory and Fluorescence 
A highly scattering medium that satisfies the requirements for the valid use of the 
diffusion equation may also contain fluorophores . A fluorophore will absorb a photon 
at a wavelength Ax and after a certain delay (referred to as the fluorescence lifetime) 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 t = t1 + r + t2 
Detector Fibre 0 
0 




t = 0 0 0 0 0 t = 0 
O Fluorophore - each one of these can emit light at Ax. 
Figure 4-7: Fluorophores distributed throughout a scattering medium 
will emit a photon at a wavelength Am. Note that the optical coefficients may have 
different values for different wavelengths (Cerussi et al. , 2001). 
Assuming that the fluorophores are evenly distributed throughout the medium, it is 
clear that there will be multiple light sources - one for the excitation light source and 
the rest due to the fluorophores distributed throughout the medium. Figure 4-7 shows 
this. 
At t = 0, a photon at wavelength Ax emerges from the source fibre. After travelling t 1, 
the photon is absorbed by a fluorophore. After a time delay 't , a photon of wavelength 
Am is emitted and makes its way back to the detector after a transit time ot t2. The total 
time taken for this trip is ti + r + t2. 
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There will be at least two photon density waves in a medium with fluorophores. The 
first is the normal photon density wave from the excitation source and the second 
wave is from the distributed fluorophores. There will be N+ 1 waves for N 
fluorophores in the medium. In order to model this at the detector (so that we know 
what we are detecting), the terms in the standard diffusion equation require some 
modification. 
Cerussi (1999) contains a derivation of the fluorescence photon migration theory 
based on uniformly distributed fluorophores in a scattering medium. The main points 
of this derivation will be reviewed here, with the similar notation used throughout. 
This theory is basis of the experimental work described in chapter 6. 
A good start is to review the definition of the absorption coefficient. Since we are now 
adding a fluorophore to the medium, it will have an absorption peak at its excitation 
wavelength. The assumptions that are made with regard to the fluorophore are: 
1. The fluorophore adds no scattering to the medium. 
2. The fluorescence intensity decays at a single rate. 
3. Photo bleaching of the fluorophore is negligible. 
4. Secondary fluorescence is negligible (fluorophore absorbs emission light and 
subsequently re-fluoresces). 
The new absorption coefficients for N fluorophores at the excitation wavelength 
(subscript x) can be written as: 
N 
µax = µabx + L µafxn 
n=l 
[4-29] 
The new absorption at the excitation wavelength is a combination of the absorption by 
the medium (subscript b) and the fluorophores (subscript/). The emission wavelength 
undergoes a similar treatment, but with the subscript m for emission: 
N 
µax = µabm + L µafmn 
n=I 
[ 4-30] 
The excitation source for the fluorophores will be the photon density wave from the 
original source. That means that the source term for the fluorescence photon density 
wave will be the solution to the single-source diffusion equation, or equation 4-26: 




The emission source distribution for the fluorophore will be proportional to the 
excitation photon density at r and t, and also to the quantum yield (Aj), Since the 
probability per unit time for an absorption event to occur in the medium containing 
fluorescent species j is vµafxj, the emission strength must scale according to 
v µ afx j A 1 U ( r, m, t) . The emission strength at any wavelength influences the emission 
spectrum. Since fluorescence emission is not strictly monochromatic, another quantity 
known as emission spectral efficiency <pm (A)shall be introduced here. This is written 
J 
as a probability density normalised to unity. If the fluorophore is going to radiate, it 
must do it at some wavelength. 
The lifetime r:1 of the fluorophore causes a temporal delay in the fluorescence 
emission. According to Patterson & Pogue (1994), this delay manifests as a 
convolution between all possible decay times and the actual time of absorption. In 
their time-domain solution to the fluorescence diffusion problem, they state that due 
to this convolution, there is no closed form for the expression of the photon density. 
However in the frequency domain, the convolution reduces to a multiplication. 
Patterson and Pogue ( 1994) go on to show that the frequency-domain solution to the 
fluorescence diffusion problem is the Fourier transform of the time-domain solution. 
With all that in mind, the emission photon source within a wavelength range d). is 
(Cerussi et al., 1997): 
00 1 [ t -t'] dQm (r,m,t) = d).qJm ().) fd(t -t')A 1vµafx.Ux(r,m,t')-exp -
' J J ,,. ,,. 
o •1 •1 
[4-31] 
Substituting Llt = t - t' and then evaluating the integral gives: 
[4-32] 
With this source term for the fluorescence photon density wave, one can now evaluate 
the total emission photon density for a given fluorophore by the spatial convolution of 
the source term with the Green's function solution of the diffusion equation (equation 
4-26), which eventually gives: 
P (m) exp[-i"' (m)] ( 1 + i mr . J dU (r m) = d). A. (f) ().) x 'f'xo 1 x 
m, ' J µafxj mj 4,rD D 1 +(on. )2 
m x J 
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1 exp[-kx (m)r]- exp[-km (m)r] 
r k; (m)-k; (m) 
[4-33] 
Jiang (1998) writes his solution to the fluorescence photon migration problem (using 
Cerussi's notation) as: 
[4-34] 
This shows that if it is assumed ( or make sure) that our distribution of excitation 
wavelengths is narrow, with an identical condition for the emission wavelengths, then 
it can be treated in the same way as a non-fluorescent photon density wave. Taking 
the real and imaginary parts of the right hand side of equation 4-34 give expressions 
for the detected amplitude and phase, respectively. 
If there is more than one fluorophore in the medium and it is assumed that both 
fluorophores do not interact with each other, then one can linearly add the 
contributions of the different fluorophores together. The wave vectors km and kx 
depend only on the total absorption characteristics of the medium. The homogeneous 
distribution of the flurophores throughout the medium also ensures no dependence on 
r. Thus, the photon density waves from each of the fluorescent species in the medium 
can be simply added together. 
4. 11 The Detected Photon Density 
Cerussi goes on to consider the contribution that the photon detector makes to the 
measured result. Thus, if there is a detector with a spectral response of y(A), then at 
any point r, the photon density as measured by the detector will be: 
[4-34] 
Evaluating this integral yields the total detected photon density: 
[4-35] 
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This equation can be easily split into its three constituent parts - a spatial term 
(contains r dependence), a lifetime term (contains all appearances of 't) and a yield and 
source term (contains source terms and A). 
Since the emission photon density is a convolution between the emission and 
excitation photon density waves, the phases associated with each of the emission 
photon density waves do not add linearly. The signal from the detector will be the 
emission photon density wave(s) plus the excitation photon density wave. As there 
will not often be much interest in the excitation photon density wave for fluorescence 
work, a method of removing the contribution from the excitation photon density wave 
will be required. An example of such a method is to use an optical filter whose pass 
band is outside the range of the excitation wavelength. 
Fluorescence photon migration has been used extensively in the biomedical optics 
field, especially for the location of tumours. Paithankar et al. ( 1997) demonstrated the 
ability to recover the fluorescence lifetime and bulk optical properties of tissue using 
fluorescence frequency-domain photon migration methods. Roy & Sevick-Muraca 
(2001) used a fluorescence diffusion model to locate fluorescent inhomogeneities in a 
turbid medium. The fluorescence in this case is used as a contrast agent for locating 
the inhomogeneities. Nair et al. (2002) also performed measurements on human breast 
tissue using fluorescence diffusion methods to obtain the optical properties of the 
tissue. 
4.12 Summary 
In this chapter, different ways of modelling bulk photon propagation m highly 
scattering media have investigated. Their suitability for our work has been examined 
and the diffusion approximation to the Boltzmann transport equation has been chosen 
due to its ability to provide an analytical solution ( even though it is approximate) and 
its convenience. The nature of milk allows that theory to be used extensively. 
One important result from the choice of this theory is that the scattering and 
absorption components of a medium can be resolved independently of each other. 
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5 Experimental Materials and Method 
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the methods and materials involved in the 
measurements that will be presented in the next chapter. First, a review of how the 
diffusion equation has been used by other researchers (and consequently by ourselves) 
to recover the scattering and absorption coefficients from a highly scattering medium 
will be shown. An explanation of the materials used and the construction of the 
experimental equipment, as well as a description of the methods used to obtain milk 
samples follow this. 
5. 1 Measurement Theory and Practice 
5.1.1 Obtaining results using the Diffusion Equation 
In the previous chapter, the diffusion approximation to the Boltzmann Transport 
Equation was derived and solved using a Green's function. As stated, the Green's 
function solution to the diffusion equation is of the form of a wave, and has wave 
characteristics. The purpose of this section is to show exactly how to use that solution 
to obtain measurable parameters than can be related to the optical coefficients of the 
medium in question. 
The solution given in equation 4-26 is repeated here for clarity: 
U( ) P(ro)exp(-i~0 (ro)) 1 [ k( ) ] r,ro = exp - ro r 
4nvD r 
[ 4-26] 
The right hand side of this equation can be split up into two parts - one that includes 
the source terms (strength and phase), and the other with the frequency and distance 
terms. Equation 4-27 (the expression for the wave vector) is: 
k2(m) = µa (1-i ~J 
D vµa 
[4-27] 
The amplitude of the wave represented by equation 4-26 can be found by taking the 
modulus, while the phase of the wave is its argument. There is a third parameter of the 
wave that can be measured which is DC intensity or offset, which can give the same 
results (Fantini et al., 1994 ). However for this work, only using AC amplitude and 
phase will be used as the DC intensity can be affected greatly by and background light 
that is present. 
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In order to show how the absorption and scattering coefficients are obtained, the 
notation and definitions used by Cerussi ( 1999) will continue being used. Derivations 
for the expressions for the phase and amplitude of the photon density wave that 
Cerussi used will also be shown. Substituting equation 4-27 into equation 4-26, and 
expanding gives: 
U(r,w) = P((J)) .!.exp(-r µa (1-i~JJ 
4nvD r D vµ0 
[5-1] 
The initial phase </JrJ is defined to be zero and so it is not included in the equation. The 
modulus and argument of equation 5-1 are: 
IU(r,w)I = P((J)) .!.exp[-r( 1+(~J
2 
+lJYi · r;,:J 
47Zl)v r vµ0 Vw [5-2a] 
( 
2 ]Yi 
arg[U(r,ro)]= r l +( v:.J -1 ·Ht +¢,,(ro) [5-2b] 
To simplify the equation, it can be defined that: 
( 
2 ]Yi 
V, = 1+( v:.J ±1 [5-3] 
From that, we can re-write equations 5-2a and 5-2b to get:. 
I I P(w) 1 ( r;,:J AC= U(r,(J)) = 47Zl)v ;exp - rV+ · Vw [5-4a] 
¢, = arg[U(r, ro)] = rV_ ·Ht+ f',(ro) [5-4b] 
Equation 5-4b is a linear equation in r. That means that the phase (<I>) of the photon 
density wave can be measured against the source-detector separation distance. This is 
not quite so clear for the AC amplitude however, but it is relatively simple to 
transform. By multiplying the detected AC amplitude with the source-detector 
separation distance and then taking the logarithm, one can transform equation 5-4a 
into a linear equation in r as well: 
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ln[r · IU(r, m)I] = In( P(m) )- rV . fµ,;-
47ZDv + Vw [5-4c] 
The DC intensity is the AC amplitude at zero modulation frequency. The entire factor 
P( ro) is the total DC contribution of the photon density wave and is ignored in the 
47tDv 
measurements performed in this work. The use of the AC amplitude and phase 
measurements at multiple source-detector distances allows for relative measurements 
normalised to the values of the first measurement. That is, the phase and amplitude 
measurement at the smallest source-detector distance is assumed to be unity, with 
subsequent measurements regarded as smaller fractions. 
An intuitive view of how the changes in scattering and absorption will affect the 
values of phase and AC amplitude at the detector can be reached by examining the 
following points. Consider the case of increasing µ; while keeping µa constant. 
Increasing µ; increases the number of scattering events per distance travelled. This 
will increase the path length of the photons, and since the probability of absorption 
vµa is still the same per unit distance, the detected intensity will decrease. The 
increased path length of the photons will increase the phase lag at any point, thus 
causing an increased phase measurement. 
The case of increasing µa while holding µ; constant is slightly different. Attenuation 
will increase, as before but the phase will decrease. Increasing µa increases the 
number of absorption events per distance travelled. Therefore, the longer path length 
photons that will cause an increased phase reading will have a higher probability of 
being absorbed, and are more likely not to be detected. Only the shorter path length 
photons will get to the detector, thus explaining the decrease in measured phase. 
Measurement Method 
In order to recover the optical coefficients, expressions for the absorption and the 
reduced-scattering coefficients need to be derived. To do that, equations 5-4c and 
5-4b can be rewritten in a gradient-intercept form: 
[5-5a] 
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</J = r MPH (µ a , µ; , (J)) + </Jo (OJ) [5-5b] 
MAc and MPH are the amplitude and phase gradients. They contain expressions for µ; 
and µ 0 , the desired optical coefficients. The most useful feature of these equations is 
that the source terms (source phase and intensity) are only in the intercept terms. This 
will allow the recovery of the optical coefficients with relative measurements only. 
Solving equations 5-5a and 5-5b for µ 0 and µ; gives (Fantini et al., 1994): 
[5-6a] 
1 (MAC )2 - (MPH ) 2 
µs = 3 
µa 
[5-6b] 
These are expressions for the absorption and reduced-scattering coefficients of a 
scattering medium, obtainable by measurements at multiple source-detector distances. 
The optical coefficients are also recoverable by a multiple-frequency measurement 
(Madsen et al., 1994). However the multiple-frequency fit is non-linear (Cerussi, 
1999) which leads to the multiple-distance method being preferable. 
The errors in the absorption and reduced-scattering coefficients can be calculated 
using the expressions given by (Fantini et al., 1994): 
11µ0 = a 2 +<p 2 [(11cp)2 + (11a)2] 1' 2 
µa a2 -<p2 (/)2 a2 
[6-1] 
where a. is the slope of the amplitudes at different source-detector distances, cp is the 
slope of the phase readings at different source-detector distances, and p is the source-
detector interval distance (the distance between successive source-detector positions). 
5.2 Equipment Used 
The equipment for the experimentation was designed with the following objectives in 
mind. Firstly, the equipment had to be able to make the multiple-distance 
measurement. Secondly, the equipment had to have been built with with low 
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component cost in mind. Thirdly, simplicity and versatility were important factors in 
the design. 
The first choice 1s whether to make an instrument based on time-domain 
measurements or frequency-domain measurements. The time-domain measurement 
methods are easier to visualise and understand in terms of our intuitive understanding 
of how photons travel through highly scattering media. The time-domain solution for 
the diffusion equation for an infinitely short pulse is: 
U(r,t) = (4m,Dt)Yi exp[-_j!___- µ vt] 
4Dvt a 
[5-7] 
This is equivalent to the Fourier transform of the frequency-domain solution to the 
diffusion equation (Patterson et al., 1989). 
Recovery of the optical coefficients of a medium is achieved by fitting equation 5-7 to 
the detected pulse after it has been injected into the medium. Figure 5-1 shows the 
expected distribution of the different types of photons at a detector after a very short 
pulse has been fired into the medium. 
Ballistic Snake Diffusive 
Time 
Figure 5-1: Temporal profile the detected photons from a very short pulse fired into a highly scattering 
medium. 
The time scale represented in Figure 5-1 is of the order of nanoseconds. Therefore the 
equipment required for time-domain measurement must be capable of operating at 
high speeds. The light pulse source must be able to generate intense sub-nanosecond 
light pulses to approximate an infinitely short pulse. The detector must be able to 
clearly resolve light pulses at sub-nanosecond timing in order to resolve the shape of 
the curve properly. Equipment like this is expensive, making measurements in the 
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time-domain un suitable for the incorporation into a low-cost and portable instrument 
for use on a farm. 
With cost constraints ruling out the use of time-domain measurements, frequency-
domain measurements must be considered. The equipment for frequency-domain 
measurements is less expensive mainly due to the lower bandwidth. The upper 
limitation to the modulation frequency is due to the limitations of the diffusion 
equation. That frequency is in the 1 GHz region and depends on the exact 
characteristics of the medium, as mentioned in chapter 4. 
Modulation frequencies as low as 40 MHz have been used (Fishkin et al., 1991). 
Equipment capable of generating 40 MHz signals and optical detectors capable of 
responding to 40 MHz modulation frequencies are relatively inexpensive and 
common. In particular, this low bandwidth requirement has opened up the use of light 
emitting diodes (LEDs), with their wide range of wavelengths, as a light source. 
Other advantages of a frequency-domain instrument are: 
• Rapid (and continuous) measurements may be performed as there is sufficient 
information in a single modulation frequency to obtain the optical coefficients. 
• The time-domain approach does not have an analytical solution to the 
fluorescence-diffusion problem (Patterson & Pogue, 1994). This is important 
for fluorescence lifetime measurements. 
• The diffusion equation does not properly predict the characteristics or the 
arrival times of ballistic and snake photons. In the frequency-domain, this 
information is not important. The contribution of these early photons in time-
domain experiments could skew the recovery of the optical coefficients. 
The choice of operating in the frequency-domain is clear in this case. The next thing 
one can do, is to look at how a frequency-domain instrument is set up. 
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Figure 5-2 shows a block diagram of the two 
different types of basic photon migration 
instrument - homodyne and heterodyne 
types. 
A 
A homodyne instrument modulates and C 
receives at the same frequency, without an 
intermediate frequency. A heterodyne 
instrument introduces a second modulation 
frequency, and at some stage in the 








Figure 5-2: Block diagrams of homodyne and 
This mixing produces an output that is the 
heterodyne photon migration instruments. (A) 
difference of the two frequencies, thus 
is a homodyne system with quadrature outputs 
relaxing the requirements of the signal R and I while (C) is a heterodyne system with 
processing side of the instrument. Mixing phase and amplitude outputs (Chance et al., 
the two waves is the same as multiplying 1998). 
them together, so the signal can written this 
as: 
Equation 5-8 shows that there are two sections in the expression on the right hand side 
of the equation. The term on the left is the difference term and contains the difference 
between the two frequencies and also the difference between their phases. The term 
on the right contains the sums of the phases and the frequencies. If both modulation 
frequencies are close in value to each other, the contribution from the right hand side 
can be removed by careful filtering. This mixing allows the use of higher precision 
recording equipment with a slower response. This includes the use of digital-to-
analogue converters with sampling rates in the kHz range and up to 16 bits of 
precision for further digital signal processing to recover the phase and intensity 
values. 
Typical values chosen for the difference in modulation frequencies are in the range of 
about 1 kHz or less per 100 MHz. Shinde et al. ( 1999) used a difference in frequency 
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of 100 Hz. The mixing of two frequencies was achieved by modulating the gain of the 
photomultiplier tube used in their experiment. Cerussi (1999) used a modulation 
frequency of 76.2 MHz and a frequency difference of 400 Hz. Mixing of the two 
frequencies was also achieved by the gain modulation of the photomultiplier tubes 
used as detectors. 
The homodyne system is much simpler in concept and in implementation, but suffers 
from crosstalk between the source frequency generator and the detector. This will be 
discussed later on. Despite the crosstalk problem, homodyne frequency domain 
photon migration systems are still being used (Alexandrakis et al. , 2001 ). 
The heterodyne system has the advantage of easier use with digital sampling 
equipment due to the lowering of the output frequency signal from the mixing. 
Increased accuracy is another advantage, due to the lower detector bandwidth required 
(Chance et al., 1998). However, heterodyne instruments are more complex and 











RF Network analyser 
Amplifier 
Figure 5-3: Photon migration instrument design. 
The instrument type chosen for the experimental work here was the homodyne 
instrument for its simplicity, relative low cost compared to a heterodyne instrument, 
and ease of construction. Figure 5-3 shows the overall concept of the instrument used 
in this work and the details of how signals flow to and from each component. 
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With reference to Figure 5-3 , one can now go through the individual components that 
make up the photon migration instrument. As noted previously, the homodyne photon 
migration instrument has a certain number of disadvantages to it. These disadvantages 
and how they have been overcome will be addressed later in this chapter. 
5.2.1 Signal source and processing 
The signal source used in our experiments was a radiofrequency (RF) network 
analyser (8712ET, Agilent, Palo Alto, California, USA). This bench-top instrument is 
capable of a frequency range from 300 kHz up to 1.3 GHz and an output power range 
from -2.00 dBm to 23.00 dBm. 
As well as having a signal output, this instrument has a signal input. Typically, the RF 
network analyser is used to measure the RF performance characteristics of a device. 
This is done by connecting the device under test to the output terminal of the RF 
network analyser and then connecting its output to the input terminal of the RF 
network analyser, as shown in Figure 5-4. 
The RF network analyser is capable of measuring amplitude, phase, delay and 
frequency response characteristics of the device under test. The quantities of most 
Figure 5-4: Agilent 87 l 2ET example usage. 
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interested were the amplitude and phase. Error values for the RF network analyser are 
0.03 dB peak-to-peak and 0.2 degrees peak-to-peak for amplitude and phase 
respectively (Agilent Technologies, 2000). 
In Figure 5-4, the device under test is a filter and the display is showing its frequency 
response curve. The photon migration instrument built for these experiments was of 
the same basic form, except that the light source, sample and detector have replaced 
the device under test. 
The RF network analyser can also perform post-processing of the received signal. As 
mentioned, it is capable of measuring the phase and amplitude of the signal presented 
at its input. Before the final phase and amplitude signals are displayed, the signal is 
averaged over 64 samples. The averaging allows for greatly increased accuracy and 
precision at the cost of increased sampling time. Due to the averaging, intermittent 
bursts of interference will not adversely affect the measured results. This is helpful for 
the use of the photon migration instrument in electrically noisy environments such as 
a dairy parlour. 
5.2.2 Light source and delivery 
A laser diode driver (LDC-500, Thorlabs, Karlsfeld, Germany) is used to drive a 
temperature-controlled laser diode mount (TCLD-M9, Thorlabs, Karlsfeld, Germany). 
A laser diode temperature controller (TEC-2000, Thorlabs, Karlsfeld, Germany) 
keeps the laser diode and its mount at a specified temperature. Since most laser diodes 
are specified at 25° C, the temperature controller is set to keep that as closely as 
possible. Figure 5-5 shows the arrangement of the laser diode driver and other optics. 
The apparatus shown in Figure 5-5 is the photon migration instrument configured for 
fluorescence measurements. A 25mm focal length double-convex lens and a 515 nm 
band-pass filter were present at the exit of the laser diode mount. These were only 
necessary for fluorescence measurements. The filter was a band-pass interference 
filter with a pass-band centre wavelength of 515 nm and a FWHM of± 10 nm (03 FIL 
204, Melles-Griot, Carlsbad, California, USA). The light source was a generic high-
intensity 525 nm LED (884-698, Farnell Electronic Components, Auckland, New 
Zealand). 
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Figure 5-5: Light source assembly (refer Figure 5-3 for schematic). 
For non-fluorescence photon migration measurements, the lens and the filters are not 
included in order to speed up measurements by avoiding excessive attenuation of the 
light signal. The light source in this case is a laser diode with a nominal 5 mW 
maximum power output and 670 nm output wavelength (TOLD9221 , Toshiba, Tokyo, 
Japan) . This highlights the ease with which the equipment can be modified to suit 
different types of experiments. 
One striking feature of Figure 5-5 is the presence of the Faraday shield. One of the 
biggest issues to deal with regarding the homodyne configuration of the photon 
migration instrument was the crosstalk between the signal output and the signal input. 
The Faraday shield shown in Figure 5-5 was an aluminium box with a matching lid 
and conductive foam gasket. This is used to contain the RF signal at the optical 
source. Delivery of the RF signal to the laser diode mount is via a semi-rigid coaxial 
cable with a solid copper sheath, thus ensuring minimum leakage of the RF signal. 
The crosstalk between the source and the detector of the homodyne system was one of 
the most challenging problems to overcome in the construction of a frequency domain 
photon migration instrument. The Faraday shield and semi-rigid coaxial cable that are 
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shown in Figure 5-5 are the result of several generations of evolution through various 
combinations of different types of shielded cable. After much experimentation, it was 
found that a solid metal shield with a single opening for cables was the only 
acceptable shielding solution. The single opening had to be fitted with a metal 
waveguide to make sure that no radiation from inside the Faraday shield leaked out. 
Using a waveguide is a well-known method employed in RF communications arena to 
stop leakage. 
According to Chance et al. ( 1998), 120 dB of shielding is the desired amount of 
isolation between the transmitting and receiving stages. The Faraday shield shown in 
Figure 5-5 has been tested and shown to have greater than 100 dB of isolation - which 
is not as good as the desired amount. However, considering that the noise floor of the 
RF network analyser was -111 dB at its most selective settings, it was considered 
likely to be sufficient for the purposes of this work. 
Transferring the measured results from the RF network analyser to a desktop PC for 
further data processing was straightforward using the in-built 3 Yi inch floppy disk 
drive. The RF network analyser exports its data as a set of comma delimited (CSV) 
files, which can be imported into a spreadsheet for analysis. 
5.2.3 Detector 
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Figure 5-6: Principles of operation of a photomultiplier tube (Saleh & Teich, 1991 ). 
migration experiments. The first is the avalanche photodiode, and the second is the 
photomultiplier tube. The avalanche photodiode is a device based on the PIN 
photodiode, but is made so that it can use much larger bias voltages to increase the 
gain of the photodiode. When a hole-electron pair is formed due to the absorption of a 
photon, the increased voltage accelerates them to the point that they cause other hole-
electron pairs to be formed due to their kinetic energy. Typical gains obtainable from 
avalanche photodiodes are from between 50 and 200. 
The photomultiplier tube works in a different way. Figure 5-6 shows the typical 
structure of a photomultiplier tube. Light is collected by the metal photocathode. The 
light striking the photocathode causes an electron to be ejected due to the 
photoelectric effect. One of the key features of the photomultiplier tube is the large 
voltage that must be supplied to it for it to achieve its high gain. This voltage 
accelerates the ejected electron, increasing its kinetic energy and guiding it to the next 
electrode, referred to as a dynode. The impact of the accelerated electron is sufficient 
to eject multiple electrons and the process repeats itself, with the collection of a single 
electron resulting in a cascade of up to several million electrons. The photomultiplier 
tube is capable of gains of more than 106. However, it is susceptible to damage from 
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Figure 5-7: Photon migration instrument photomultiplier tube assembly. 
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The main aim of the detector was to produce the best signal possible for the amount of 
light that impinges on the detector. In photon migration problems, the amount of light 
available for detection is usually quite low. Due to this, the photomultiplier tube was 
the detector of choice in this case. 
A photomultiplier tube was chosen for the photon migration instrument (R928, 
Hamamatsu, Hamamatsu City, Japan). Its main features are a gain of 107 and an 
effective wavelength range from 185 nm to 900 nm. At the wavelengths of interest for 
this work (600 to 700 nm), the quantum efficiency is between 4.5 and 9%. This 
equates to an anode sensitivity of approximately 4 x 105 NW, which is sufficient. 
Several people have used this photomultiplier for photon migration experimentation, 
notably Ramanujam et al. (1998) and Cerussi (1999). 
The photomultiplier is shown with its full working assembly in Figure 5-7. Up to 
three detector fibres were mounted on one side into a small block, allowing 
measurements at three different source-detector distances. A sliding panel on the other 
side ensured that only one fibre delivers light to the photomultiplier. This arrangement 
allowed the light to fall into the 8 mm x 24 mm light-sensitive area on the 
photomultiplier tube. 
The output of the photomultiplier tube was fed into a current-to-voltage amplifier 
(HCA-100M-50K-C, Femto Messtechnik GmbH, Berlin, Germany). This was a 
shielded amplifier designed for photodiode or photomultiplier inputs. As suggested in 
its model designation, it has a bandwidth of 100 MHz, and a gain of 5 x 104• The 
physical construction of the amplifier is compact and robust. It has the appearance of 
a small rectangular block of metal, with the connectors for the signal and the power 
supply at the ends. This is important in that it means the amplifier is fully shielded, 
and since the shielding is solid around the sensitive amplification electronics, it does 
not need to reside inside an external Faraday shield. 
The 5 x 104 gain was required so that sufficient signal level is seen at the input of the 
network analyser. However, with a gain of that magnitude, and the fact that the 
amplifier's frequency response was relatively constant from DC to 100 MHz meant 
that a strong DC light signal could have overpowered the small AC modulation signal. 
There are several ways to overcome this problem, usually by terminating the input 
into the amplifier with a 50 n resistor to ground. This has the disadvantage of halving 
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the amplitude of the measured signal as the amplifier will often also have a 50 Q input 
impedance. 
The best solution is one suggested by the manufacturer in one of their application 
notes. This involves the use of a 50 Q termination resistor in series with a small 
inductor. The inductor allows the DC to pass through while blocking the AC 
component, which enters the amplifier unaffected. This solution is what the 
manufacturer refer to in their application notes (Femto Messtechnik GmbH, 1999) as 
the Bias-T configuration. Many of their amplifiers have the Bias-T incorporated into 
their design, but the HCA-I00M-50K-C does not include it. For the instrument used, a 
Bias-T circuit similar to the manufacturer' s one was designed and incorporated into 
the input stage of the amplifier. 
5.2.4 Sample containers 
The body of the sample container was from a commercial piece of milking equipment 
(Teat Cup Remover (TCR), Waikato Milking Systems, Hamilton, New Zealand) as 
shown in Figure 5-8. It holds approximately 250 mL of milk when totally full , with 
200 mL in its lower two-thirds (below the bottom of the upper collar). Figure 5-9 
shows a cut-away view of the sample container and details its mode of operation. 
Milk flow through the container is as follows. The milk line from the cow 1s 
connected into the top of the container while the milk line going to the bulk tank is 
Figure 5-8: Photon Migration Instrument sample flask . 
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connected into the bottom side outlet. The container has a sealing lid enabling the 












Figure 5-9: Milk flow through the sample container. 
The sample container had two compartments - one that holds the bulk of the milk and 
one that forms the main milk flow path through the container. At the bottom of the 
bulk storage area there is a small orifice leading into the main flow path. This allows 
the milk in the bulk area to gradually drain out, and change slowly over time. 
The source and detector fibres were mounted off to one side of the outflow pipe. They 
were mounted at fixed positions on the container, as determined by the limits of 
diffusion theory, detector sensitivity and the results of experimental trials designed to 
find the best source-detector distances. The source fibre was designated as the origin, 
with the three detector fibres mounted at fixed offsets. The source-detector distances 
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initially used were 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 cm. Further details of the measurements involved 
in determining the optimum distances is described in chapter 6, section 4.1. 
Field tests with the sample container revealed excessive foaming and poor flow 
through the container system. It was decided at first not to put the sample container 
in-line, but to have it off line, close enough to the milking system so that the travel 
time of the milk from the milking system to the container was under thirty seconds. 
The reason for that was to simplify the design of the system while both allowing for 
Figure 5-10: Final version of the sample container. 
future attachment of the container to the milking system and also a short elapsed time 
from sampling to analysis for the milk. 
Moderate shielding from ambient light was also required in order to obtain the best 
results from the photon migration instrument. Also of note is the thermometer 
embedded in the bottom of the flask used to record of the sample temperature. 
Figure 5-1 O shows the final version of the sample container. It is of an identical 
design to the one shown in Figure 5-8 but with a corrugated cardboard light shield and 
a thermometer added. 
5.2.5 Modifications for Fluorescence Measurements 
Fluorescence-diffusion measurements do not require a multi-distance measurement 
configuration. Therefore, the sample container did not need to be as complex as the 
one in Figure 5-10. Only a single detector fibre was required in this case, which meant 
that the number of fibres required was cut from four to two. The fibre selector 
mechanism in Figure 5-8 was also no longer needed. Figure 5-11 shows the much 
simpler sample container for the fluorescence diffusion measurements. 
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This container was 100 mL in capacity and had the source fibre in the centre with the 
detector fibre 5 mm away. The close proximity of the detector fibre to the source fibre 
Figure 5-11: Sample container for fluorescence diffusion measurements. 
was possible because the expected optical signal is quite different to the source signal. 
It was a fluorescence signal and had a different wavelength to the source, and 
therefore it was not directly dependent on the source signal. 
The fluorescence diffusion experiments were not performed in-line, but were 
performed on milk samples collected and brought back to the laboratory. 
5.2.6 Testing the Equipment 
The photon migration instrument was tested and evaluated throughout its evolution. 
During testing two limitations were discovered that affected the way methodology of 
the experiments. The first limitation was in the range of modulation frequencies that 
can be used. The current amplifier used was capable of operating at up to 100 MHz. A 
200 MHz model was available, but the trade-off was the gain, which was at 2x 104 for 
frequencies up to 200 MHz. This was a factor of 2.5 lower than the gain for the 100 
MHz amplifiers. Combined with the fact that the amplitude of a photon density wave 
attenuates faster with increased frequency, it was decided that an upper limit of 100 
MHz would be sufficient. 
The second limitation was discovered when the first tests with milk were performed. 
It appeared that modulation frequencies above 80 MHz did not return consistent 
results for both phase and amplitude. The results returned were noisy and any optical 
properties calculated from them gave results that did not make sense. Therefore, it 
was decided to impose an upper limit of 80 MHz on any measurements made, to 
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ensure the accuracy of the results. Other researchers (Fishkin et al., 1991) have used 
modulation frequencies higher than 100 MHz successfully, with results being similar 
to those at 40 MHz so it was clear that nothing would be gained anything by using the 
higher frequencies. 
5.3 Sample Supply and Makeup 
Three different types of samples were required for the photon migration / fluorescence 
diffusion work: 
• Homogenised milk 
• Raw milk 
• Milk-like substances with similar scattering properties as milk 
The homogenised milk (Anchor, Auckland, New Zealand) was purchased in 1 Land 
2 L bottles from a range of local supermarkets. Four grades of milk were used -
standard homogenised ("Blue Top", 3.3% fat), reduced-fat homogenised ("Lite Blue", 
1.5% fat), trim milk ("Green Top", 0.5% fat) and super-trim milk ("Lite Green", 0.1 % 
fat). 
Raw milk was obtained from a local research farm (No.4 Dairy, Dexcel, Hamilton, 
New Zealand). Dexcel is "the research and extension arm of New Zealand's dairy 
industry" and is fully owned and funded by New Zealand farmers (Dexcel, 2003). 
The unique feature about the farm was that it contained New Zealand's only 
operational automatic milking system - a Fullwood Merlin automated milking system 
supplied by Sensortec, a research and design company working in collaboration with 
Dexcel. The farm (henceforth referred to as the Greenfield site) is the trial site where 
Dexcel is performing research on the suitability of automated milking systems in a 
pasture-based farming system, such as that in New Zealand. 
The milk-like substance used in these experiments was IntraLipid, an intravenously 
administerable nutritional supplement. It was obtained from nearby medical 
institutions. The important physical characteristics of IntraLipid will be discussed in a 
subsequent section. 
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5.3.1 The Fullwood Merlin Automated Milking System 
The automated milking system (Merlin, Fullwood Ltd. , Ellesmere, England) shown in 
Figure 5-12 consists of a stall for the cow to stand in, a robotic milking arm that holds 
the cups and udder cleaning brushes, a controller unit containing the control 
electronics, and a milk distribution system that includes a milk cooler and the 
pipework to the bulk storage tank. 
Figure 5-12: The Fullwood Merlin automatic milking system, installed at the Dexcel No. 4 research 
farm. 
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The robotic arm also houses a laser-rangefinder that uses a scanning infrared laser to 
find the teats. The laser is mounted in a small turret on the arm, and is protected 
against contact with the cow. Figure 5-13 shows the robotic arm and its components 
while Figure 5-14 shows the location of the Merlin at the Greenfield site. 
Figure 5-13: The robot arm on the Merlin milking system. 
Figure 5-14: The Merlin building, side view (left) and including cattle yard (right). 
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The basic operation of the Merlin is (refer to Figure 5-15): 
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1. A cow approaches the Merlin building along the race (a). Cows wait in the 
cattle yard until the Merlin stall is available (b ). 
2. A cow enters the Merlin stall ( c ). 
3. The Merlin identifies the cow via the use of a radio transponder attached to 
one of the cow's front leg. The transponder contains a pedometer, allowing the 
monitoring of the cow's activity. The gates to the stall close. 
4. The robotic arm swings in under the cow and the udder cleaning cycle begins. 
Small rotary brushes lightly scrub the teats. When this is finished, the brushes 
are cleaned and disinfected. 
5. The vacuum pump starts, and the teat location process begins (d). The laser 
scans back and forth, searching for the four teats. Once they are found, the 
cups are attached with the rear ones first, followed by the front ones. 
6. When all cups are attached, a small jet of water rinses the udder cleaning 
brushes. Milking commences as soon as a cup is attached ( e ), and finishes as 
soon as the milk line is detected as empty. This occurs per-quarter, which 
means that the teat cups are removed individually, and there is no over-
milking. Should the cups not attach satisfactorily, the cow may be rejected and 
the exit gate to the stall opens letting the cow out. She is diverted back to the 
yard ready for another attempt at milking by the robot. 
7. At the completion of milking, teat spray is applied to the cow's udder and the 
exit gate opens. The robot arm retracts, and the teat cup cleaning jets rinse the 
tops of the teat cups (f). Pre milk is ejected from the milk lines in the robot 
arm, and the rest of the lines up to the milk meter are emptied under vacuum. 




Figure 5-15: Merlin Operation. (a): Cow enters yard. (b): Cows waiting at Merlin entrance. (c): 
Cow enters stall. (d): Merlin attaches cups. (e): Cow being milked in Merlin. (f): Post-milking 
cleaning cycle. 
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Milk samples were obtained by attaching a T-connector in-line with one of the rear 
quarter milk lines. The front quarter lines may be used also, but the rear ones were 
chosen because they can produce up to 1.5 times the amount of milk as that from a 
front quarter (Eden, 2001). Figure 5-16 shows more detail on where the sample 
collection tube was fitted on the Merlin (highlighted red for clarity). 
Figure 5-16: Sample tube placement detail. 
A hand-operated snap clamp was mounted at the start and at the end of the sample 
tube. When a sample was required, the clamp at the end of the tube was applied, and 
milk fills up inside the tube. To drain the tube, the clamp at the top of the tube was 
applied and the bottom clamp released to allow the milk to flow out. Approximately 
70 mL of milk could be collected per tube filling. 
For the photon migration measurements, approximately 200 mL of milk was required, 
which meant that three fillings of the tube were required to fill up the sample 
container. The milk could still be considered "fresh" upon analysis as the total time 
required for three fillings was approximately one minute, and the transit time from 
collecting jar to sample container was approximately ten seconds. Certainly, the time 
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taken to collect a sample and transfer it to the photon migration instrument was far 
less than it would take to transfer the sample to a laboratory in a different location. 
5.3.2 The Reference Sample 
One of the requirements for photon migration measurements in milk was a reference 
sample. A desired quality of the reference was that its reduced-scattering and 
absorption coefficients were similar to that of milk. 
An example of such a substance is Intralipid. This is an intravenously administered 
nutritional supplement made by Pharmacia and Upjohn. It has been found to be a 
suitable phantom for tissues by several researchers (Madsen et al., 1991; Mourant et 
al., 1997). Other alternatives exist, such as Abbott Laboratories' Liposyn as used by 
Cerussi ( 1999). Intralipid was chosen as a milk phantom as it was readily available. 
Its optical properties are also well known. 
The Intralipid obtained was the variety known as Intralipid-20%. It was a 20 percent 
suspension of lipids in an aqueous substrate. There are other percentages of Intralipid 
available too, such as Intralipid-10% as used by van Stavreven et al. ( 1991 ). 
The reduced-scattering coefficient of the Intralipid-20% was measured to be 
420 ± 10 cm-1, which was at least ten times the value that we have previously 
measured for milk. This was measured with the photon migration instrument, after its 
initial testing and validation, but before the use of the IntraLipid in any experimental 
work. 
Since the reduced-scattering coefficient varies linearly with the concentration of the 
particles in solution (as calculated with Mie theory), the Intralipid was diluted with 
distilled water to one-tenth of its initial concentration. This highly diluted Intralipid 
could be referred to as Intralipid-2%. 
5.4 Summary 
In this chapter, all the equipment used in this work was described as well as the 
samples and their sources. There were two areas of measurement - photon migration 
measurements to determine the optical coefficients of milk and fluorescence photon 
migration measurements to determine the concentration of a fluorophore in milk. 
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The samples fall into three categories - homogenised (standardised) milk, raw milk 
and milk phantoms. Usint these three types of samples and the two different 
measurement techniques formed the basis of the research. 
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6 Experimental Work 
6. 1 Introduction 
In the previous chapters of this thesis, the theory behind the nature of milk, photon 
migration (in particular, the diffusion equation), and ways of applying photon 
migration measurements to milk were examined. With that information, it was 
possible to start taking measurements with milk. It is stated in chapter 4 that diffusion 
theory is suitable for these kinds of measurements. 
Milk fat content, protein content, and somatic cell count are the quantities of interest. 
Fat and protein can, in theory, be measured with greater ease than somatic cell count. 
It is known that the fat and most of the protein in milk exists in the form of micelles 
or globules, and therefore the reduced-scattering coefficient should be related to those 
quantities. For somatic cell count however, an indirect method such as a form of 
fluorescence spectroscopy needs to be used to quantify it. 
The measurement of fat content in milk was examined first. The objective was to be 
able to measure the fat content of raw milk straight from the cow. However, before 
these measurements were made, the photon migration instrument was tested to ensure 
that it was performing as expected. Section 6.2 covers the numerical simulations and 
the calibration of the photon migration instrument. 
Section 6.3 describes the experimental work with homogenised milk. Since 
homogenised milk is much more uniform and predictable a medium than raw milk (as 
mentioned in chapter 2), this was the ideal way to initially test the photon migration 
instrument with real milk. 
Section 6.4 covers experimentation with raw milk at the farm and away from it. This 
was mostly concerned with milk component measurements, and showed the photon 
migration instrument being used for the investigation of the properties of raw cow's 
milk. 
Section 6.5 is about the detection of somatic cells in milk. These measurements were 
obtained in a different way to the previous measurements as they used fluorescence 
diffusion theory, and the fluorescence-measurement configuration of the photon 
migration instrument. 
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6.2 Simulation and Calibration 
6.2.1 Simulation 
Aim 
An investigation of the expected results from the photon migration instrument was 
initially needed. That was important in order to know whether the instrument was 
returning results that agreed with diffusion theory. One of the ways this was done was 
to perform a numerical simulation with the diffusion equations. This allowed the 
determination, in a stepwise fashion, of how the solution to the diffusion equation 
would progress. The observed results should show a logarithmically decreasing 
amplitude and a linearly increasing phase. 
Method 
It was mentioned in chapter 4 that the diffusion equation is a second-order partial 
differential equation. These equations can be solved numerically using the Crank-
Nicolson iterative method. This is an implicit forward-time centered-space (FTCS) 
method that is unconditionally stable and also accurate, which makes it a suitable 
method for use in this situation. 
The source code for the simulation (crankd.m, shown in the Appendix 8.1) was 
written in the Matlab programming language and executed on a standard IBM PC 
compatible computer with the initial conditions being a background absorption 
coefficient of 0.02 cm·' and a background reduced-scattering coefficient of 30 cm-1• 
These were values that were used by Cerussi (1999) in his work. 
The code was written to simulate a photon migration instrument operating in a one-
dimensional infinite medium. Sampling points were at 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0 cm from the 
light source. The three points were equivalent to three pickup fibres inserted at those 
distances from the source. This configuration was similar to those in many other 
multi-distance photon migration instruments and should show results that are similar 
(Patterson & Pogue, 1994; Dam et al., 2001; Cerussi et al., 1996). 
Samples from the O cm sampling point (the source) showed the input waveform. The 
input was a sinusoidally modulated point source with an intensity of 8.28 x 1016 
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photons sec-1• The initial amplitude of the point source was zero, but this did not 
affect the steady-state results. 
Results 
The output from the Matlab code is shown in Figure 6-1: 
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Figure 6-1: Matlab code crankd.m output. 
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The amplitude change at the different distances from the source was clearly evident. 
There was a significant (up to 10 times) decrease from the initial source amplitude to 
the amplitude at only 2 cm away. From equation 5-4c, it is evident that the amplitudes 
of the photon density waves should decrease in a logarithmic fashion. The numerical 
values are listed in Table 6-1: 
Distance from source (cm) Photon density (cm-J) 
0 1.1065 X 106 
2.0 7.9438 X 104 
2.5 4.1014 X 104 
3.0 2.1236 X 104 
Table 6-1: Simulated photon density wave amplitudes. 
These results showed a sinusoidally modulated wave that gradually decreases in 
intensity as the detector was moved further from the source. Figure 6-2 shows an 
analysis of the amplitude figures. 
According to the theory shown in equation 5-5a, the results should have shown that 
the amplitude decreases logarithmically, and with minor manipulation, can be shown 
as a linear decrease. This trend is evident and is shown in Figure 6-2, with the results 
transformed by multiplying each data point by the source-detector distance and then 
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Figure 6-2: Amplitude versus source-detector separation with the data transformed. 
The phase of the photon density wave is shown in Table 6-2: 





Table 6-2: Simulated photon density wave phase readings. 
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Figure 6-3: Phase versus source-detector separation. 
According to equation 5-5b, the results should also exhibit a linear trend, which is 
observed in Figure 6-3. The trend line should pass through zero, and that can also be 
seen. 
Both the amplitude and phase data shown here are indicative of what will be detected 
with a real photon migration instrument. However, this does not mean that the figures 
seen in these results will bear any semblance to the data that a real instrument will 
return - only the gradients of the phase and amplitude readings will bear that kind of 
similarity. In any case, it is not important since absolute values are not used to 
calculate the absorption and reduced-scattering coefficients. 
6.2.2 Calibration with beads and Mie theory 
Aim 
With the simulations completed, tests with the real photon migration instrument were 
then done in order to answer some important questions about its performance. 
1. What exactly is the instrument measuring? 
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2. Will the results the instrument is expected to return be correct under the 
conditions in which it is operated? 
3. Are the results from the instrument agreeable to theory and other forms of 
measurement? 
Without resolving those three issues, it was not possible to consider the photon 
migration instrument seriously as a measuring device. 
Method 
In chapter 4, it is clear that the expected results that the photon migration instrument 
will return are the reduced-scattering coefficient and the absorption coefficient, both 
of which have units of cm-1• Both quantities are a measure of the number of 
absorption or scattering events per centimetre. 
Mie theory can give an indication of the scattering coefficient µ 5 and the scattering 
anisotropy (g). It is also stated in section 4.2.3 that µ; = µs (1- g). Therefore, it was 
possible to use Mie theory to confirm the results that the photon migration instrument 
returned, since the size parameter, and the refractive index of the particle and medium 
were all available. 
The scattering medium used was a suspension of 5.4 µm polymethyl methacrylate / 
styrene (PMMA/S) spheres (part number BBOlN, Bangs Laboratories Inc., Fishers, 
Indiana) in distilled water at a concentration is 1.27 x 108 spheres cm-3• Given that the 
refractive index of PMMA/S is 1.54 and the refractive index of distilled water is 
1.333, the reduced-scattering coefficient of this mixture was calculated at a specified 
wavelength, which in this case was 670 nm. 
Using equations 4-6b, 4-6c, and 4-7 to calculate the value ofµ; , it was found that: 
Qsca = 2.596 
g = 0.913 
3 Qsca, (n, x, -1 XI - g )p 
µs =2 X = 
I 2.596. c1-o.914). 0.0106 = 6.57 
2 5.4 X 10-4 
In order to verify these numbers, photon migration software from the University of 
Pennsylvania (Nishimura et al., 1996) was compiled and executed with the same 
parameters. Displayed in Figure 6-4 is the output from the software: 
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*********************************************************** 
Photon Migration Imaging 
Version 2 .1 (C) 1993, '94, '95 
Compiled: 14:06:57 May 2 2002 
*********************************************************** 
INPUT FILE :miel.pmi 
Lambda 670e-7 
Mie 1.333000e+OO 1.540000e+OO 5.400000e+OO 1.061100e-02 
musp = 6.577721e+Ol cmA{-1} l* = 1.520283e-Ol cm 
THE END - 0.03 seconds total CPU time 
Figure 6-4: PMI software output. 
The reduced-scattering coefficient returned here (musp) was very close to that shown 
in the calculations. 
The measured value should be close to that number. The results shown are those for 
the latest version of the photon migration instrument. This experiment has been 
carried out for previous configurations as well, but the most important result was for 
the configuration that has been used for the bulk of the photon migration work. 
Configuration of the Photon Migration Instrument 
In order to get reference results and observe the photon density wave passing each of 
the points, the photon migration instrument was configured in a slightly different 
manner. Firstly, the network analyser was used only as a 60 MHz sine-wave signal 
generator (the input was left disconnected). Secondly, a 5 Gsample s-1 oscilloscope 
(TDS-684C, Tektronix, Beaverton, USA) was connected at the output of the 
photomultiplier amplifier. Figure 6-5 shows a block diagram of this setup. 
The laser diode used for this experiment had a nominal output wavelength of 670 nm 
(verified within 3 nm by measurement with a portable spectrometer), and was run 















Figure 6-5: Alternative photon migration instrument configuration. 
This configuration allowed the examinination of the shape of the photon density 
waves while taking the required phase and amplitude measurements at different 
source-detector distances. A point to note with this configuration is that the source-
detector distance is fully variable, due to the need to take readings in sample 
containers of different volumes. 
Results and Discussion 
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Figure 6-6: Voltage versus time for source-detector separation of2.0 cm in bead suspension. 
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Figure 6-6 shows the data recorded from the oscilloscope at the 2.0 cm source-
detector distance. The voltage of the blue trace is representative of the AC amplitude 
of the photon density wave light signal on the photomultiplier tube. The green trace is 
a reference signal from the network analyser and is shown only as a visual aid for 
comparing the phase lag. The displayed wave was sinusoidal in shape, as predicted. 
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Figure 6-7: Voltage versus time for source-detector separation of3.0 cm in bead suspension. 
Shown in Figure 6-7 is the detected photon density wave for the 3.0 cm source-
detector separation. It was quite different to that for the 2.0 cm source-detector 
separation case, with the most notable feature being the distortion of the sinusoidal 
shape. This distortion (or any DC offset) did not cause any difficulties with the 
measurements, as a Fourier transform was used to help eliminate any unwanted 
frequency components. Nevertheless, it was evident that the wave still had a 
frequency of 60 MHz. 
From these results the absorption and reduced-scattering coefficients were calculated. 
The measured phase and amplitude gradients were 8.71 degrees cm-1 and 
-1.01 V cm- 1• Substituting these values into equations 5-6a and 5-6b and calculating 
the error yielded: 
I 
µ s = 6.1 ± 0.9 cm-1 
= 0.152 ± 0.005cm-1 
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These values were close to those calculated by the PMI software and agreed within 
experimental error. 
It would have been preferable to perform this experiment with several different sizes 
of microsphere, in order to obtain a calibration curve. However, this was not possible 
due to the high costs involved. 
6.3 Experiments with homogenised milk 
6.3.1 Introduction 
In the last section, it was shown that the theory and concepts behind the photon 
migration instrument were sound, by the use of computer simulations and by the 
recovery of the optical coefficients of a highly controlled medium. In this section, the 
results are shown from testing the photon migration instrument with homogenised 
milk and cream. It was expected that in these experiments, the photon migration 
instrument could show a trend of increasing reduced-scattering coefficient with 
increasing milk fat concentration. 
All the conclusions in these experiments were biased towards choosing the optimal 
configuration of the photon migration for on-farm, on-line measurements. 
6.3.2 Initial measurements with homogenised milk 
Use of the Infinite Medium boundary conditions with small containers 
One issue that needed to be addressed is the volume required for the sample. Cerussi 
( 1999) used a volume of at least 1 L for fluorescence measurements and also for 
normal photon migration measurements. However for practical purposes, using such 
large volumes can cause problems, as it would limit the speed at which samples can 
be taken when the instrument is used in a milking situation. This limits the usefulness 
of the instrument especially if many readings are taken. Therefore, a verification of 
whether a smaller sample of milk could be used satisfactorily was required. 
Satisfactory here means results that are either similar in absolute value (within one 
standard deviation) or share a simple relationship with results of a larger volume of 
the same sample taken in a larger container. Repeated measurements in the different 
containers should fall within one standard deviation. 
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It has been shown in chapter 4 that having the source-detector distance r too small 
will cause the results to be inaccurate. This would place a lower limit on sample 
container dimensions (and hence, volume) if the diffusion approximation with the 
infinite-medium boundary conditions were to be used. A container that was too small 
would place boundaries close to the source and detector points. This would not allow 
the photons to reach the point of full isotropic scattering. The effect of this would be 
to distort the recorded photon density as photons leak out past the boundary ( or 
container wall) and are not scattered back in. 
For a container that is approximately spherical or cubical, a minimum volume of 
200 mL should have acceptable dimensions. It should be noted that the distance from 
the source fibre to the detector fibres and the container walls should not be below rmin 
as shown in Figure 6-8. Similarly, the detector fibres should not be allowed to get too 
close to the container walls. This is because one of the conditions for the use of the 
diffusion equation is that the scattering must be isotropic. A crucial piece of 
knowledge is at which distance from the source fibre the scattering becomes isotropic. 
It is easy to see that the light distribution from the source fibre is not isotropic, and 
therefore the detector fibres must be a certain distance away from it. That "certain 
distance" can be considered as a spherical volume around the tip of the source fibre, 
where the medium must be homogeneous with no detector fibres in it. Similarly, an 





Volume required for scattering to become isotropic. 
Figure 6-8: Minimum distance from sources and boundaries that must be observed. 
The reduced-scattering coefficient represents the length scale after which the photon's 
initial trajectory no longer has any bearing on its current trajectory. The value rmin in 
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Figure 6-8 could be approximated by the reciprocal of the value of the reduced-
scattering coefficient for the medium. For the standard homogenised milk used 
previously, rmin would be 1/36 cm, or 0.2 mm. However, that distance was increased 
by two orders of magnitude, up to 20 mm. That ensured that the photons had ample 
space for sufficient randomisation in direction. 
Method 
Similarly shaped rectangular sample containers of volumes 8 L, 4 L, 1 L, 500 mL and 
250 mL were filled with the appropriate volume of standard homogenised milk. Care 
was taken to ensure that the photon migration instrument was configured so that the 
source and detector fibres were not placed near boundaries. This is so as not to violate 
the limitations shown in Figure 6-8. The milk temperature was kept at 20 °C. 
The photon migration instrument was configured to have the RF network analyser as 
its signal source. A mounting system for the optical fibres was made so that the 
source-detector distance could be smoothly altered. This allowed the tracking of 
exactly how the phase and amplitude changed over the different source-detector 
distances used in the measurement. 
The chosen source-detector distances were from 10 mm to 30 mm in 5 mm 
increments. Averaging on the RF network analyser was enabled (64 sample 
averaging) and the input bandwidth was set to 1200 Hz. The RF network analyser was 
set up for a frequency sweep from 50 to 100 MHz. The chosen laser diode wavelength 
was 651 nm, and its output power set to 15 mW (from a maximum of 35 mW). 
Ten readings were taken per sample container, and the results averaged. The 
coefficient of variation was calculated, along with the absolute error for both the 
absorption and reduced-scattering coefficients. The absolute error was calculated as 
shown in section 5.1.1. 
Results and Discussion 
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Figure 6-10: Reduced-scattering coefficient and error figures for different container sizes. 
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It should be noted that in the initial setup of the equipment, a reasonably large amount 
of interference was present. The source of that interference was unknown, but it 
affected the results from the instrument at certain frequency ranges. For that reason, 
only the results from 55 to 62.5 MHz will be discussed in any detail. 
Another point to note is that only six measurements were made for the 250 mL 
container instead of the ten that the other containers had. This did not adversely affect 
the accuracy or precision of the readings compared to the others. 
In the results, we see that the absorption and reduced-scattering coefficients were 
relatively unchanged over this small frequency range. Towards the ends of the range 
however, the effects of the interference were visible. In theory, the absorption and 
reduced-scattering coefficients should have remained unchanged for all modulation 
frequencies. While this is not observed in this set of results due to the interference, it 
was demonstrated in subsequent experiments. 
Figure 6-9c and Figure 6-1 Oc show the calculated coefficients of variation for the 
absorption coefficient and the reduced-scattering coefficient. The relatively high 
coefficients of variation of between 4% and 7% for the readings indicated that the 
instrument required some improved electrical shielding around the cables. 
Collating these results and averaging the results over all frequencies gives: 
Container volume Absorption coefficient (cm·1) 
8L container 0.0145 ± 0.0005 
4L container 0.0142 ± 0.0006 
1 L container 0.0146 ± 0.0004 
500 mL container 0.0130 ± 0.0005 
250 mL container 0.0144 ± 0.0002 
Container volume Reduced-scattering coefficient (cm·1) 
8L container 36±4 
4L container 37 ±4 
1 L container 37 ±4 
500 mL container 34± 2 
250 mL container 31 ± 2 
Table 6-3: Results for all containers. 
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Given the results in Table 6-3, it was clear that changing the volume of the container 
from 1 L to 8 L had no significant effect on the absorption or the reduced-scattering 
coefficients of homogenised milk. The small differences in results between the 
different sized containers fall within the error of each of the measurements. Therefore, 
it can be surmised that a 1 L container of the same shape as an 8L container gives 
identical results. 
The coefficients of variation for both the absorption and reduced-scattering 
coefficients fell inside the error figures as well. This showed that the instrument was 
capable of returning consistent results. 
There is some uncertainty as to whether the instrument was recording an accurate 
value for the reduced-scattering coefficient when using the 500 mL and 250 mL 
containers. The reduced-scattering coefficients for those containers were different to 
those given by the larger 1 L, 4 L and 8 L containers. While it was stated that the 
difference in time of measurement between the larger and smaller containers might 
cause a slight change in the results, only the 500 mL absorption coefficient and both 
the 250 mL and 500 mL reduced-scattering coefficients are significantly affected. 
The change in the absorption coefficient was not explainable apart from operator 
error. It was of the same size as the deviations in reduced-scattering coefficient. Thus 
it was significant, but at that point, of less importance than the change in the reduced-
scattering coefficient. This is due to the nature of one of the more important milk 
components we wish to quantify - milk fat. Fat content is strongly related to the 
reduced-scattering coefficient but has little relationship with the absorption coefficient 
under these circumstances. 
It was considered useful to look at the reduced-scattering coefficient more closely. 
Figure 6-11 shows a plot of the reduced-scattering coefficient against container 
volume. Since the 8 L, 4 L and 1 L containers can be considered identical with 
regards to the coefficients returned, only the 250 mL, 500 mL and 1 L containers were 
analysed. 
The data in Figure 6-11 is intended just to show if any trend exists between the 
container size and the reduced-scattering coefficient. Any trend observed will only be 
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Figure 6-11: 250 mL, 500 mL and 1 L containers - reduced-scattering coefficient. 
There appeared to be a linear trend between container size and the reduced-scattering 
coefficient. Due to the lack of data points, it was impossible to say that for certain. 
However, there is no evidence that points to the contrary. 
With these results, it was determined that the use of a 250 mL container was 
acceptable. The reduced-scattering coefficient returned from the 250 mL container 
required scaling in order to make it correct, but that could removed completely with 
calibration. Using the lL container would remove the uncertainty, but would present 
problems for on-farm results since the sample container would require four times 
more time to fill , and 1 L of milk per measurement which is not practical from the 
application. 
6.3.3 Temperature effects 
Introduction and Aim 
One effect worth considering was how the temperature of the sample affected the 
absorption and reduced-scattering coefficients. It was possible that the fat globules in 
milk behaved in different ways at different temperatures. One possibility is that they 
may have clumped at lower temperatures. It was also possible that at different 
temperatures, the casein micelles may have started to affect the reduced-scattering 
coefficient, thus reducing its dependence on the milk fat content. However, if that 
behaviour can be characterised, it can be compensated for in the instrument provided 
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that temperature measurements of the milk are taken at the same time as the photon 
migration measurements. 
Therefore, the object of this experiment was to determine: 
a) what effect temperature had on the reduced-scattering and absorption 
coefficients returned by the photon migration instrument. 
b) whether the physical changes in the milk caused by temperature 
changes are reproducible and reversible. 
Method 
The photon migration instrument was set up as in Figure 5-3. The RF network 
analyser was used as the modulation source with the frequency range set from 60 to 
65 MHz. The measurements were taken using the 250 rnL container shown in Figure 
5-10. A digital thermometer, which was built into the sample container, was used to 
track the sample temperature. 
The sample was fresh standard homogenised milk tested within ten minutes of 
removal from the refrigerator. The milk for this experiment had most of its shelf 
storage life remaining, whereas that used in the previous experiments was close to the 
end of its shelf storage life. The temperature range studied was from 9 °C up to 27 °C 
(the range expected for milk after leaving the milking machine), in two stages. The 
first stage involved letting the milk warm up naturally by leaving it in a room-
temperature environment and allowing it to heat up. Room temperature at the time of 
the experiment was 23 °C. Stirring was not required, since the milk was homogenised. 
At 20 °C, the milk was artificially heated by placing a small sealed vial of hot water 
into the sample container and waiting until the milk reached a maximum temperature, 
which in this case was 27 °C. The milk was stirred during this time. Further readings 
were taken until the milk cooled down to room temperature. 
Results 
Figure 6-12 and Figure 6-13 show the relationship between temperature and the 
absorption coefficient and the reduced-scattering coefficient. One particularly 
noticeable feature is that the reduced-scattering coefficient is significantly larger than 
for the previous samples. This is attributed to the shorter shelf storage time of the 
milk. 
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The readings above 20 °C appeared not to follow the trend that the other readings did. 
In particular, they had a larger spread, and for the absorption coefficient readings, 
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Two conclusions were drawn from the experiments illustrated in Figure 6-12 and 
Figure 6-13. The first was that the absorption coefficient changed slightly with 
temperature, and that the slight change was difficult to define. The second was that 
the reduced-scattering coefficient dropped noticeably with temperature. The change 
was linear and much easier to determine. 
The maximum change in absorption coefficient over the temperatures examined was 
of the order of 5 %. Up to 20 °C, the change in the absorption coefficient appeared to 
be linear and after 20 °C, the change in the absorption coefficient appeared to no 
longer follow that trend. The reason for that is unknown, but it is possible that the 
milk could undergo some physical changes over the temperature range examined. 
The maximum change in the reduced-scattering coefficient over the temperatures 
examined was of the order of 20 %. This is a reasonably large deviation, and if not 
accounted for, might adversely affect the ability of the photon migration instrument to 
accurately measure the fat content of milk. 
Therefore, the main conclusion from this experiment was that for subsequent work 
with milk fat measurement using the photon migration instrument, one of two 
procedures must be followed: 
1. The milk must be thermally stable before making measurements (that is, 
making sure that the temperature of the milk does not change much over the 
measurement period). 
2. The temperature of the milk must be recorded while measuring the absorption 
and reduced-scattering coefficients so that temperature effects can be 
compensated for later on. 
6.3.4 Fat content determination in homogenised milk and cream 
Introduction 
At that stage, the photon migration instrument was considered to reliably measure the 
absorption and the reduced-scattering coefficient or a quantity linearly related to it 
(the emphasis here being on the reduced-scattering coefficient). With that 
information, realistic fat content measurements with homogenised milk and cream 
could be done. 
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Aim 
The objective of this experiment was to show whether the photon migration 
instrument was able to measure milk fat, protein or somatic cell count in milk reliably. 
We expected to find (at least for fat) some linear trends. Measurement accuracy and 
precision were determined. 
Method 
Fresh skim milk obtained from a supermarket, along with homogenised cream were 
the samples for this experiment. The skim milk was chosen due to its lack of fat - the 
particular brand (Anchor) chosen is advertised as having 0.1 % fat content. The cream 
was assumed to have a 40 % fat content (Gunn, 2000). 
The milk and cream were mixed together into 250 mL samples of varying fat content. 
The samples contained from 67 .5 % skim milk up to 100 % skim milk, with the 
remainder of the sample being cream. Subsamples were made and kept in small vials 
ready for transport to the Livestock Improvement Corporation (Hamilton, New 
Zealand) milk testing laboratories for the determination of fat content using a 
commercial milk analyser. 
The samples were thoroughly stirred and allowed to come to room temperature. 
Before any readings were taken, the samples were once again stirred and upended five 
times before being poured into the photon migration instrument. 
The photon migration instrument was configured as per Figure 5-3, apart from not 
having the semi-rigid microwave cable from the modulation source output. The RF 
network analyser was the modulation signal source and also the receiver and display 
for the signal from the photomultiplier tube. The RF network analyser onboard 
settings were configured with the following parameters: 
Bandwidth: 1200 Hz 
Sample averaging: 64 samples 
Number of data points: 21 
Frequency: 60 MHz (single frequency) 
RF power: 8.6 dBm 
Source-Detector distances: 1.0 cm, 1.5 cm and 2.0 cm 
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Ten readings were taken from each sample. The average value was recorded and the 
absolute errors calculated. The RF network analyser was set to work at a single 
frequency in this experiment in order to help limit source-receiver cross talk by 
limiting the number of modulation frequencies used. 
Results 
The results of the photon migration instrument are shown in Figure 6-14 to Figure 
6-19. Comparisons between the absorption and reduced-scattering coefficients against 
fat, protein and somatic cell count are shown. Figure 6-14 and Figure 6-15 are the 
plots of the reduced-scattering and absorption coefficients versus milk fat. Figure 6-16 
and Figure 6-17 are the same for milk protein. Finally, Figure 6-18 and Figure 6-19 
plot the reduced-scattering and absorption coefficients against the somatic cell count. 
For Figure 6-14, comparing the reduced-scattering coefficient to the milk fat content 
showed a clear trend. This was expected, since as the fat content of the milk 
increased, the number of fat globules suspended in the milk increased too. It was also 
expected that the fat globules of the cream were of a uniform size since it was 
homogenised cream that was added to skim milk. That resulted in an increase in the 
reduced-scattering coefficient, as the number of scattering events per distance that a 
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Figure 6-15: Absorption coefficient against measured fat percentage. 
However, there was some unexpected behaviour in the reduced-scattering coefficient 
versus fat percentage results. Figure 6-14 shows that when the milk fat content 
exceeded 8.5%, the data no longer followed the trend set by the data representing milk 
fat content below 8.5%. This was explained by the fact that high fat milk is a strong 
light attenuator due to its greater scattering properties. That caused the signal at the 
2.0 cm source-detector distance to be very weak and unreliable. The result is that 
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Figure 6-16: Plot of reduced-scattering coefficient against measured protein percentage. 
4.4 
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The data in Figure 6-15 shows little correlation between the absorption coefficient and 
the milk fat content. This was to be expected, since the absorption at only a single 
wavelength is measured, and it was not one that was known to correlate well with 
milk fat. 
Figure 6-16 shows a plot of the reduced-scattering coefficient versus measured milk 
protein. There appeared to be a negative trend there, with the reduced-scattering 
coefficient decreasing with increasing protein content. 
The higher fat content samples have a larger proportion of cream in them. Most of the 
protein is contained in the skim milk, and a smaller proportion of skim milk in the 
sample would lower the protein content. However, since the reduced-scattering 
coefficient is better correlated with fat, it is more likely to track the cream content, not 
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Figure 6-17: Plot of absorption coefficient against measured protein percentage. 
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The plot of the absorption coefficient versus measured protein in Figure 6-1 7 also 
showed little correlation between those two quantities. That was also to be expected, 
for the same reasons as for fat content. 
Figure 6-18 and Figure 6-19 show the reduced-scattering and absorption coefficients 
respectively plotted against somatic cell count. In theory, there should have been a 
minimal somatic cell count in homogenised milk and cream. The fact that there was 
an appreciable somatic cell count in fresh homogenised milk is rather interesting in 
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itself since the homogenisation process should have destroyed the cells. One of the 
samples had a somatic cell count of 7 x 105 cells mL-1, which is not an acceptable 
somatic cell count for milk before processing, let alone in milk for human 
consumption. However, is is a strong possibility that any cellular DNA could have 
survived the homogenisation process, and register as a somatic cell on a flow 
cytometer such as the Fossomatic. In any case, the correlation between the somatic 
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The only data that appears to have a meaningful correlation is the fat versus reduced-
scattering coefficient data. All the other comparisons either had a poor correlation, or 
could be explained away (protein versus reduced-scattering coefficient). Note that 
with the fat versus reduced-scattering coefficient data, reduced-scattering coefficient 
values for any milk with fat content above 8.5% deviated from the observed trend. 
This was due to the high light attenuation from high-fat samples degrading the signal 
at the furthest (2.0 cm distance) pickup fibre. 
Therefore, considering only milk with a fat content lower than 8.5% should give 
much improved results. Figure 6-20 shows the results of all milk samples with less 
than 8.5% fat, along with a calculated linear regression model and a 90% prediction 
interval. 
The calculated prediction interval shows that we can expect to be able to measure 
milk fat in homogenised milk with a precision of± 1 %. That is not a good precision, 
but there is much scope for improvement. In particular, the addition of a light shield 
around the sample container and the use of a cable with less RF leakage from the 
modulation source output to the laser diode driver could help to improve the results 
significantly. 
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Figure 6-20: Fat data for samples with measured fat content under 8%. Regression model and 90% 
prediction interval data shown. 
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Note that the regression line does not pass through zero. This was explained by the 
fact that when there is no fat in the milk, there is still scattering caused by the casein 
micelles. Recall that the skim milk has 0.1 % fat content, but still looks quite white 
(under daylight), but with a noticeably blue tinge which is consistent with the 
increased Rayleigh scattering from the smaller casein micelles. 
Therefore, it was safe to say that the photon migration instrument was usable as a 
moderately precise indicator of milk fat content, but not of protein content or somatic 
cell count. However, the effects of the protein as the milk samples approached 0% fat 
were evident, as there were no longer a sufficient number of fat globules to contribute 
to the scattering characteristics of the milk. 
With a few more improvements, the photon migration instrument should be able to 
handle raw milk, which is quite a different substance to homogenised milk. The next 
section discusses the first experiments with raw milk in the laboratory. 
6.4 Experiments with raw milk 
6.4.1 Fat determination of raw milk samples in the laboratory 
Introduction 
In the previous experiment, one can observe a clear trend between the reduced-
scattering coefficient and the fat content of a homogenised milk sample. Thus if this 
procedure was repeated with raw milk, one could expect similar results. Since the 
results for protein and somatic cell count did not show meaningful relationships, the 
fat content was the primary target. The absorption coefficient at the wavelength used 
can also be ignored since in homogenised milk, the absorption coefficient did not 
have any strong relationship with any of fat content, protein content or somatic cell 
count. 
Aim 
The object of this experiment was to make measurements on raw milk using the 
photon migration instrument to determine the reduced-scattering coefficient and relate 
it to the measured fat content. Once that was done, we could then determine whether a 
similar trend for the reduced-scattering coefficient existed for raw milk, of which the 
physical composition is somewhat different. 
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Method 
The photon migration instrument had further modifications in that a semi-rigid 
microwave cable had been installed from the modulation source out to the laser diode 
driver. This significantly decreased the amount of source-receiver cross talk and 
allowed the use of a modulation frequency range once again, as opposed to a single 
modulation frequency. Since these modifications did not alter the operating principle 
of the instrument and therefore did not invalidate the trends already observed, the 
previous experiment did not need to be redone. 
Otherwise, the photon migration instrument was set up as in Figure 5-3, with the 
following settings applied to the RF network analyser: 
Bandwidth: 1200 Hz 
Sample averaging: 64 samples 
Number of data points: 21 
Frequency: 60 - 80 MHz 
RF power: 8.6 dBm 
Source-Detector distances: 1.5 cm, 2.0 cm and 2.5 cm 
The source-detector distances were increased slightly (1.5 cm, 2.0 cm and 2.5 cm) to 
account for the lower light attenuation of raw milk compared to homogenised milk. 
Milk obtained from the Merlin automated milking system was transported back to the 
photon migration instrument in the laboratory. The milk was measured by the photon 
migration instrument within twenty-four hours of its collection from the cow. Before 
measurement, the milk was stored in a refrigerator at 4°C and then the bottle 
containing the milk was inverted several times to evenly distribute the fat throughout 
the milk. Ten readings per sample were taken, and the average was presented. 
Results and Discussion 
Figure 6-21 shows a poor relationship between measured fat content and the reduced-
scattering coefficient. That was not attributable to any source-receiver cross talk in 
this experiment, as a semi-rigid microwave coaxial cable was used to deliver the 
modulation source to the laser diode driver. 
One more point to note is that for each sample, the reduced-scattering coefficient for 
different modulation frequencies differed significantly, in excess of 10% from the 
average in all cases. According to diffusion theory, the reduced-scattering coefficient 
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should not have changed with modulation frequency. From this, the following 
questions must be asked - was the poor correlation an indication of a problem with 
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Figure 6-21: Sample set 2 - plot of fat content against reduced-scattering coefficient. 
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Figure 6-22: Phase readings for the three source-detector distances of three of the measurements. 
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The answers to those questions lay in a closer examination of the raw data returned 
from the photon migration instrument. Figure 6-22 shows the phase data for some of 
the readings taken. Clearly the phase did not decrease linearly, as predicted by 
diffusion theory. This raised two questions. 
1. Was there a physical problem with the photon migration instrument? 
2. Would changes to any of the source parameters (incident wavelength, 
source-detector distances, photomultiplier voltage, etc.) improve results? 
As for ( 1 ), it was assumed that there was no physical problem with the photon 
migration instrument due to the fact that it worked well with homogenised milk, since 
only the set of source-detector distances was changed. Also, source-receiver 
interference was no longer a problem due to the installation of the semi-rigid cable 
from the modulation source to the laser diode driver. 
With regard to (2), the first parameter investigated was the source-detector distance. 
Since these distances were increased from when the measurements were made with 
homogenised milk in order to compensate for the lower extinction from raw milk 
(with the immediately observable effect being a greater apparent transparency), it is a 
reasonable assumption that the small increase in distances was insufficient. There are 
two factors that must be balanced with the choice of source-detector distance. The 
first is signal strength - if the source-detector distance is too great, the signal becomes 
difficult to resolve. The second is related to the diffusion theory - distances that are 
too close to the source will render the theory invalid and the results useless. 
One other observation was that milk from Friesian cows was visibly different to milk 
from Jersey cows. It was therefore decided that samples collected for subsequent 
testing would have the cow breed recorded in order to determine what effects cow 
breed would have on the results. 
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6.4.2 Adjustments to the photon migration instrument for raw milk 
measurements 
Aim 
The main point of this experiment was to determine whether a change in the source-
detector distance would improve the results when taking readings of raw milk 
samples. This improvement would be evident when both the amplitude and the phase 
readings for the three source-detector distances exhibited linear characteristics. 
Method 
In order to test this, five different raw milk samples were obtained from the automated 
milking system and tested in the photon migration instrument. In this experiment, the 
variable-distance head was used, which allowed the choice of arbitrary source-
detector distances. This was necessary in order to determine whether the source-
detector distance was a factor in the previous experiment's poor results. 
No other changes were made to the photon migration instrument. It was important that 
the photon migration instrument remained as similar as possible to the configuration 
used for the previous set of raw milk readings. 
The five different milk samples were from: 
• Bulk tank. 
• Friesian cow, left rear quarter. 
• Friesian cow, right rear quarter (same cow as above). 
• Friesian cow, mixed left and right rear quarters (same cow as above). 
• Jersey cow, mixed left and rear right quarters. 
The two individual Friesian quarters gave an indication of the difference that can be 
expected between quarters on the same cow, whereas the mixed left and right quarter 
samples from the Jersey and the Friesian cow gave an indication of differences 
between breeds. Samples were collected as close to the start of milking as possible. 
A series of source-detector distances from 1.0 cm up to 4.0 cm using 0.25 cm 
intervals were used in this experiment. This should have covered all the ranges of 
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Figure 6-23: Ampl itude measurements of various raw milk samples 
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Figure 6-24: Phase measurements of various milk samples. 
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Results and Discussion 
Figure 6-23 contains the amplitude data and Figure 6-24 contains the phase data. It 
was clear that there was a marked difference in linearity between the phase and 
amplitude figures. The amplitudes decreased fairly steadily with increasing source-
detector distance, however the phases did not. The readings for distances up to 2.0 cm 
clearly did not follow a linear trend. From 2.0 cm onwards, the trend was linear. 
Recalling the hypothesis in the last section regarding the reduced-scattering 
coefficient of raw milk compared to homogenised milk, it was fairly straightforward 
to see why that could be valid. If the raw milk is more watery, it must have scattered 
light less. Therefore, the minimum distance from the source to the detector, and the 
minimum distance from the source and detector to the container walls would be larger 
for raw milk than homogenised milk. 
In light of these results, the 2.0 cm point indicated in the phase results was set as the 
indicator of the new minimum source-detector distance. The sample container's 
dimensions were large enough that only the source-detector distances needed to be 
changed. Thus, from these results, the new source-detector distances chosen for the 
photon migration instrument were 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0 cm. 
Additional testing of the suitability of the new source-detector distances 
The new source-detector distances needed verification as to their suitability for 
measurements on raw milk. This was achieved by measuring a set of samples with the 
photon migration instrument, using the new set of source-detector distances. 
The milk samples in this case were the same as the set used to determine the new 
source-detector distances. A sufficient amount of milk had been collected to ensure 
that there would be enough for this verification. In addition, less than twenty-four 
hours had elapsed since the collection of the milk, and a sub-sample had been sent to 
the LIC testing laboratories earlier. 
Figure 6-25 shows the plot of measured fat content versus the reduced-scattering 
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Figure 6-25: Reduced-scattering coefficient versus measured fat percentage with the new source-
detector distances. RR = right rear quarter, LR = left rear quarter. 
The results showed an increasing trend, although it did not appear as good or as linear 
as the one for homogenised milk. The reduced-scattering coefficient rose with milk fat 
percentage in a more predictable way than in the previous raw milk experiment. 
However, one small question remained. Note that in the graph, the measured fat 
values for the bulk tank milk and the Friesian cow left rear quarter sample were close. 
Their reduced-scattering coefficients were also close. The question then, was whether 
it was possible to improve the correlation. 
Recall that there were two questions regarding the previous poor performance of the 
photon migration instrument when used with raw milk. The results in Figure 6-25 
now brought up a third question - was there a possibility that the characteristics of the 
raw milk could affect the precision of the photon migration instrument? 
Two facts about the fat globules in milk are well known - firstly that they are the 
dominant particle and secondly, that they do not have a uniform size, but a size 
distribution. That was important as the size distribution of the fat globules should 
have affected the reduced-scattering coefficient. Thus, if equation 4-7 is modified to 
include the particle size distribution, one obtains: 
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µ; (,.l) = J-23 Qsca,(n,x,l) (1- g(n,x,l))pf(x)dx 
0 X 
[6-1] 
The only difference is thef(x) term. That is the particle size distribution, normalised to 
unity for all x > 0. If a suitable function to describe f(x) could be found, then the 
precision of the correlation between the reduced-scattering coefficient and the fat 
content of the milk could be improved. 
6.4.3 Determination of the particle size in raw cow's milk 
Introduction and Aim 
In order to determine the particle size distribution of raw cow's milk, a f(x) for 
equation 6-1 that described the particle size distribution of cow's milk needed to be 
found. One way to do this was to take reduced-scattering coefficient measurements of 
a milk sample at multiple wavelengths (Richter et al., 1998). 
This process could be aided by supplying a function that approximates the size 
distribution. From there, the parameters for the function that fit the actual size 
distribution need to be found. One point to note is that supplying the distribution 
function places a large restriction on the types of particle size distributions that can be 
accurately represented. However, work has been done on finding an arbitrary f(x) to 
enable the recovery of the particle size distribution for any particulate suspension that 
can be measured with a photon migration instrument (Jiang et al., 1997). This method 
works well for a Weibull distribution (typical for particulate suspensions), but uses 
measurements with 15 different wavelengths to achieve sufficient accuracy. 
As for a f(x) that can satisfactorily approximate the particle size distribution of raw 
milk, one can start with a simple normalised Gaussian, as 90% of the milk fat is 
represented by globules in the 3-5 mm diameter range. At this stage, only attempting 
to determine whether particle sizing is practical with the equipment available is 
sufficient, since it is quite likely that the particle size distribution for every single milk 
sample measured is required. However, it may be possible that a simple mean particle 
size (inside the 3-5 µm limit) determination is sufficient. 
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Aim 
The objective of this experiment was to determine the parameters for the Gaussian 
that will describe the particle size distribution of the raw milk fat globules. Those 
parameters are the mean diameter and the spread of particle sizes around the mean. 
Another important parameter to recover is the volume fraction. 
Method 
In order to recover the Gaussian parameters and the volume fraction, several reduced-
scattering coefficient readings were required per sample, using different wavelengths 
of light. The more wavelengths used, the more accurate the determination will be, as 
the algorithm used to find these parameters involves the minimisation of the function: 
[6-2] 
where (µ~ lJ is the experimentally observed reduced-scattering coefficient and (µ~ t 
is the reduced-scattering coefficient calculated using equation 6-1 and the current 
guess for f(x). Since f(x) is a Gaussian, there is also an additional parameter a, which 
is the spread or width of the curve. 
Matlab contains a simplex minimisation method as one of its standard tools. This 
exists in the form of a Matlab command, fminsearch. The code written for the 
recovery of the Gaussian parameters and the volume fraction uses this function. The 
source listing for this code is shown in the Appendix 8.2-8.6. 
The algorithm was tested on simulated data before any measurements were made. 
Equation 6-1 supplied the calculated values, and the "observed" values were 
generated using the University of Pennsylvania photon migration software (Nishimura 
et al., 1996). The "observed" values generated by the photon migration software were 
for a milk sample with a mean diameter of 3.5 microns, a standard deviation of 1.0 
microns and a volume fraction of 0.03. The wavelengths used in this simulation were 
635 nm, 651 nm, 670 nm and 780 nm. 
Results 
Figure 6-26 shows the results of the simulation with a range of values. The objective 
of the simulation was to find a minimum value of x2• That minimum value should 
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have coincided with the correct parameters for the Gaussian that describes the particle 
size distribution. That minimum point is difficult to see on Figure 6-26, so a close-up 
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Figure 6-26: Difference between the calculated reduced-scattering coefficient and the "observed" 
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Figure 6-27: Close up version of Figure 6-26, with the 3.5 µm particle size and the 0.03 volume 
fraction areas clearly visible. 
Matlab was used to search through the plotted data and retrieve the m1rumum. It 
returned a volume fraction of 0.027 and a mean particle size of 3.1 µm. Those values 
were reasonably close to the true values entered into the simulation. They were not 
exact because the reduced-scattering coefficient values from the photon migration 
software and the Matlab version of equation 6-1 were not in complete agreement. 
Increasing the resolution of the data (and therefore the plot) yielded a better result, as 
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Figure 6-28: Extreme close-up of Figure 6-26. 
0.032 
The figures obtained from this set of data from Matlab are 3.5 µm and a volume 
fraction of 0.03. These are the same as the values that were originally entered into the 
simulation. 
The resulting data shown from the numerical simulations represent a perfect situation. 
The photon migration instrument was unable to provide that kind of precision for 
reduced-scattering coefficient measurements. One way to overcome this was to use a 
greater number of wavelengths. However, that brought about another problem. As the 
difference between the observed reduced-scattering coefficients and the calculated 
reduced-scattering coefficients increased, an oscillation started to show up on the 
mean particle diameter axis. Figure 6-29 shows the same information as Figure 6-28, 
except that a new wavelength, 525 nm was added. The difference between the 
calculated 525 nm reduced-scattering coefficient and the "observed" reduced-
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Figure 6-29: Extreme close-up of figure 6-25, but with the 525 nm simulation included. 
The kind of results shown in Figure 6-29 is what we would be expecting from the 
photon migration instrument. That did not look so bad until a proper minimisation 
function, such as the fminsearch command mentioned previously was used. The 
ripples in the function, which were caused by numerical instabilities, caused a large 
number of local minima to appear. That had the effect of prematurely stopping most 
minimisation algorithms, leading to the reporting of incorrect results. 
The results of using the Matlab fminsearch command depend very heavily on the 
initial guess chosen. Figure 6-26 and Figure 6-27 show clearly that in principle, the 
absolute minimum could easily be found. Here are three examples of the fminsearch 
command in use, with different initial guesses: 
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,. fminsearch ( 'minimi', [3, 1, O. 01), [I, in_m, in_l, 1. 546, 1. 333) 
Optimization terminated successfully: 
the current x satisfies the termination criteria using OPTIONS.TolX of l.OOOOOOe-004 
and F(X) satisfies the convergence criteria using OPTIONS.TolFun of l.OOOOOOe-004 
ans 
1.1091 1. 2611 0.0147 
,. fminsearch( 'minimi', [3 .5, l, O. 03), [), in_m, in_l, 1.546, l .333) 
Optimization terminated successfully: 
the current x satisfies the termination criteria using OPTIONS.TolX of l.OOOOOOe-004 
and F(X) satisfies the convergence criteria using OPTIONS.TolFun of l.OOOOOOe-004 
ans 
3. 4913 1.0292 0.0300 
,. fminsearch ('mini mi', [4. 0, 1, O. OS) , [) , in_m, in_l, 1. 546, 1. 333) 
Optimization terminated successfully: 
the current x satisfies the termination criteria using OPTIONS.TolX of l.OOOOOOe-004 
and F(X) satisfies the convergence criteria using OPTIONS.TolFun of l.OOOOOOe-004 
ans= 
4. 7156 1.0683 0.0378 
For the second attempt withfminsearch, the returned result was close to the true result 
by using them as the initial guesses. Further experimentation with a larger number of 
figures showed that straying far from the real figures for the initial guess caused 
incorrect values to be returned from the minimisation. Tuning the minimisation 
parameters (as shown in the Matlab documentation for thefminsearch command) had 
little effect on the results. Changing the algorithm from a simplex search to a 
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm did not improve the results either. 
The problem with the particle sizing turned into a problem of unconstrained 
minimisation of a three-parameter function with many local minima, the three 
parameters being mean particle diameter, standard deviation of the particle diameter 
and the volume fraction. Problems of this nature are difficult to solve in general and 
are outside the scope of this thesis. 
An additional problem encountered is the length of time required for the minimisation 
algorithm to run. These simulations were performed on an Intel Pentium-III 866 MHz 
desktop computer, and took approximately four minutes per run. This is not suitable 
for an on-line application in the near future. It would require at the minimum, a 
tenfold increase in the processing speed before the minimisation algorithm would be 
fast enough. 
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Therefore, we conclude from this set of simulations that particle sizing in milk is a 
difficult problem to perform in online applications. It requires much computing time 
and power, and therefore would be impractical for use in a live situation, such as in an 
automated milking system. Due to this, no further development on milk fat globule 
size distribution was performed. 
6.4.4 Experiments with fresh raw milk at the automated milking 
system 
Introduction and Aim 
It is at this stage that the photon migration instrument was deemed ready to take 
measurements of fresh raw milk. Even though the particle size distribution of milk 
could not be measured, it was possible to collect useful data about raw milk samples. 
The main difference between this set of experiments and the previous set is that the 
photon migration instrument is located at the automated milking system site, not in a 
laboratory. Consequently, the environment was a lot less controlled and thus there 
were many more opportunities for interference of all kinds (mainly RF and stray light) 
to affect the readings. 
The properties of milk that were being investigated in those experiments were: 
1) The verification of how milk changes over the course of a single 
milking. 
2) The correlation that the reduced-scattering coefficient has with milk fat 
content. 
It is well known that the milk fat percentage changes during milking from a low fat 
percentage to a high fat percentage. It was therefore expected that the reduced-
scattering coefficient would also change in a similar way. However, since it was not 
possible to measure the particle size distribution, the possibility was raised that the 
correlation between the reduced-scattering coefficient and the fat content could be 
poor. That being due to the fact that there is a likelihood that different cows will 
produce milk having fat globules with different size distributions. 
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Method 
In order to answer the two questions posed, the photon migration instrument needed 
to be capable of recording the required multiple source-detector distance amplitudes 
and phases quickly. The cycle time for measurement using that photon migration 
instrument was about thirty seconds per sample, which proved sufficient since the 
average time required for milking was close to 5 minutes. The timings were only a 
rough estimate, but gave an indication that at least three measurements per milking 
were possible. 
Cow enters Merlin stall 
Milking commences 
Rinse out sample container and 
wait for next cow. 





Empty sample container. 
Figure 6-30: Experimental procedure. 
The automated milking system has a feature where the mass of the milk delivered by 
the cow on her last milking is displayed on the control panel. This helped to give an 
estimate of how many measurements per cow could be taken. A cow that delivered 9-
12 kg of milk could usually have three measurements taken whereas a cow that 
delivered 20 kg or more milk could usually have as many as five measurements taken. 
The sample container was designed to connect to one of the milk lines coming from 
the robotic milking arm to the milk meter, shown in Figure 5-16. Its original design 
allowed it to be fitted in-line but due to technical difficulties arising from the extra 
flow distance introduced by the sample container and associated tubing causing the 
milk flow sensor to not function properly, the sample container was not fitted on line, 
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but instead placed within 1.5 m of the sampler tube connection point (refer to Figure 
5-16 for details). 
Figure 6-30 shows the procedure followed for collecting samples and taking readings. 
Milk was gathered from two sampler tubes ( connected to the left rear and right rear 
quarter milk lines), poured into the sample container, and a single multiple-distance 
measurement was made for each sample. Approximately 210 mL of milk was used 
per sample, with a subsample taken and placed in a labelled vial for analysis at the 
LIC testing laboratories. A small number of these subsamples were duplicated and 
sent to the Dexcel testing laboratories for more precise analysis using near-infrared 
spectroscopy. 
All milk samples spent a maximum of twenty seconds between collection from the 
collection tube and placement into the sample container. This was to ensure that there 
was as little heat loss from the milk as possible. The estimated time taken for the milk 
to go from udder to sample container would be thirty seconds. This time interval 
should not have appreciably cooled down the milk. Temperature readings were also 
taken per sample, so variations ccould be accounted for. 
The actual collection and analysis of the samples was carried out over several days in 
two blocks. The first was during the 1 ih to the 20th of September 2002 after calving 
season, and the second was over the 18th and 19th of December 2002. Measurements 
were conducted from 9 am until 4 pm as most cows arrived to be milked at least once 
during those hours. 
The settings on the photon migration instrument are: 
Bandwidth: 1200 Hz 
Averaging: 64 samples 
Number of data points: 21 
Frequency: 60 - 80 MHz 
RF power: 8.6 dBm 
Source-Detector distances: 2.0 cm, 2.5 cm and 3.0 cm 
Results and Discussion 
Over the two periods of gathering data, 115 measurements were made with milk from 
Jersey and Friesian cows. The herd at the automated milking system was strongly 
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dominated by Friesians (n = 95) and so the results had a high proportion of Friesian 
milk samples in them. The total number of Jersey samples was 20. 
Very little RF interference below 80 MHz was observed over both the data-gathering 
periods. Some of the cows had trouble being milked by the robot, and therefore only 
one or two samples were taken from them. 
The results are shown in Figure 6-31. Only the 65 MHz figures are shown, but all the 
modulation frequencies recorded show similar results but with the size of the spread 
around the mean being different. The 80 MHz data was less linear than the results 
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Figure 6-31: All reduced-scattering coefficient versus measured fat content data for raw milk. 
There were a few outliers among the data points. Some were directly attributable to 
operator error during the sampling, such as neglecting to cover the top of the sample 
container (the light shield does not cover the top). A total of four samples were 
identified with these issues, and they were removed from the data. Figure 6-32 shows 
the reduced-scattering coefficient plotted against measured fat content again, but this 
time with the outliers removed and statistics calculated for the data. 
Figure 6-32 shows the same data with a 90 % prediction interval plotted. That data 
shows a precision of ± 2 % for reduced-scattering coefficient measurements against 
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fat content. This kind of precision is insufficient for on-line measurement at the farm, 
even as an indicator. 
Note the wide spread of reduced-scattering coefficients for each fat content value. 
This indicated that there was at least another factor (most likely particle size 
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Figure 6-32: Reduced-scattering coefficient versus measured fat content. 90% prediction interval 
calculated, and outliers removed. 
The next question was how to improve the precision of the measurements made by the 
photon migration instrument. In order to do that, closer examination of the data was 
required. In particular, the data of greatest interest was that regarding any correlation 
with the cow breed or the milk sample temperature when the measurement was made. 
Figure 6-33 and Figure 6-34 show the reduced-scattering coefficient versus measured 
fat content for Friesian cows and Jersey cows respectively. 
Separating the different breeds of cow showed that there was quite likely to be a 
difference between their milks, in terms of the size distribution of the fat globules. 
However, upon closer analysis, separating out the milk samples by breed yielded a 
noticeably high measurement precision. For Friesian cows, the fat content could be 
measured to a precision of ±1 .6 % and for Jersey cows, the fat content could be 
measured with a precision of± 1.4 %. The appearance of Figure 6-34, indicated that 
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there could be a possibility that the fat globules of the Jersey milk were more uniform 
across many cows than the fat globules of Friesian milk. 
Having a different regression line for the two different breeds of cow improved the 
precision of the fat content determination using the photon migration instrument. 
However, the improvement in precision was still not yet enough for it to be used as a 
monitoring instrument. 
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Figure 6-33: Reduced-scattering coefficient versus fat content for Friesian cows. 
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Figure 6-34: Reduced-scattering coefficient versus fat content for Jersey cows. 
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The data was then separated out into readings for individual milkings. That analysis 
give an indication of the nature of the fat globules per milking per cow, and whether it 
was consistent over multiple milkings. If we had found that for any single milking the 
reduced-scattering coefficient and the measured fat content had a linear relationship, 
then it would have been a reasonable assumption that the fat globule characteristics 
were consistent over a single milking. Since this also broke up the data down to a per-
cow basis, it would also show whether the fat globule characteristics were constant 
per cow or whether they varied. Additionally, data on how the fat globule 
characteristics changed over multiple milkings could be viewed. 
Figure 6-35 and Figure 6-36 show the reduced-scattering coefficient for cow 9517 (a 
Jersey) on two separate days. Figure 6-37 and Figure 6-38 show the same data for 
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Figure 6-38: Friesian cow (8833) reduced-scattering coefficient versus measured fat percentage data -
20/09/2002 
Positive trends in both the Jersey cow and Friesian cow data were visible. The Jersey 
cow data appeared to show a much tighter linear trend, as shown by Figure 6-34. 
Notice also that the range of fat percentages for Jersey milk were much larger than for 
Friesian milk. This was an expected outcome, as it was commonly known that Jersey 
milk has a higher average fat content than Friesian milk. It was also well known that 
both breeds start milking with a lower milk fat content and end milking with a higher 
milk fat content. 
The data from Figure 6-35 and Figure 6-36 were then combined to create Figure 6-39, 
and the data from Figure 6-37 and Figure 6-38 combined to make Figure 6-40. Those 
figures show that for the two cows, the reduced-scattering coefficient could show the 
fat percentage per milking. What was observed in those two new figures was that the 
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Figure 6-39: Jersey cow (9517) reduced-scattering coefficient versus measured fat percentage data -
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Figure 6-40: Friesian cow (8833) reduced-scattering coefficient versus measured fat percentage data -
19/09/2002 and 20/09/2002 
The relationship between the reduced-scattering coefficient and the measured fat 
percentage appeared to be consistent over the two milkings on different days, for 
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these two cows. To confirm this suspicion, similar data from some other cows were 
examined. Figure 6-41 to Figure 6-44 contain the same type of data as Figure 6-39 
and Figure 6-40, except that they are for different cows. 
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Figure 6-41: Jersey cow (7641) reduced-scattering coefficient versus measured fat percentage data -




































Figure 6-42: Friesian cow (8714) reduced-scattering coefficient versus measured fat percentage data -
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Figure 6-43: Friesian cow (9643) reduced-scattering coefficient versus measured fat percentage data -
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Figure 6-44: Friesian cow (1158) reduced-scattering coefficient versus measured fat percentage data -
19/09/2002 and 20/09/2002 
The results from the four cows in Figure 6-41 to Figure 6-44 showed that there was a 
reasonably linear relationship between the reduced-scattering coefficient and the fat 
content in raw milk, when measured per cow. Applying the measurements on a per-
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cow basis increased the precision from± 2.0 % for all cows to± 0.8 % for both Jersey 
cows and Friesian cows. 
On average, Jersey milk tended to show a better correlation between fat percentage 
and the measured reduced-scattering coefficient than Friesian milk. However, the 
relatively low number of Jersey milk samples compared to the number of Friesian 
milk samples (due to the low numbers of Jersey cows in the herd tested) meant that 
this would require more study. 
6.4.5 Experiments with In-Line sampling of fresh raw milk 
Aim 
Results from raw milk taken from a live milking situation at the automated milking 
system have been analysed. However, this milk was removed from the milk lines and 
taken to the photon migration instrument, which was situated close by. The next 
logical step was the ultimate goal, which was to install the photon migration 
instrument so that its sampling chamber was in-line - that is, all milk from the quarter 
being sampled was to flow through the photon migration instrument. 
It was expected that the difference in the results between the two configurations of the 
photon migration instruments would be small, with maybe only a small decrease in 
precision due to cross-contamination of the sample. The only real difference between 
the two configurations was how they acquired the milk sample. In theory, the milk 
itself is unchanged. Results should appear similar to the previous experiments. 
Method 
The methods used to gather these results are much the same as for the previous 
experiment with the raw milk samples from the automated milking system with the 
notable difference being the fact that the sample container was now positioned in-line 
with the milk line for the right rear quarter. The new configuration is shown in Figure 
6-45. Note though, that the light shield is omitted from the figure for clarity. 
With the apparatus shown in Figure 6-45, milk could be diverted either through the 
sample container or along a bypass tube that allowed the milk to continue through 
without entering the sample container. The bypass option was used once it was 
determined that the end of milking would prematurely end the collection of a 
sufficient quantity of milk. The decision not to take another sample was based on the 
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estimated amount of milk remaining, by comparing the current milk yield with the 
previous milk yield and taking into account the amount of time already spent in 
milking. Typically, three measurements could be expected for each milking, allowing 
for rough profiling of fat content over the course of the milking. 
Figure 6-45: In-Line Photon Migration Apparatus (not showing light shield for clarity). 
It was useful to note that allowing milk to go both via the bypass tube and through the 
sample container (both lines open) caused the milk in the sample container to empty 
more quickly, especially if the container was tipped horizontally. This was used to 
good effect as it managed to reduce the inter-sample time considerably. 
Results and Discussion 
The results from this set of measurements were expected to be similar to the results 
from the previous experiments, as mentioned. However, several individual cows from 
the herd that the milk was sampled from had recently calved, and had visible 
colostrum in the milk, which increased the extinction of light in the milk sample. 
Recently calved Jersey cows had the most noticeably thicker looking milk, and hence 
the milk that most affected the performance of the photon migration instrument. 
Therefore, the milk was not the same as for the previous off-line experiments. 
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What was expected then if the 65 MHz data is displayed as before, was a data set that 
showed a positive trend when plotted against measured fat content. Figure 6-46 shows 
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Figure 6-46: 65 MHz data for in-line photon migration instrument. 
A positive trend is shown in Figure 6-31 , with the data clearly well spread. This was a 
similar picture to the previous results on the automated milking system. The 
prediction interval information for this data set is shown in Figure 6-47. 
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Figure 6-47: Reduced-scattering coefficient versus measured fat content. 90% prediction interval 
calculated, and outliers removed 
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The 90% prediction interval for this data showed that we could measure milk fat in-
line to a precision of ± 2.4%. This was less precise than the offline measurement, but 
the number of recently calved cows that were producing colostrum could explain 
some of that variation. The presence of colostrum in the sample changed the nature of 
the milk markedly, increasing the scattering and therefore the attenuation of the light 
in the milk. 
The data was then separated into Friesian and Jersey milk samples data and the 90% 
prediction interval plotted as per the previous experiment so that the measurement 
precision could be determined. This is shown in in Figures 6-48 and 6-49 . 
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Figure 6-49: Jersey milk data, on-line. 
The data showed that for Friesian milk, the fat can be predicted to an accuracy of 
±2.2%, and ±4.5% for Jersey milk. As expected, the colostrum adversely affected the 
measurement precision of the Jersey milk. However, the Friesian milk behaved as 
expected, with only a small decrease (± 0.4% measured fat) in precision. It was 
theorised then, that the results could be improved with the implementation of 
measures to reduce cross-contamination of milk samples. One way that could have 
been accomplished was by the better tuning of the outlet rate of the sample chamber 
drain hole, so that enough milk for a good sample was retained with high milk flow. 
The previous off-line experiment did not encounter the same cross-contamination 
difficulties. 
6.4.6 Conclusions 
This was the first time that on-line data had been gathered from a live milking 
situation in a commercial dairy parlour using photon migration methods. It can be 
concluded that the photon migration instrument was able to measure fat percentage in 
raw milk to a precision of± 2.0 % when no attempt is made to discriminate between 
individual cows and samples are sufficiently isolated from each other. However, if the 
data was sorted according to breed, the precision of the photon migration instrument 
in measuring fat content in raw milk increased to ± 1.6 % for Friesian milk and ± 1.4 
% for Jersey milk. Splitting the data into records for individual cows showed yet 
another marked improvement in precision, approaching ± 0.8 % for some cows. 
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The increase in precision was most likely attributed to an increase in the consistency 
of the particle size distribution between milk samples. This increase in consistency 
would come from the increase in the consistency of the fat globule size distributions 
once the data had been separated by breed. Further separation of the samples into milk 
from individual cows further increased the consistency of the milk fat globule size 
distribution. 
The measurement of the increase in the fat content of milk as milking progresses has 
been demonstrated successfully using the photon migration instrument. This could 
form the basis of long term studies to determine whether the reduced-scattering 
coefficient can be used to monitor other characteristics of milk, possibly to go as far 
as to keep track of cow health. At that point, one possibility would be to use the 
absorption coefficient at multiple wavelengths to track changes in the milk. 
Once the shortcomings with particle size distribution determination have been 
overcome, the photon migration instrument has a good probability of being a useful 
tool in the real-time and long term monitoring of milk fat content, and other 
components, or even cow health. 
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6.5 Somatic cell count detection in raw milk 
6.5.1 Introduction and principles of operation 
The rapid and accurate detection of high levels of somatic cells in raw milk is a highly 
sought-after target for many instruments. However, due to their low concentration in 
milk, they are difficult to detect directly, since they are of the same order of 
magnitude in size as milk fat globules. 
Most existing somatic cell detection methods use indirect means to detect the cells. 
This approach was also used in the experimental work described in this section. The 
particular property that we investigated that should correlate with milk somatic cell 
count, is the fluorescence of a dye that binds to a component of the somatic cell. The 
component is the cellular DNA, and the dye is ethidium bromide. 
Fluorescence photon migration measurements with ethidium bromide with the 
purpose of determining somatic cell count in milk were first performed by Cerussi 
( 1999). The idea of the experiment was to show that fluorescence lifetime 
spectroscopy with multiple fluorophores is possible. The results from that experiment 
were positive in that they showed that the fluorescence lifetime of the two ethidium 
bromide species (bound and non-bound) could be isolated, and a calibration could be 
made using the detected phase to determine the bound DNA, and hence the somatic 
cell count. 
A single, high cell count milk sample was used, and diluted with Liposyn to obtain 
lower cell count milk samples. The original volume of the sample was one litre, and at 
all times, this volume remained constant. Subsequent samples were made by 
removing half of the volume of milk and replacing it with an equal volume of 
Liposyn. This halved the concentration of the somatic cells with every dilution. 
The results showed that the measured phase of the fluorescence photon density wave 
had a definite positive relationship with the somatic cell count. However an exact 
relationship between the ratio of bound to free ethidium bromide and the somatic cell 
count could not be found, due to the unknown behaviour of ethidium bromide in the 
cellular environment. Also, this work was preliminary and indicative only. To transfer 
this work to an online solution, the techniques needed to be adapted to raw milk in an 
online situation. 
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The main goal of the experimental work carried out here was to obtain a calibration 
curve for somatic cell count using the fluorescence photon migration method. The 
secondary goal was to develop measurement equipment to measure the somatic cell 
count using this method, but capable of doing so in an on-farm situation. 
An overview of the theory behind fluorescence photon migration based somatic cell 
count work was written by Cerussi (1999). We refer to his theoretical discourse, as we 
shall be using exactly the same theory in this work. 
Somatic cell DNA and ethidium bromide properties 
Bovine somatic cells are the chief source of DNA in the dairy cow's milk. Each 
bovine cell contains about 3.651 x 109 base pairs of DNA in the genome, compared to 
3.4 x 109 base pairs for humans (Technical University of Denmark DTU, 2003). Since 
bovine cells are diploid, that number doubles to approximately 7 .3 x 109 base pairs 
per cell available. 
Consider the mastitic cow - there will be many somatic cells in the milk, contributing 
a considerable number of DNA base pairs to the total DNA count in the milk. 
However, there are also the bacteria that caused the mastitis. Their DNA will not 
contribute appreciably as they have one thousand times fewer DNA base pairs in their 
genome. 
There should therefore be a correlation between the amount of DNA in the milk and 
the somatic cell count. As mentioned previously, one such way to detect the DNA is 
to dye it with ethidium bromide. 
Ethidium bromide is a common and relatively inexpensive fluorescent DNA marker. 
It binds by intercalating with the DNA (Haugland, 1996), or inserting itself into the 
DNA structure. This process often distorts the double helix structure of the DNA, 
which is usually undesirable for living cells. The binding properties of ethidium 
bromide have been well studied (Bugs & Cornelio, 2001; Cosa et al., 2001 ). Ethidium 
bromide binds tightly to double-stranded RNA and DNA. Upon binding, its 
fluorescence characteristics change markedly. Table 6-4 lists the optical properties of 
interest for ethidium bromide. 
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Parameter Free Bound 
absorption peak (nm) 480 518 
emission peak (nm) 620 605 
quantum efficiency at absorption peak 5.6 5.6 
quantum efficiency at 600 nm -0.01 -0.05 
fluorescence quantum yield(%) -8 - 100 
fluorescence lifetime (ns) 1.73 ± 1 22±2 
Table 6-4: Optical properties of ethidium bromide (Byrne & de Mello, 1997) 
Principles of operation 
The main contrast mechanism is the change in the fluorescence lifetime between 
bound and free, which is an order of magnitude. This allows one to easily discern one 
form from another by choice of a suitable modulation frequency. Calculating the 
co-r-1 frequencies for both the fluorescence lifetimes yields 7 .2 MHz for the bound 
state and 92 MHz for the free state. If a frequency is chosen that is close to 7 .2 MHz, 
it will be highly sensitive to the delay caused by the bound state, while being 
relatively insensitive to the delay caused by the free state. However, there is one point 
of caution. Cerussi ( 1999) noticed that the binding of the ethidium bromide to non-
DNA cellular components shortened the lifetime of the ethidium bromide to 17 ns. To 
compensate for this, a slightly higher modulation frequency must be chosen. 
The number of DNA base pairs that are available per cell is a known quantity, but 
what is not yet known is how many of them are available to bind to ethidium bromide. 
Waring (1965) showed that the bound fraction of ethidium bromide to calf thymus 
DNA is about 0.22. This reduces the number of free DNA base pairs available for the 
ethidium bromide as binding sites to approximately one fifth of its original number. 
That simple estimate still is not an accurate gauge of the number of DNA base pairs 
available to bind to the ethidium bromide. Cellular DNA is normally found in a 
tightly wound state. This will hide many base pairs from any binding by ethidium 
bromide. As mentioned previously, ethidium bromide will also bind to non-DNA 
cellular components too. Also, even though bacterial DNA has been considered to be 
insignificant compared to the amount of bovine DNA present, it is still certainly there, 
and available to take up ethidium bromide. Altogether, the conclusion that is reached 
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is that it is impossible to accurately predict the number of binding sites available. 
Therefore, calibration is required to obtain a correlation between bound DNA and the 
somatic cell count. 
Binding affinity 
A model the binding of ethidium bromide to the bovine cellular DNA is now required. 
This can be done by considering three different quantities. 
• Unbound ethidium bromide (G) 
• Bound ethidium bromide / DNA complex (C) 
• Unbound DNA (R) 
(Cerussi, 1999) derives an expression that describes the binding of ethidium bromide 
to DNA. It is written in the same form as a reversible chemical reaction. 
R+G ----- C 
[6-3] 
where Ka is the association coefficient and Ki is the dissociation coefficient. The 
association coefficient describes the affinity for the forward reaction (from separate R 
and G into the complex, C), and the dissociation coefficient describes the affinity for 
the reverse reaction. Thus, the higher the Ka the more likely the reaction is to favour 
the complex C (and hence the tighter the binding), while the higher the Ki the looser 
the binding, and the more likely it is for the complex C to dissociate into R and G. 
Both Ka and Ki have units of Molar. Equation 6-4 shows the derivation of Ka and Ki. 
K = [C] =-1 
0 [R][G] Kd 
[6-4] 
For DNA in soution, the Ki for ethidium bromide is 0.7 µM, suggesting that the 
binding is strong if the ethidium bromide concentration is in the µM range. We can 
also assume that different binding sites do not interact with each other (Waring, 
1965). 
Equation 6-4 can be solved for [C]. With a given amount of unbound ethidium 
bromide Go, the amount of it available G as the complex C forms will be G = Go - C. 
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The number ofremaining binding sites is R = Ro- C. Inserting these relationships into 
equation 6-4 and solving for [C] gives: 
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Figure 6-50: Ethidium bromide binding characteristics. Kd = 0.7 µM, with 106 cells per mL and 109 
binding sites per cell. 
This relationship shows that after the ethidium bromide concentration exceeds 10 µM , 
the amount of bound ethidium bromide compared to the total amount of ethidium 
bromide becomes almost constant. That is due to all the binding sites being occupied 
by the ethidium bromide. Care must be taken during experiments to make sure that 
the ethidium bromide concentration is sufficient to fill as many binding sites as 
possible, but not too high or the ability to detect the bound ethidium bromide will 
decrease . Recall that the emission phases for multiple fluorophores in solution add as 
phasors. Therefore, if there are roughly equal proportions of both the bound and 
unbound ethidium bromide and there are no more binding sites available, the addition 
of any more ethidium bromide will cause the phase contribution from the bound 
ethidium bromide to lose significance. 
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6.5.2 Experiments on raw cow's milk 
Aim 
The purpose of this experiment was to test whether there was a relationship between 
somatic cell count and measured phase lag in raw milk. These are proof-of-concept 
types of measurements, and extend on Cerussi's work by 
1. making measurements on different samples of raw milk with different somatic 
cell counts 
2. reducing the size of the sample required from 1 L to 100 mL. 
Method 
The photon migration instrument sample container was set up as discussed in chapter 
5. The RF network analyser was used as the signal source and receiver. Only a single 
modulation frequency was used for this experiment. For optimal signal-to-noise ratio, 
and to protect the photomultiplier tube from overexposure to stray light, the 
experiments were conducted in a darkened room. 
The light source for these experiments was the 525 nm ultra-bright LED as there were 
no available laser diodes of that wavelength. A frequency-doubled Nd-Y AG laser was 
considered, but the bulk of such a device would cause problems in future designs. 
Since the modulation frequency dropped from 60-80 MHz down to 10 MHz, a 
commonly available LED was used as our excitation source. In order to drive it 
properly though, the RF network analyser supplying the modulation frequency was set 
to its highest output power of 23 dBm, into 50 ohms. This modulation resulted in a 
± 45 mA sine wave that was used to modulate a 35 mA DC bias current to the LED. 
Also, since the LED was being driven with more current than in its specifications, the 
temperature controller of the laser diode driver was set to lower the temperature inside 
the laser diode driver module down to 15 °C to help keep the junction temperature of 
the LED down. Figure 6-51 shows the configuration of the photon migration 
instrument for fluorescence lifetime measurements. 
The sample container was a 100 mL plastic sample vial with transparent sides and a 
25 mm bottom radius. The 1 L volume that was used in previous experimentation in 
this area was not used in this experiment. This is because at the edge of the container, 
there was no detectable excitation light and thus no contribution to the fluorescence at 
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that point. Therefore, an upper limit to the radius of the container from the light 
source could be determined. With no detectable light at the container boundaries, 
there could be no boundary effects on the results measured. 
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Figure 6-51: Photon migration instrument in fluorescence lifetime measurement configuration. 
A 515 nm bandpass interference filter (part number 03-FIL-204, Melles-Griot, USA) 
was placed in front of the output lens of the laser diode driver. Correspondingly, a 
605 nm filter was placed before the photomultiplier, ensuring that only fluorescence 
signals could be detected. 
The milk samples used in this experiment were obtained from the automated milking 
system. Subsamples were sent to the LIC testing laboratories for somatic cell count 
determination. Three milk samples were from healthy cows, exhibiting a range of 
SCC readings from 5.4 x 104 cells mL-1 to 7.7 x 104 cells rnL-1• One sample had a cell 
count of 7.9 x 105 cells mL-1• The remaining three samples were linear dilutions 
(100 %, 60 % and 30 %) of milk from a cow with clinical mastitis. The SCC reading 
from this sample was 9.9 x 106 cells rnL-1. The high cell count milk was diluted with 
known low cell count milk to form the linear dilutions. 














All milk samples had a concentration 20 µM ethidium bromide (part number E-1510, 
Sigma, St. Louis, Missouri, USA). 25 µL of 10 % Triton-X detergent (Triton XlOO, 
Prolabo, Paris, France) solution was added to the samples to aid the ethidium bromide 
in penetrating the cell membranes. 
A single phase lag measurement was made with each milk sample. The sample 
container was rinsed out with warm water after each measurement. 
Results and Discussion 
Figure 6-52 shows the measured relationship between the somatic cell count and the 
measured phase lag. The error bars are from the quoted phase measurement error of 
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Figure 6-52: Phase lag versus somatic cell count. 
A cell count of 107 cells mL-1 is assumed for this milk sample. The data in Figure 
6-52 show a linear trend. However, that was only for the higher cell count milk. The 
phase lag from the milk with lower cell counts did not seem to change much - in fact, 
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it clustered around the 32 degree mark. That was not expected behaviour. Ten more 
milk samples of known low cell count were obtained, and another set of 
measurements made, using exactly the same method as for the original samples, 
except with no dilutions. The results are shown in Figure 6-53. 
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Figure 6-53: Low cell count milk phase lag versus measured somatic cell count. 
The results for the second set of measurements were not as clear as those for higher 
cell counts. There is the possibility of a trend, but the scatter is too large for any 
measure of confidence. Certainly, even with these low cell counts, the phase lag is far 
too high. The phase lag for purely unbound ethidium bromide should be close to 7 ° at 
10 MHz, as shown in section 6.5.1. 
The maximum variation of this instrument was quite low, being only at best 8 ° at 10 
MHz. Since the phase lag ought to be less for low cell counts, one possibility is that 
there was insufficient ethidium bromide added to the milk, and thus all of it was being 
bound, causing a higher-than-usual phase lag. That possibility was unlikely as the 
same amount of ethidium bromide added to milk with a high cell count had a far 
greater phase lag. 
Another possibility is that the ethidium bromide is being inhibited by something in the 
milk. The first possible cause that was to be investigated however, was whether the 
concentration of ethidium bromide was incorrect, causing either an oversupply of 
available binding sites, or an oversupply of unbound ethidium bromide. 
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The results showed that somatic cell count can be measured with a lower limit of 
about 4 x 105 cells mL-1, and up to 1 x 107 mL-1• This is suitable for the detection of 
clinical mastitis and would detect some incidences of subclinical mastitis. However, a 
lower limit of detection of 4 x 105 cells mL-1 is only just adequate as the upper limit 
before penalties for somatic cell count for bulk tank milk in New Zealand is 4 x 105 
cells mL-1• 
6.5.3 Determination of the optimal ethidium bromide concentration 
Aim 
The objective of this experiment was to determine the optimum concentration of 
added ethidium bromide in order to increase the maximum variation in phase returned 
by the photon migration instrument. A desirable outcome was that milks of low cell 
counts could be more easily measured as their phase lags would be much lower than 
those with high cell counts. 
Method 
The photon migration instrument was set up as per the experiment described in 
section 6.5.2. A 1 L milk sample (cell count measured by LIC as 4.5 x 105 cells mL-1) 
was obtained from the automated milking system and divided into 10 subsamples of 
100 mL each. To each of the samples, 25 µL of 10 % Triton-X was added, before 
adding the ethidium bromide. Each sample received a gradually increasing amount of 
ethidium bromide, ranging from 0.02 µM to 300 µM in logarithmic base-10 steps. 
An IntraLipid suspension was used to set the zero point on the phase readings from 
the RF network analyser, as IntraLipid has no DNA content. The phase lag from the 
IntraLipid plus ethidium bromide was the same as the phase lag for water plus 
ethidium bromide. This made it a suitable medium for calibrating the photon 
migration instrument. 
A single phase lag measurement was made for each of the subsamples. The sample 
container was rinsed out with warm water after each measurement. 
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Figure 6-54: Phase angle versus ethidium bromide concentration. 
The results plotted in Figure 6-54 show that by lowering the ethidium bromide 
concentration, the phase lag can be brought towards zero. This is counterintuitive, as 
when the proportion of unbound ethidium bromide increases, the contribution of the 
short-lifetime phase should also increase, thus bringing the overall phase measured 
down towards the 7° phase lag that unbound ethidium bromide should show with a 
10 MHz modulation frequency. 
It is not certain what caused the anomalous results. However, it was likely that the 
desired outcome (a lower phase for a lower somatic cell count) could have been 
achieved by lowering the ethidium bromide concentration. 
The next step was to find out whether there was something in the milk that was either 
binding with the ethidium bromide (and is not DNA), or inhibiting its activity. 
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6.5.4 The fluorescence behaviour of ethidium bromide in milk that 
is being progressively diluted 
Aim 
The objective of this experiment was to determine the behaviour of the phase lag of 
the ethidium bromide in milk and thus find out if there was something affecting it. 
Method 
If there was a component of milk that affected the binding of ethidium bromide to the 
DNA content of the somatic cells, then there was a strong possibility that the dilution 
of milk should have gradually removed that effect. 
A quantity of milk with a low somatic cell count was obtained. Since anything with a 
somatic cell count of less than 4 x 105 cells per mL could not be resolved 
satisfactorily, any sample with a somatic cell count less than that was suitable. The 
ethidium bromide concentration was set to 20 µM, and 25 µL of 10 % Triton-X was 
added, as per previous experiments. 
Seven samples were made, with milk content from 10 % up to 100 %, with the 
remainder of the sample being distilled water. Samples were poured (in tum) into the 
sample container and the phase. lag from the bound ethidium bromide recorded. 
Afterwards, the sample was discarded and the sample container rinsed out with warm 
water. 
Note that here, the phase lag of unbound ethidium bromide in water is defined as zero 
degrees - that is, the offset from our phase measurements was removed. 
The RF network analyser settings for this experiment are: 
Bandwidth: 15 Hz 
Averaging: 64 samples 
Number of data points: 5 
Frequency: 10MHz 
RF power: 23 dBm 
Source-Detector distance: 0.5 cm 
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Figure 6-55: Phase lag results - milk diluted with water. 
The results for gradual dilution of the milk sample with distilled water are shown in 
Figure 6-55. There was a definite decrease in the phase lag as the milk was diluted. 
However, this decrease was quite small until the proportion of milk in the sample was 
quite low. At 10 % milk content, the phase lag was still 27 degrees. The phase lag at 
0 % milk (100 % water) was defined to be zero. This result led to the hypothesis that 
there was a substance in milk that interfered with the binding of ethidium bromide to 
DNA. If that was the case, then a way to calibrate for it was required. 
6.5.5 Raw milk and lntralipid dilutions 
Introduction and Aim 
The objective of this experiment was to once again characterise the fluorescence 
phase lag of a raw milk sample that had been diluted. This time however, the samples 
were diluted with IntraLipid that had been itself diluted so that it matched the average 
reduced-scattering coefficient of raw milk (about 30 cm-1). This experiment also took 
into account the findings from the experiment in section 6.5.3 in that a range of lower 
concentrations of ethidium bromide were tested. This experiment was an extended 
version of the experiment that Cerussi ( 1999) performed, and the results here should 
have been similar. 
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Method 
This experiment required the use of high cell count milk. Two samples were obtained. 
The first sample had a cell count of 6 x 105 cells mL-1 and the second had a cell count 
of 7 x 105 cells mL-1• Each milk sample was divided into three subsamples to which a 
different amount of ethidium bromide was added. The ethidium bromide 
concentrations in the three samples were 1 µM, 3 µM and 10 µM. These 
concentrations were the ones that lower the phase lag for lower cell count milks. Six 
subsamples were made in total from both milk samples. 
The phase lag of the photon migration instrument was set to zero with an IntraLipid 
and ethidium bromide control sample. This was done before each subsample was 
measured. All of the subsamples were treated with 25 µL of 10 % Triton-X solution. 
Each subsample was poured into the sample container and a phase reading obtained. 
Following this, the subsample was evacuated into another container and half of its 
contents were removed, and substituted with the same volume of IntraLipid. 
Additional ethidium bromide was added to the subsample to make up for the amount 
lost with the removal of half of the subsample. Then, the subsample was put back into 
the sample container and another phase reading obtained. 
This process was repeated eight times for each subsample, giving a range of dilutions 
from not diluted up to 1/128 of the original subsample. Each successive dilution 
halved the concentration of milk (and somatic cells/ DNA) in the subsample. 
Results and Discussion 
Figure 6-56 and Figure 6-57 show the phase lag readings for both the 6 x 105 cells 
mL-1 and the 7 x 105 cells mL-1 samples respectively. The readings for both milk 
samples were not as expected. The most unexpected result shown by both milks was 
the curving of the phase lag graphs where the milk was the least diluted. 
If there were an inhibitory substance in the milk, then this would have explained the 
results. So if it was assumed that there was a certain quantity of inhibitor in the milk 
in the beginning, then upon the first addition of the ethidium bromide, a certain 
quantity of inhibitor proportional to the amount of ethidium bromide added would 
have been used up. That is assuming that this inhibitor was used up in a non-
reversible way. At each dilution, half the inhibitor would have been poured out and a 
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fresh amount of ethidium bromide (half the amount originally injected) would have 
been mixed in. Therefore the amount of inhibitor would gradually decrease, while the 
ethidium bromide concentration would remain constant. Notice that in both Figure 
6-56 and Figure 6-57, the 10 µM ethidium bromide data was the most linear, followed 
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Figure 6-57: Phase lag versus somatic cell count for various dilutions of milk with 7x I 05 cells mL- 1• 
After the third dilution, the data started to show a more linear trend. A sample that had 
milk with a high enough somatic cell count would have had a phase lag result that 
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followed a linear trend if the ethidium bromide concentration in that sample had been 
high enough. 
The results generated by Cerussi ( 1999) showed a linear trend with the phase lag 
versus the logarithm of the somatic cell count. The milk sample he used had an initial 
cell count of 2.2 x 106 cells mL"1 and had an ethidium bromide concentration of 
approximately 20 µM. His results did not show the same curvature when graphed, 
which agreed with the results shown here in that phase readings with milk with higher 
concentrations of ethidium bromide added exhibit less flattening and curving when 
graphed in a similar way to Figure 6-56 and Figure 6-57. However the results shown 
here do not agree with his conclusion that this method can resolve somatic cell count 
over three orders of magnitude, due to the curvature shown. 
What could be concluded however, is that it was possible to obtain reasonable results 
for low cell count milks if they were diluted to at least 1/8 concentration with a 
suitable IntraLipid suspension. An equivalent effect was obtainable when diluting the 
milk with distilled water. However, the phase lag readings would then be dependent 
on two factors - the relative concentrations of the bound and free ethidium bromide 
and the reduced-scattering coefficient of the sample, which would decrease linearly 
with dilution. 
6.5.6 Final testing and overall conclusion regarding the testing for 
somatic cell count in milk using ethidium bromide and 
fluorescence lifetime spectroscopy 
Final testing 
The expected outcome of this experiment is the determination of the lower limit of 
detection for this method of somatic cell counting. A set of five milk samples was 
obtained from the automated milking system and tested using the same method as in 
section 6.5.5. However, only four dilutions were made, as it was at the third dilution 
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Figure 6-58: Phase lag of diluted milk samples. Graph legend is the cell count of the milk 
(x 103 cells mL.1) as measured by LIC. 
The milk with the highest cell count of all the samples available at the time had a 
measured cell count of 4.2 x 105 cells mL·1• As it was the highest cell count milk that 
was available at the time (and for the foreseeable future) , the experiments focused on 
those results. 
Notice that the highest cell count milk consistently reads with the highest phase. This 
difference in readings is clearly outside the error bars, indicating that it is most likely 
a proper change, not a measurement artifact. It can be concluded from this that the 
lower limit of detection of somatic cell count using ethidium bromide as a DNA stain 
and fluorescence lifetime as the contrast factor lies in the range between 3 x 105 cells 
mL·1 and 4 x 105 cells mL-1• 
There was still the factor of the ethidium bromide inhibiting agent. The data shown 
here was consistent with that explanation. A further two informal tests were carried 
out to see if the inhibiting factor was a related to alkaline pH or added Triton-X 
concentration, with both of them coming up with a negligible correlation. Acid pH 
was not tested as milk starts to curdle at around pH 5.5, and that is certainly not a 
natural condition. 
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Discussion and conclusion of the ethidium bromide fluorescence experiments 
Overall, the conclusion can be reached from this set of experiments is that the somatic 
cell count of raw milk can be quantified, subject to certain conditions. The conditions 
are that the milk has a somatic cell count of greater than 4 x 105 cells mL-1 and also 
that the milk sample is diluted to 1/8 of its original concentration with a specially 
prepared sample of IntraLipid. 
There was the possibility that the lack of resolution at low somatic cell counts was 
due to the effects of an unknown agent inhibiting the action of ethidium bromide. The 
tests carried out so far have shown no conclusive evidence of such an agent. However, 
one important issue that was overlooked with the use of ethidium bromide in raw milk 
to highlight DNA, was its behavior in a medium with micelles. The DNA binding 
with ethidium bromide in these experiments was designed around the behaviour of 
ethidium bromide in water. While milk is mostly water, there is a significant amount 
of fat and protein suspended in the form of globules and micelles. Pal et al. (2000) 
state that the emission intensity of ethidium bromide is low in highly polar solvents 
such as water, but can increase nearly five-fold in a non-polar medium. One 
possibility for this in milk, is the uptake of ethidium bromide by fat globules, thus 
strongly enhancing the fluorescence output. Note that the fluorescence photon 
migration instrument does not distinguish between the two different emission 
wavelengths. Pal et al. (2000) also note that anionic solvents can increase the 
emission lifetime such as when ethidium bromide is taken up by a fat globule. This 
would have introduced an unexpected phase delay, which would increase the lower 
measurement limit for somatic cell count with the fluorescence photon migration 
instrument. This effect is indeed what was observed, and thus needed to be eliminated 
to improve the performance of the instrument. 
The rather high figure for the lower detection limit hampered the usefulness of the 
fluorescence photon migration instrument as a somatic cell counter due to the 
similarity of the lower detection limit to the maximum permitted bulk tank somatic 
cell count imposed by most dairying industries around the world. However, since 
cows with greater than 106 cells mL-1 are usually considered to have clinical mastitis, 
the instrument could be used to detect cows with subclinical mastitis. A single cow 
with subclinical mastitis and a cell count between 4 x 105 and 106 cells mL-1 would 
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not affect the bulk tank count much, but could easily be detected on her own, enabling 
early treatment of the subclinical mastitis before it turned into clinical mastitis. 
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7 Conclusion and Future Work 
7. 1 Conclusion 
The aims of this thesis were to: 
1. determine the extent with which photon migration measurement techniques 
can yield useful information about milk composition and 
2. determine whether these techniques can be applied to an online situation. 
In order to achieve this, the properties of milk were reviewed, and then a suitable 
mathematical model was selected to describe it. 
The model selected for the description of light transport in milk was the diffusion 
approximation to the Boltzmann transport equation. This was found to be a commonly 
used mathematical model for highly scattering media. It was appropriate for use with 
milk as it had been used with other highly scattering media. It was also relatively 
straightforward to implement. The limitations of using the diffusion approximation 
were avoidable in milk, by choosing the correct physical configuration of the sample 
container. The experiments showed also that there was no absolute requirement to 
follow the same types of geometries as prior experiments had used. 
The application of the diffusion approximation to milk fell into two main areas. The 
first, being the measurement of the fat content in homogenised and raw milk, and the 
second being the measurement of the somatic cell count of raw milk. It was not 
possible to measure other components such as total protein, casein or lactose due to 
the lack of response of the photon migration instrument to those quantities. 
The measurement of the fat content of raw milk was a direct application of the 
diffusion theory since the reduced-scattering coefficient of the milk should correlate 
with the fat content. The experiments regarding this area showed that there was a 
positive correlation, and therefore the reduced-scattering coefficient could be used as 
an indicator of the fat content in both homogenised and raw milk. The results of these 
experiments were unique in that this was the first time that photon migration 
measurement methods have been used in an on-line situation - that is, with the milk 
being measured non-invasively while it is still in the milking machine system. 
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The application of the diffusion approximation to somatic cell count in raw milk 
required a small extension to the theory. The light source that was to be measured was 
no longer the light distribution from a single fibre, but was a solution of the diffusion 
equation at the excitation wavelength. That meant that photon density waves from the 
source fibre became the source term for the photon density wave from the 
fluorophores distributed throughout the medium. 
Measuring the somatic cell count in milk using this modified equation was 
straightforward once the choice of the measurement quantity (contrast factor) was 
determined. The fluorescence lifetime was used in the experiments in this thesis, as 
that is one of the most striking features of the dye used, ethidium bromide. The dye 
binds to the DNA in somatic cells. The fluorescence lifetime for the bound dye is an 
order of magnitude longer than for the non-bound dye. 
The measurements that were made indicated that ethidium bromide and raw milk 
combined with the fluorescence photon migration instrument could quantitatively 
measure the somatic cell count in milk. However the lower limit of detection was too 
high for it to be a useful on-farm instrument. The fact that the binding and 
fluorescence lifetime of ethidium bromide was affected by non-cellular components in 
milk (namely fat globules and casein micelles) gave much room for exploration with 
regard to improving these results. 
Therefore, two areas have been identified that can be readily measured using photon 
migration techniques - fat content and somatic cell count. It has been demonstrated 
that these techniques can obtain that information but with a lower precision than 
desired. It has also been shown that these techniques can be applied online, especially 
in the case of the fat measurements. However, there was no reason why the somatic 
cell count measurements could not be also performed online. Those results fulfilled 
the aims of this thesis, which were stated at the beginning of this chapter. The extent 
with which photon migration measurements can be used for milk composition 
analysis has been examined. Along with this, photon migration measurement 
techniques have been successfully applied to an in-line milking situation where the 
milk can be analysed non-invasively and non-destructively. 
The milk fat measurement data was presented at the 2004 New Zealand Non-
Destructive Testing Association Conference in Palmerston North (Khoo et al. 2004a) 
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and the somatic cell count data was presented at the 2004 International Conference on 
Experimental Mechanics in Singapore (Khoo et al. 2004b) 
In conclusion, the use of photon migration theory in the form of the diffusion 
approximation could be a useful tool in the analysis of milk components. In the form 
examined in this thesis, it was shown to require further refinement due to the lack of 
precision in the fat measurements, the high lower limit of detection for the somatic 
cell count and the non-responsiveness to protein content. Further improvements must 
be made before the instrument can realise its full potential. 
7.2 Future work 
The full potential of the photon migration instrument is quite broad indeed. It is a 
conceptually straightforward operation to modify the instrument for use as a multi-
component analyser for milk. In theory, it is capable of measuring fat content, protein 
content and somatic cell count - the three main quantities that are measured for in 
milk. What will be examined now is the work required in order to achieve this 
potential. 
7.2.1 Increasing the precision of the fat content measurement 
The main problem with the fat content measurement is that the particle size 
distribution cannot be quickly and accurately measured. Currently, particle size 
distribution measurements require the milk to undergo several individual readings in 
the photon migration instrument (at different wavelengths), with all the readings 
processed later on to obtain the size distribution. The processing required is quite 
intensive, and would need quite a powerful computational device. 
If a fast way of getting an approximate particle size distribution were available, the 
precision of the fat measurements would increase. A side effect of being able to 
measure the particle size distribution would be the ability to monitor damage to the fat 
globules and possibly devise a correlation with the free-fatty acid content of milk. 
Free fatty acids cause the rancid odour in milk and in some countries, regulations are 
being put in place to ensure minimal amounts of these odoriferous substances are in 
milk destined for processing. 
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7.2.2 Lowering the detection limit for somatic cell count 
Finding out the nature of the ethidium bromide inhibitor is one way of lowering the 
detection limit. With that information, the instrument can be calibrated, or else a 
process to neutralise the inhibitor could be devised and inserted into the measurement 
method. One way of doing that is to completely lyse the somatic cells in milk with a 
high concentration of detergent as with the California Mastitis Test. This will release 
the DNA in the somatic cells, allowing easier interaction with ethidium bromide. 
Another possibility for the future is to extend the work done on the dilutions with 
IntraLipid. There is a strong possibility that further experimentation with milks of 
varying cell count will yield a calibration against the phase lag from the ethidium 
bromide. 
7 .2.3 Detecting protein and other milk components 
The absorption coefficient has been neglected for the most part in this work. Applying 
the same techniques that are used in spectroscopy and incorporating multiple light 
sources of different wavelengths will enable the use of the photon migration 
instrument as a spectrometer. A major advantage of using the photon migration 
instrument as a spectrometer is that the scattering properties of milk can be ignored or 
accounted for by use of the reduced-scattering coefficient. 
Protein content in milk is usually measured using near infrared spectroscopy. The 
determination of the content is usually from a ratio of intensities of two or more 
different wavelengths. However, the main difficulty is the acquisition of light sources 
of the correct wavelength that have a sufficient modulation depth at the modulation 
frequencies the photon migration instrument uses. 
Implementing a multiple-wavelength system like this would vastly increase the 
usefulness of the photon migration instrument as a diagnostic and monitoring tool, 
especially when applied online. 
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8 Appendix - Matlab source code 
8. 1 Matlab Code crankd.m 






L = 10; 
algorithm. 
% number of grid points 
% length of system, from -N/2 to N/2 




mu_s = 20; 
% time step (default is 1 picosecond) 
% Speed of light in medium (cm/s) 
mu_a = 0.02; 
D = 1/(3*mu_s + mu_a); 
%%% Set up the Wellingtonian 
wel zeros (N) ; 
coeff = D ./ h.A2; 
for m = 2: (N-1) 
wel(m,m-1) = coeff; 
% Source intensity (photons/sec) 
% reduced scattering coefficient 
% absorption coefficient 
% diffusion coefficient 
Operator Matrix (WOM) %%% 







-2 * coeff; 
1 * coeff; 
-2 * coeff; 
= 1 * coeff; 
% non-periodic boundary conditions. 
%%% Compute Crank-Nicolson matrix%%% 
disp('Computing Crank-Nicolson matrix. Please wait.'); 
dCN = inv(eye(N) - O.S*tau*nu*wel) * (O.S*tau*nu*wel + eye(N)); 
%%% Plotting variables set here%%% 
xplot (O:N-l)*h - L/2; 
iplot 1; 
nstep 34000; 
% Record the x scale for plots 
% Counter used to count plots 
% Maximum number of iterations 
nplots = 340; 
plot_step = nstep/nplots; 
phase= zeros(9,nplots); 
pfough = zeros(N,1); 
% Number of snapshots (plots) to take 
% Number of time steps between plots 
% Active Variable 
q round(N/2); 
r round ( 1/h) ; 
s round(0.5/h); 
%%% Main Loop. Have fun. %%% 
disp('Entering Main Loop. Please fasten your seat belts.'); 
for istep = 1:nstep 
pfough(q) = pfough(q) + pow*tau*(sin(2*pi*6e7*istep*tau)) .A2; 
pfough = dCN*pfough; 
if( rem(istep,plot_step) < 1) % Every plot_step steps 





phase(l,iplot) = pfough(q); 
phase(2,iplot) = pfough(q + 2*r); 
phase(3,iplot) pfough(q + round(2.S*r)); 
phase(4,iplot) = pfough(q + 3*r); 
time(iplot) = istep*tau; 
%plot(xplot,pfough); 
%axis([-L/2 L/2 0 le6]); 
pause(0.05); 
iplot = iplot + 1; 
end 
plot(time,phase(l, :) ,time,phase(2, :) ,time,phase(3, :) ,time,phase(4, :)) 
a phase(l, :) ; 
b phase (2, : ) ; save 20al.txt time a b -ASCII -DOUBLE 
b phase(3, :) ; save 30al.txt time a b -ASCII -DOUBLE 
b = phase (4, : ) ; save 40al.txt time a b -ASCII -DOUBLE 
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8.2 Matlab Code minplot.m 
%minplot.m -
comparisons 
code to plot a range of scattering coefficient 
clear; 
in 1 [635 651 670 780] ; 





npoints = 60; 
s = 1; %volume fraction 
m = 1; 
for ex= xmin: (xmax-xmin)/npoints:xmax; 
n = 1; 
for why= ymin: (ymax-ymin)/npoints:ymax; 
data(m,n) = minimi([ex,1,why] ,in_m,in_l,1.546,1.333); 
n = n + 1; 
end; 
fprintf ( 'm : %g \n' , m) ; 
m = m + 1; 
end; 
x = xmin: (xmax-xmin)/npoints:xmax; 
y = ymin: (ymax-ymin)/npoints:ymax; 
mesh(y,x,data); 
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8.3 Matlab Code minimi.m 
function out= minimi(stats, in_m, in 1, m, n) 
% out= minimi(stats, in_m, in l, m, n); 
% Returns the chi-squared value as in that particle sizing paper. 
% 
% stats= 
% in m 
% in 1 
% rn 





vector of different sizes to check out. 
Vector of measured scattering coefficients 
Vector of corresponding wavelengths (in a vacuum) 
Refractive index of particles. 
Refractive index of the surrounding medium. 
Expected average size of the particles. 
Expected standard deviation of the particles. 
Expected volume fraction of particles. 
[a num_readings]=size(in_m); 
sum= O; 
for count= 1:num_readings; 
sum= sum+ (in_m(count) - scat(stats, m, n, in !(count))) .A2; 
end; 
%fprintf('ChiSquared = %g\n' ,sum); 
out= sum; 
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8.4 Matlab Code scat.m 
function mus= scat(x,m,n,l); 
% mus= scat(x,m,n,l) 
% 
% Given real-world input parameters, returns useful Mie scattering 
numbers. 
% 
% requires: X = [size, spread, volume] 
% m refractive 
% n refractive 
% 1 wavelength 
% 
% returns: [Qscat 
% 
d = x(l)/le6; 
1 l*le-9/n; 
k (2*pi)/l; 
ex = k* (d/2); 
g mu 
coeffs = mie(m/n,ex); 
qscat = coeffs(S); 
g = coeffs(B); 
index of particle 
index of medium 
in vacuum in nanometres 
s] 
%fprintf('d = %g \t v = %g\n',x(l) ,x(2)); 
%mus= 0.01 * ((3/2)*(qscat*(l-g)))/d * x(3); 
mus= 0.01 * (3/2) * (qscat/d) * (1-g) * x(3) * quad('gtest', x(l) -
S*x(2), x(l) + S*x(2),[],(],x(l),x(2)); 
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8.5 Matlab Code gtest.m 
function y = gtest(x,a,b); % y = gtest(x,a,a2,b,b2); 
%gtest(x,a,a2,b,b2); 
%gtest - returns a double gaussian centered at a and a2, widths band 
b2 
y = sqrt(l./(2*pi*b .... 2)) .*exp(-((x - a) .... 2) ./(2*b ... 2)); % gaussian 
%yl exp(-((x - a) .... 2) ./(2*b ... 2)); % non-normalised gaussian 
%yl = (c/b). * ( (x-a) /bl .... (c-a) . *exp {- ( (x-a) /bl .... cl; % weibull 
%y2 = sqrt(l./(2*pi*b2 .... 2)).*exp(-((x - a2)."2)./(2*b2"2)); % 
gaussian 
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8.6 Matlab Code minfind.m 
% minfind - two-step program to find the minimum of this sum of 
squares function. 
clear; 
%in 1 input('Wavelengths vector:'); 








[525 635 651 670 780); 




ymax = 0.15; 
npts 10; 
nextsize = 500; 
for finecount = 1:4:5; 
sizediff = 1; 
npoints = finecount * 10; 
while sizediff > 0.05; 
m = 1; 
for ex= xmin: (xmax-xmin)/npoints:xmax; 
n = 1; 
for why= ymin: (ymax-ymin)/npoints:ymax; 
data(m,n) = minimi([ex,why] ,in_m,in_l,1.546,1.333); 
n = n + 1; 
end; 
fprintf('iteration percentage complete :%g 
\r', (m/npoints) *100); 
m = m + 1; 
end; 
x = xmin: (xmax-xmin)/npoints:xmax; 
y = ymin: (ymax-ymin)/npoints:ymax; 
mesh(y,x,data); 
[mincols cols] = min(data); 
[minval d] = min(mincols); 
minval2 = data(cols(d),d); 
if minval -= minval2 disp('Minimal values do not match!'); end; 
oldnextsize = nextsize; 
nextsize = x(cols(d)); 
next vol = y ( d) ; 





nextsize - (nextsize/4); 
= nextsize + (nextsize/4); 
nextvol - (nextvol/4); 
nextvol + (nextvol/4); 
fprintf('Current guess -
%g\n' ,nextsize,nextvol); 
size= %g and volume fraction 
if npoints > 10 sizediff = O; end; 
end; 
end; 
fprintf('particle size %g microns\n',nextsize); 
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fprintf('volume fraction %g\n' , nextvol) ; 
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